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INDEX TO RECENT DECISIONS

ArxMnnsTRATivE Law
An administrative agency of the Government, having a developmental and

promotional function, in making a ruling on prospective matters, must base

its order and ruling upon evidence of record, but such evidence must be

construed to include estimates or forecasts or opinions on these future events.

American Airlines v. C.A.B., no. 10,374, D.C. Cir., Sept. 27, 1951 321

Antitrust
Where a company, organized and assigned patents by competitors, grants uniform

patent licenses fixing minimum prices to substantially all manufacturers in

the field, it violates the Sherman Act, even though it manufactures nothing
but engages exclusively in licensing activities. United States v. New Wrinkle

Inc., 72 Sup. Ct. 350 (1952) 452

Attorney and Client
Person not licensed to practice law who draws will and power of attorney for

another may be punished for contempt of court notwithstanding a statute

making the unauthorized practice of law a misdemeanor. In re Baker, 85 A.

2d 505 (N.J. 1951) 454

Bankruptcy
Recent amendment to Bankruptcy Act makes trust receipts valid against the

trustee in bankruptcy and is applied retroactively to a case appealed under

the old law. Coin Machine Acceptance Corporation v. CfBonnell, 192 F. 2d

773 (4th Cir. 1951) 4S7

Charities
The Young Women's Christian Association may not prescribe religious qualifica

tions for membership when the Articles of Incorporation make no such re

quirement. Leeds v. Harrison, 83 A. 2d 45 (N.J. Super. 1951) 122

Conflict op Laws

Cross-complaint of foreign landowner for damages to his growing crop when

sprayed by petitioner with negligently adulterated insecticide allowed in state

where spraying service is incorporated despite local nature of action. Reasor-

Hill Corporation v. Harrison, No. 4-0643, Ark. Sup. Ct., Jan. 21, 1952 (20
U.S.L. Week 2330) 608

Public policy of a State to exclude causes of action on wrongful deaths occurring
outside of state must give way to the national policy of the Full Faith and
Credit Clause. Hughes v. Fetter, 71 Sup. Ct. 980 (1951) 124

Constitutional Law
Admission of evidence obtained by the use of a stomach pump on the accused

against his will violates the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Rochin v. People of California, 342 TJ. S. 165 (1952) 460

A municipal ordinance requiring municipal employees to take oath that they had
not advocated, nor belonged to an organization advocating overthrow of

government by force and violence is valid as establishing a reasonable employ
ment qualification. Garner v. Board of Public Works of Los Angeles, 341

U.S. 716 (1951) 127
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An order issued by a railroad to dining car stewards to seat passengers entering a

(lining car singly with other passengers according to sex, age, and race does
not constitute an undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage within the

meaning of Section 3(1) of the Interstate Commerce Act. Henderson v.

Southern Ry. Co., Interstate Commerce Commission Docket No. 2889S,
February 4, 19S2 613

A state legislature may declare that membership in any organization found to be
subversive by the Board of Regents after notice and hearing is prima facie
evidence of disqualification for a position in the public schools. Adler v.

Board of Education, 72 Sup. Ct. 380 (19S2) 610

Neither the Fourth Amendment nor the Federal Communications Act will preclude
a federal agent from testifying to a conversation of the accused with an

informer when overheard by the agent on a receiving set tuned to a micro
phone concealed on the informer. United States v. On Lee, 193 F. 2d 306

(2d Cir. 1951) ." 463

Ordinance making door to door solicitation without invitation a criminal nuisance
held constitutional. Breard v. City of Alexandria, La., 341 U. S. 622 (1951) .. 130

Privilege against self-incrimination extends neither to records of Bail Fund held by
trustees, nor to oral testimony by trustees, as sureties, concerning contents

of records and their acquaintance with fugitives released on bail. United
States v. Field, (20 U. S. L. Week 2186), 2d Cir., Oct. 30, 1951 323

Public Utility Commission's dismissal of investigation thereby permitting a mo

nopoly transit company to subject passengers to loud speaker commercials and
announcements is an infringement upon the rider's liberty as guaranteed by
the Fifth Amendment. Pollak v. Public Utility Commission, no. 10,777,
D.C. Cir., June 1, 1951 134

State statute making it a misdemeanor for an employer to penalize or deduct wages
from his employees for time allotted them to vote on election days is a valid
exercise of the police power. Day-Brite Lighting v. State of Missouri, 72 Sup.
Ct. 405 (1952) 616

Taxpayer has no standing to challenge in the Supreme Court of the United States

the validity of a state statute requiring the reading of the Bible in the public
schools unless the taxpayer shows a measurable disbursement of funds occa

sioned solely by the action complained of. Doremus v. Board of Education,
72 Sup. Ct. 394 (1952) 619

Copyrights
Word "original" in reference to copyrights merely means that the particular work

owes its origin to author and no large measure of novelty is necessary to

sustain a copyright. Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, 191 F. 2d 99

(2d Cir. 1951) 327

Criminal Law
A witness is not guilty of contempt when he persists in ascertaining the investigat

ing committee's attitude on his refusal to answer a question because he

regards it as not pertinent to the jury and he is not advised accordingly during
the course of the hearing. United States v. Browder, U. S. District Court for
the District of Columbia, Criminal no. 1784-50, March 14, 1951 137
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Federal Bureau of Investigation agents' arresting powers are expanded by federal

statute rather than curtailed. Coplon v. United States, no. 10,339, D. C. Cir.,
June 1, 19S1 140

Criminal Procedure

Indictment under the Smith Act is not in itself a circumstance that warrants the

fixing of bail greatly in excess of that fixed for offenses incurring like penalties
where the character and financial resources of defendant would not otherwise

warrant such high bail. Stack v. Boyle, 72 Sup. Ct. 1 (1951) 330

Domestic Relations

Right to each installment of alimony decreed to be payable in future installments

becomes absolute and vested when it becomes due. Kephart v. Kephart, no.

10,446, D.C. Cir., on rehearing en banc, Oct. 11, 1951 335

The Full Faith and Credit Clause requires that a successful extraterritorial chal

lenge of an ex parte divorce decree renders such decree invalid in every state,

including the divorce forum. Sutton v. Leib, 72 Sup. Ct. 398 (1952) 622

When a limited divorce for cruelty is granted the court may in its discretion

provide for partition or sale of property held by entireties. Tendrich v.

Tendrich, no. 10,887, D. C. Cir., Nov. 23, 1951 333

Equity

Subpurchaser has a cause of action for specific performance even when sub-

purchaser's contract with purchaser calls for less than purchaser's contract

with seller. Clark Co. v. New York, New Haven & H. R. Co., 107 N. Y. S. 2d

721 (Sup. Ct. App. Div. 1st Dept. 1951) 338

Evidence

Expert medical testimony, the result of competent blood grouping tests, is con

clusive when it excludes paternity. "C" v. "C", N. Y. Sup. Ct., Nov. 1, 1951

(20 U.S.L. Week 2187) 340
In cases involving charges of invitation to sodomy, the trial court should consider

the testimony of a single witness with caution, should consider evidence of
defendant's good character as particularly applicable, and should require
corroboration of circumstances surrounding the parties. Kelly v. United

States, no. 10,639, D.C. Cir., Jan. 10, 1952 466
Instruction which eliminates evidence contrary to presumed fact of agency arising

from insignia on taxicab, held error. Harlem Taxicab Association v. Nemesh,
no. 10,674, D.C. Cir., June 7, 1951 143

Prior conviction can be shown as a basis of impeachment notwithstanding a

presidential pardon. Richards v. United States no. 10,700, D.C. Cir.,
Sept. 27, 1951 145

Federal Trade Regulation

Action by wholesaler against non-signer of subsisting resale price maintenance
agreement is prohibited by Federal Antitrust Law. Schwegmann Bros. v.

Calvert Distillers Corp., 71 Sup. Ct. 745 (1951) 147
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Naturalization
It is not within, the power of a state court to cancel a certificate of citizenship,

following its own procedure in vacating a judgment, where the action is based
on evidence dehors the record that the certificate was illegally or fraudulently
procured. Bindczyck v. Finucane, no. 18, U.S. Sup. Ct., Nov. 26, 1951

(20 U. S. L. Week 4019) 343

Negotiable Instruments
Whether or not the drawer of a negotiable instrument is precluded from re

covering from a drawee bank upon a forged instrument honored by the drawee
is a matter of fact, which must be pleaded and proved by the drawee.

Callaway v. Hamilton National Bank of Washington, no. 10,908, D. C. Cir.,
Feb. 28, 1952 (20 U. S. L. Week 2388) 626

Patent Law
An applicant for extension of his patent under Public Law 598 is required to have

full ownership of the patent. In re Field, 190 F. 2d 268 (C. C. P. A. 1951) . . 149

The expense of models prepared and utilized in a suit for infringement of letters
patent is not properly taxable as costs in the absence of special circumstances
and a preliminary order of the court. Specialty Equip, and Mach. Corp v.

The Zell Motor Car Company, 92 U. S.P. Q. 84 (4th Cir. 1952) 469

Shipping
No right of contribution exists in favor of one maritime tortfeasor against another

in federal non-collision cases. Halcyon Lines v. Haenn Ship Ceiling and

Refitting Corp., 72 Sup. Ct. 277 (1952) 472

Torts
A charitable hospital is liable to a partial-paying beneficiary for injuries caused

by the negligence of the hospital's nurse. Moats v. Sisters of Charity of
Providence, no. A-6789, U. S. D. C, Alaska, Jan. 24, 1952 (20 U. S. L. Week

2332) 628

A child has a right of action for injury negligently inflicted upon it while in its
mother's womb provided child was viable when the injury was inflicted.
Woods v. Lancet, 303 N. Y. 349, 102 N. E. 2d 691 (1951) 475

An employee of a subcontractor is in the legal status of a licensee when he uses

with express permission a scaffold erected by the employees of another sub

contractor for their own use. Arthur v. Standard Engineering Co., no. 70,735,
D.C. Cir., Oct. 25, 1951 345

An individual is liable for serious, intentional and unprivileged infliction of mental

suffering and for any bodily harm that may result from it. State Rubbish

Collectors Assn. v. SUiznoff, 240 P. 2d 282 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1952) 631

Publication of photograph of a married couple in an amorous embrace when taken
without their consent or knowledge violates their right of privacy. Gill v.
Curtis Pub. Co., 239 P. 2d 630 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1952) ; Gill v. Hearst Pub. Co.,
239 P. 2d 636 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1952) 633

The republication of a newspaper photograph of an accident victim as an illustra
tion for a magazine article dealing with pedestrian carelessness violates the
victim's right of privacy. Leverton v. Curtis Publishing Co., 192 F. 2d 974

(2d Cir. 1951) 478
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Trademarks
Under the Lanham Act of 1946 a registrant of a trade mark may seek protection

in the district courts from unfair competition in commerce with foreign
nations by a United States citizen domiciled in the United States. Bulova

Watch Co., Inc., v. Steele, 92 U.S. P. Q. 226 (19S2) 636

Trade Regulation
A refusal to deal by a single trader may constitute an enjoinable violation of the

Sherman Anti-trust Act where the refusal is by a trader occupying such a

position in the market as to make dealing with it a necessity for its customers.

Lorain Journal v. United States, 342 U. S. 143 (1951) 480

Radio station has property interest in knowledge of winning number on its give
away program and rebroadcast by competitor within reasonable time is unfair

competition. Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Arlington-Fairfax Broadcasting Co.,
no. 575, E. D. Va., July 18, 1951 348

The Robinson-Patman Amendment, in placing the burden of justifying price
discriminations, does not distinguish between buyer and seller in proceedings
instituted by the Federal Trade Commission. Automatic Canteen Co. v.

Federal Trade Commission, no. 10,239, 7th Cir., Jan. 18, 1952 (20 U.S. L.

Week 2320) 483

Veterans
The Pennsylvania Veterans Preference Act granting ten additional points to

veterans who pass civil service promotional examinations is unconstitutional
as class legislation. Commonwealth ex rel. Maurer v. O'Neill, 83 A. 2d 382

(Pa. Sup. Ct. 1951) 351
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right to hearing. .428

Courts division into types of licenses,
and its effect as to hearings. .433

Evidence of record as basis of adminis
trative order, forecasts and opinions
included in. .321

Federal Communications Commission
restrictions on radio broadcasting of
gambling information . . 83

Hearing implies privilege of introducing
evidence and the duty of deciding in
accordance with it. .432

Hearing prerequisite to refusal of a

license application . . 43 1

Judicial review of disability claims, pro
posed legislation for.. 564

Legislation to control interstate dissemi
nation of gambling information, ad
ministrative approach.. 71

License, a permit to do something other
wise unlawful, and is not property

. .431
Renewal applicant need not be granted
a hearing. .435

Right to judicial-type hearing should
not depend on applicant having prop
erty right. .431

Text book, review of . . 640

Admiralty :

Equal liability not applicable to non-

collision cases . . 473

Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. Case:
Interim measures, order of the Court
and dissent thereto. .414

Iran's attitude to interim measures. .416
Proceedings before Security Council. .419

Air Mail Subsidy Separation:
"Administrative separation" by CAB

. 214
Air Merchant Marine bill. .208
Airlines covered under various definitions
of eligibility to apply for subsidies

235
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. 163

Comparison of 1950 Airline Revenues
per ton-mile with domestic trunk
lines, feeder lines and international
and overseas lines. . 196

Cost Ascertainment Report for Fiscal
1950 .193

Disclosure of subsidies . .219

Douglas-Aiken-Lehman amendment to

Kennedy-Heselton bill . 191
Economic development as subsidy basis

203

Eightieth Congress. . 165
Eighty -first Congress. . 167
Eighty-second Congress. . 177
Groups advocating separation. . 178
Groups opposing separation . . 180

History. .163, 224
Hoover Commission recommendations

. . 168, 193
House and Senate bills compared. .181
Johnson-Kennedy bill . . 169, 209
Kennedy-Heselton bill.. 162, 174, 181,

184, 201, 203
National defense as subsidy basis . 201
"Need" clause. .163, 170
Persons eligible to apply for subsidy

. .207
Postmaster General's comment on com

parative costs of airline services. . 197
Press support of . . 238
Public consent to subsidy.. 2 13
Purpose of granting subsidies. . 198
Standards for subsidies . . 198
Universal Postal Union Convention . . 188
Weihmiller report . . 190
Witnesses' opinions in separation . . 235

Anti-Trust Law:
Action by wholesaler against non-signer
of subsisting resale price agreement
prohibited . . 147

Advantages of requirements contract
. .242

Block-booking illegal under Sherman
Act. .249

Clayton Act. .260, 282

Clayton Act, test of illegality . . 262
Clayton Act, tying clause arrangements

. 263
Domination of market as lessening com

petition. .264, 265
Economic approach to anti-trust prob
lem .486

Elements which constitute a violation
of Section 3 of the Clayton Act. .259

Exclusive handling contract illegal under
Sherman Act. .251

Factors in determining reasonableness
of the restraint of trade under Sher
man Act. .255

Freedom to trade includes unrestricted
access to an available market . 2 54

Full-line forcing unlawful under Sher
man Act. .250

Objections to contracts not to compete
. 244
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comes First Amendment protection of
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Foreign commerce, trade marks in. .637
Fourteenth Amendment, origins of . 361
Fourteenth Amendment, veteran prefer
ence in civil service promotion pro
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81, 85

Freedom of speech affecting regulation
of interstate gambling . . 84

Freedom of speech and of the press, in

general . . 7
Impairment of contracts, statute requir
ing employer to pay employee wages
while voting. 618

Injunctive relief granted in disputes be
tween states . . 400

Jurisdictional standing. .619
License renewal, refusal in order to pro
tect public health and morals. . 24

Licensing power, lack of specificity as

invalidating program evaluations . . 29
Licensing power, no supervisory control
of programs. .26

Licensing power, not limited to technical
aspects of regulation. .27

Licensing power, use of to prevent pro
spective licensee from abdicating con

trol over programs. .31
Licensing power, use of to review com

parative service to public in compet
ing applications. .32

Licensing power, use to control inter
state dissemination of gambling infor
mation. . 71

Oath regarding advocation of overthrow
of government. . 127

Prohibiting solicitation from door to
door not violative of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments . . 132

Rent control, local options in . .511
Right to follow a recognized and useful
occupation is protected by Constitu
tional guarantee of liberty. .430
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State may regulate a specific occupation
in the general welfare. .430

Statute making door to door solicitation
a criminal nuisance is valid. .130

Subversive groups. .611
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quorum, and tenure, proposed legis
lation affecting . . 442

Supreme Court, effect of split decision
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Taxpayer's suit. .619
Television, Congress has occupied the
field in passing Communications Act
.30

Thirteenth Amendment 367, 385, 388
Transit rider's liberty, infringement
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Voting, statute requiring employer to

pay employee wages while . 616

Contempt:
The Dollar case . . 300
Witness before committee of Congress
.137

Copyrights :

Measure of novelty necessary to sustain
copyright. .327
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Criminal Law:
Arresting power of federal officer, law
of the state determines validity where
no federal statute is applicable . . 141

Arresting power of federal officer under
federal statute. .141

Contempt, witness before Congressional
committee. .137

Counsel, restriction of appearance be
fore government agency employer,
pending criminal legislation for. . 563

Misdemeanor, felony punished by sen
tence of less than year deemed, pro
posal for. .563

Proposed legislation to control inter
state dissemination of gambling infor
mation . . 68

Special standards to be set in sodomy
cases. .466

Criminal Procedure:

Bail, amount of.. 330
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davit and oath for . 564

Smith Act, bail for indictment under
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Descent and Distribution:
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PROGRAM EVALUATIONBY THE FEDERAL COMMUNI
CATIONS COMMISSION: AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL

ABRIDGEMENT OF FREE SPEECH?

NDER the Constitution of the United States, freedom of speech and
of the press are fundamental personal rights and liberties, which are

secured by the First Amendment against abridgement by the United
States.1 However, the question remains open whether these constitu
tional guarantees apply to two media of mass communication, i.e., radio
and television broadcasting.2 Although there are a number of cases3 in

which the Supreme Court of the United States4 and lower federal courts5
have been called upon to determine whether a particular action of the
Federal Communications Commission6 involved constituted an abridge-
* B.S.(S.S.), Niagara University, 1942; LL.B., Georgetown University School of Law,

1948; LL.M., Georgetown University School of Law, 1951; Member of the District of

Columbia Bar, former Attorney, Federal Communications Commission. Associate, law

firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington, D. C.
1 Schenck v. United States, 249 U. S. 47 (1919). These rights are safeguarded against

abridgement by the states by the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U. S. 88 (1940).
2 Donnelly, Government and Freedom of the Press, 45 111. L. Rev. 31 (1950). Cf.

Miller, Principles of Law Limiting Radio Broadcasting, 9 F. D. R. 217, 225 (1949).
3 Discussed infra, pp. 7-15.
* National Broadcasting Company v. United States, 319 U. S. 190 (1943).
5 E.g., Mansfield Journal Company v. Federal Communications Commission, 86 U. S.

App. D. C. 102, 180 F. 2d 28 (1950) ; Johnston Broadcasting Company v. Federal Com

munications Commission, 85 U. S. App. D. C. 40, 175 F. 2d 351 (1949) ; Bay State

Beacon, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 84 U. S. App. D. C. 216, 171 F. 2d

826 (1948) ; Simmons v. Federal Communications Commission, 83 U. S. App. D. C. 262,
169 F. 2d 670 (1948), certiorari denied, 335 U. S. 846 (1948); Trinity Methodist Church,
South v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 850 (1932), certiorari
denied, 284 U. S. 685 (1932) ; KFKB Broadcasting Association, Inc. v. Federal Radio Com

mission, 60 App. D. C. 79, 47 F. 2d 670 (1931).
6 In two instances the cases involved were appeals from decisions of the Federal Radio

Thomas H. Wall*
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ment of free speech, those courts have rejected First Amendment argu
ments without deciding whether the constitutional mandate applies to

radio and television.7
The Federal Communications Cornmission is an administrative agency

set up by Congress to protect, under statutory direction,8 the interests

of the people of the United States, in order that they might enjoy the

best possible radio9 and television10 service.
The Communications Act delegates to the Commissioners, who ad-

Commission, the predecessor of the Federal Communications Commission. See Trinity
Methodist Church, South v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 8S0

(1932), certiorari denied, 284 U. S. 685 (1932) and KFKB Broadcasting Association, Inc.

v. Federal Radio Commission, 60 App. D. C. 79, 47 F. 2d 670 (1931). There are a series

of cases upholding generally the authority of the Radio and Communications Commission

to base decisions (on applications) in whole or in part on consideration of program

service in which no contention was made that consideration of programming violated

either the constitutional or statutory safeguard of free speech. See Radio Investment C.

v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 296, 62 F. 2d 381 (1932) ; Brahy v. Federal

Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 204, 59 F. 2d 879 (1932) ; Woodman of the World

Ins. Association (WOW) v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 54, 57 F. 2d 420

(1932); Riker (Station KFQU) v. Federal Radio Commission, 60 App. D. C. 373, 55
F. 2d 535 (1931) ; Technical Radio Laboratory v. Federal Radio Commission, 59 App.
D. C. 125, 36 F. 2d 111 (1929). See also Courier Post Publishing Co. v. Federal Com

munications Commission, 70 App. D. C. 80, 104 F. 2d 213 (1939) and Great Lakes

Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Radio Commission, 59 App. D. C. 197, 37 F. 2d 993 (1930).
7 But compare the statement of Mr. Justice Douglas (speaking for the Court) in

United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U. S. 131, 166 (1949) to the effect that:
"We have no doubt that moving pictures like newspapers and radio, are included in
the press whose freedom is guaranteed by the First Amendment," with the somewhat dif
ferent approach of Mr. Justice Frankfurter concurring in Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U. S.

77, 96 (1949), who reasoned that: "The various forms of modern so-called 'mass com

munications' raise issues that were not implied in the means of communication known or

contemplated by Franklin and Jefferson and Madison . . . Broadcasting in turn has pro
duced its brood of complicated problems hardly to be solved by an easy formula about
the preferred position of free speech.'' (Emphasis supplied.)

8 The Communications Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 1064, as amended 50 Stat. 189 (1937),
47 U. S. C. 151 (1946).

9 Cf. Black River Valley Broadcasts v. McNinch, 69 App. D. C. 311, 101 F. 2d 325
(1938), certiorari denied, 307 U. S. 623 (1938).

10 It is interesting to note that in Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. v. Carroll, 86
F. Supp. 813 (E. D. Pa. 1949), affirmed, 184 F. 2d 153 (3rd Cir. 1950), Chief Judge
Kirkpatrick granted the following requests for conclusions of law: Television like news

paper and radio, is included in the press whose freedom is guaranteed by the First and
Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States; The chief purpose
of the liberty of the press is to prevent restraints upon publication and in the case of
radio and television previous restraints upon broadcasting.
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minister its provisions, the following powers and duties, among others:
(a) To license radio stations; (b) To prescribe the nature of service
of each class of stations; (c) To assign bands of frequencies for each
station; (d) To make regulations to prevent interferences between
stations; (e) To prescribe qualifications for station operators; (f) To
license operators; and (g) To make general rules and regulations.11
Section 301 12 recites the purpose of the Act13 as, inter alia, the main

tenance of ". . . the control of the United States over all the channels
of interstate and foreign radio transmission. . . ." The yardstick to be
used by the Commission, which is primarily a licensing agency,14 is that
of "public convenience, interest and necessity." As Mr. Justice Frank
furter pointed out in Federal Communications Commission v. Potts-
ville Broadcasting Co.:15

In granting or withholding permits for the construction of stations, and in
granting, denying, modifying or revoking licenses for the operation of station's,
"public convenience, interest, or necessity" was the touchstone for the exercise
of the Commission's authority. While this criterion is as concrete as the
complicated factors for judgment in such a field of delegated authority permit,
it serves as a supple instrument for the exercise of discretion by the expert
body which Congress has charged to carry out its legislative policy. . . .

The Federal Communications Commission is faced with a serious
problem because the Communications Act requires it to grant or renew
licenses "as public convenience, interest, or necessity requires" and
the public is interested in having a station in the community with

superior programs rather than one with inferior programs. Must the Com
mission completely ignore the natural preferences of listeners because

11 � 303 of the Communications Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 1082 (1934), as amended SO Stat.
190 (1937), 47 U. S. C. � 303 (1946). For a brief summary of regulation of radio, see

Weaver, Constitutional Law and its Administration, 310 � 229 (1st ed. 1946). For detailed
treatises on the Communications Act and the Commission's Rules and Regulations,
promulgated pursuant thereto, see Warner, Radio and Television Law, �� 92-95 (1948)
and Edelman, The Licensing of Radio Services in the United States, 1927 to 1947 (1950).

12 48 Stat. 1081 (1934), 47 U. S. C. � 301 (Supp. IV, 1951).
13 The history of Federal regulation of radio communications is summrized in National

Broadcasting Co. v. United States, 319 U. S. 190 (1943). Cf. 1 Socolow, The Law of
Radio Broadcasting �� 25-48 (1939) and 41 Mich. L. Rev. 1195 (1943). Cf. Barker,
Competition, Free Speech and F. C. C. Radio Network Regulations, 12 Geo. Wash. L. Rev.
34 (1943) and N. Miller, Legal Aspects of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations, 12 Air
Law Rev. 293 (1941).
" Regents v. Carroll, 338 U. S. 586 (1950). Note, 38 Georgetown L. J. 675 (1950).

See Comments 64 Harv. L. Rev. 116 (1950).
*5 309 U. S. 134, 137-138 (1940).
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of the constitutional prohibition against censorship?16 The Commission

long ago faced that issue and construed the Communications Act as

requiring it to weigh and evaluate program proposals, and give con

sideration to an applicant's past or planned program format, in de

termining whether issuance17 or renewal18 of a license would be in the

public interest.19 This construction of the statute has been challenged
on the theory that the Commission in its Licensing function is limited

to considering the financial and technical qualifications of the applicant
in relation to the availability of frequencies.20 There is dictum in

16 2 Chafee, Government and Mass Communications, 635-636 (1st ed. 1947). See

Scripps-Howard Radio v. Federal Communications Commission, 189 F. 2d 677 (D. C.

Cir. 1951).
17 See Wilson et al., 9 F.C. C. 56 (1941) where the Commission preferred an ap

plication who would have more time to devote to programs of local interest than the

station proposed by the unsuccessful applicant. Cf. WDZ Broadcasting Company, 6

F. C. C. 543 (1948) and In re Lubbock Broadcasting Company, 6 Pike & Fischer R. R. 948

(1950). (Initial decision on November 28, 1950 upon remand from the United States

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Plains Radio Broadcasting Com

pany v. Federal Communications Commission, 85 U. S. App. D. C. 48, 175 F. 2d 359

(1948)).
18 See In re Port Frere Broadcasting Company, Inc. (WTUX, 5 Pike & Fischer R.R.

1137 (1950). The proceeding involved the application of Port Frere Broadcasting Com

pany, Inc. for renewal of its license. The application was designed for hearing upon
several issues, the first of which was to determine whether and to what extent the pro

grams and the program policies of Station WTUX served the interests of the Wilmington,
Delaware, community. The Commission found, after hearing, that the licensee of Station
WTUX had presented a program service that had neglected substantial interests in the

Wilmington community, such as its interests in public affairs and education, while de

voting an inordinate portion of its operating hours to programs containing detailed horse

racing data designed to assist persons engaged in unlawful gambling activities. According
ly, the Commission concluded that the past operation of Station WTUX had not been
in the public interest and denied the renewal application.

19 See Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees 55 (Federal Communications
Commission 1946).

20 Thus it has been argued: "The broadcasting licensee should be given complete and
exclusive control over program content, including the sole right to determine who shall

speak, and the right to censor any material intended for broadcast." Hearings before a

Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, V. S. Senate, on

S. 1333, 80th Congress, 1st Session 314 (1947). But as Chester and Garrison properly
suggest, in their work Radio and Television (1st ed. 1950) at p. 115, this raises serious

questions. Does freedom of the radio mean freedom for the person who is fortunate

enough to have a license to use the station as he sees fit, or does it mean freedom of

expression for the general public? Is it censorship to restrict the licensee's freedom to

make unfair use of his station? What constitutes unfairness and who shall make the

final decision? Can the Commission decide that a person (even though he possesses the
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Federal Communications Commission v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station?1
and in Greater Kampeska Radio Corporation v. Federal Communications
Commission,22 which appears to support a conclusion contrary to the
Commission's viewpoint.23
The answer to the question whether the Communications Act of 1934,

as distinguished from the Constitution, gives to the Commission the

power to consider programming in granting applications for initial

licenses, and renewals thereof,24 might appear, at first blush, to be out
side the scope of this paper. However, an examination of Section 326
of the Act reveals that Congress was not unmindful of the problem.25
That section declares it to be a national policy that nothing in the Com
munications Act shall be understood to give the Federal Communications
Commission "power of censorship" over radio communications and that
no regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the Com
mission26 which shall interfere "with the right of free speech by means

financial and technical qualifications and there is a frequency available for him) is unfit,
because of his past or proposed conduct, to be a licensee ? Or does the weighing or evaluating
of program content, as a factor bearing on the grant, renewal or revocation of broad
cast licenses, constitute a forbidden act of censorship? Is freedom of the radio the same

as freedom of the press or would censorship of radio be the same as censorship of motion

pictures so that censorship of radio programs before broadcasting would be constitu
tional? Cf. Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio, 236 U. S. 230

(IMS).
21 309 U. S. 470, 475 (1940).
22 71 App. D. C. 117, 119, 108 F. 2d 5, 7 (1939).
23 In Stahlman v. Federal Communications Commission, 75 App. D. C. 176, 179, 126

F. 2d 124, 127 (1942) the Court said: "The Communications Act requires no more of
an applicant for a radio license than proof of citizenship, character, and financial and
technical qualifications to operate in the public interest. Possessing these, the applicant's
eligibility is unchallenged. . . ." (Emphasis supplied.)

24 At least every three years the Commission must determine whether a renewal of the

license is in the public interest. 48 Stat. 1083 (1934), as amended 49 Stat. 1475 (1936),
47 U. S. C. � 307 (1946). Cf. Massachusetts Universalist Convention v. Hildreth J. Rogers
Co., 87 F. Supp. 822 (D. C. Mass. 1949), affirmed sub nom., Hildreth J. Rogers Company
v. Massachusetts Universalist Convention, 183 F. 2d 497 (1st Cir. 1950).

25 48 Stat. 1090 (1934), as amended 62 Stat. 862 (1948), 47 U. S. C. � 326. (Supp. IV,
1951.)

26 On February 5, 1951 the Senate passed S. 658, a bill to amend the Communications

Act of 1934 as amended. Senator Case made the following statement as part of the

legislative history of the bill, 97 Cong. Rec. 999 (Feb. 5, 1951): "Over a period of years,
the Commission has moved from looking over a radio station's over-all program con

tent to specific programs to which it objects. It has been unwilling to cancel the license,
or to fail to renew the license for a station, for example, that is engaging in give-away
programs and broadcasting horse-racing information, but it has procedeed to make rulings
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of radio communication."27 (Emphasis supplied.) It is obvious that

this mandate from the legislature cannot be completely ignored in con

sidering the constitutional question.28 In a recent case,29 the court

relied on five provisions of the Act for its conclusion that Congress was

vitally concerned with the nature of the programs broadcast by a

licensee as affecting the public good.30 Whatever Congress intended,31
the fact remains that the Commission takes the position that over-all

program evaluation was entrusted to it, and the courts have for the

most part32 (although not entirely)33 agreed, without deciding the funda

mental question of whether the First Amendment applies to radio and

television broadcasting.34
It is the purpose of this paper to attempt to decide whether the Con

stitution requires that the broadcast licensee be given complete control

as to whether such programs are in the public interest, and, at the same time, it

renews the station license. Hence a body of law seems to have been growing up with

reference to specific programs, rather than the over-all program content of a given station

If this practice should continue . . the Commission will have specifically approved or dis

approved various specific types of programs, notwithstanding the provision of the act,
that 'No regulation of condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the Commission which

shall interfere with the right of free speech by means of radio communication."'
27 A recent interpretation of this Section is contained in 2 Chafee, Government and

Mass Communications 641 (1st ed. 1947).
28 But Cf. Bay State Beacon, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission. 84 U. S.

App. D. C. 216, 171 F. 2d 826 (1948).
29 Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. v. Carroll, 184 F. 2d 153 (3rd Cir. 1950), which

holds that the Communications Act applies to television and that Congress has "occupied
the field" in its entirety so that a State may not regulate with respect thereto. See note 10,
supra.

30 48 Stat. 1084 (1934), 47 Stat. 1083 (1934), as amended 49 Stat. 1475 (1936), 48

Stat. 1085 (1934), 48 Stat. 1086 (1934), 48 Stat. 1082 (1934), as amended 50 Stat. 190,
191 (1937); 47 U. S. C. �� 308 (b), 307 (a), 309 (b) (2), 310 (b) and 303 (m) (D)
(1946).
31 This problem is not given detailed consideration here. For references to legislative

history which strongly support the view that "Congress intended that radio stations shall
not be used for the private interest, whims or caprices of the particular persons who have
been granted licenses," (Address by Wayne Coy, Chairman, Federal Communications
Commission at Yale Law Journal Banquet, January 22, 1949) see Public Service Re

sponsibility of Licensees 55 (Federal Communications Commission 1946).
32 See note 6, supra.
33 See Federal Communications Commission v. Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U. S.

470, 475 (1940) ; Simmons v. Federal Communications Commission, 83 U. S. App. D. C.

262, 169 F. 2d 670, 672 (1948) (concurring opinion), certiorari denied, 335 U. S. 846

(1948).
34 Donnelly, Government and Freedom of the Press, 45 HI. L. Rev. 31, 38 (1945).
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over program content, or whether the Commission can decide that an

applicant or a licensee is unfit to own and operate a radio station be
cause of his program proposals or his past programs. Stated otherwise,
the problem is (1) whether the First Amendment applies to radio and
television broadcasting; and (2) whether consideration by the Federal
Communications Commission of program format, in the exercise of its
licensing function, constitutes an unconstitutional abridgment of free
speech.

Freedom of Speech and of the Press

Any intelligent discussion of problems of free speech must necessarily
be prefaced by at least a brief resume35 of what that concept has come

to mean today in the light of the leading Supreme Court cases,36 which,
by a ". . . gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion,"37 have
served to define the term.
The First Amendment to the Federal Constitution provides in perti

nent part that:

Congress shall make no law . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press. . . .

Freedom of speech and of the press are fundamental rights38 which
are safeguarded not only by the First Amendment, supra, but also by the
due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment39 to the Federal Con
stitution.40 These rights are not absolute and the state in the exercise

35 References to law journal articles dealing generally with freedom of speech and of
the press are collected in Maurer, Cases on Constitutional Law 318 (1st ed. 1941) ; see

also Meiklejohn, Free Speech and its Relation to Self Government (1st ed. 1948) ; Antieau,
The Rule of Clear and Present Danger: Scope of its Applicability, 48 Mich. L. Rev. 811

(1950) ; Antieau, Clear and Present Danger�Its Meaning and Significance, 25 Notre Dame
Law. 603 (1950), Green, The Supreme Court, the Bill of Rights and the States, 19 U. of
Pa. L. Rev. 608 (1949); Notes, 51 Col. L. Rev. 98 (1951), 1948 Wis. L. Rev. 125;
Sherman, Freedom of Speech and the Need for Public Order, 26 Dicta 217 (1949),

36 In light of the recent critical analysis of the precedents in this field by the Supreme
Court in the last term of Court, no useful purpose would be served by more than brief
mention of some of the judicial highlights. Dennis v. United States, 341 U. S. 494 (1951) ;
Niemotko v. State of Maryland, 340 U. S. 268, 273 (1951) (Mr. Justice Frankfurter con

curring) .

37 Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U. S. 97, 104 (1877).
38 De Jonge v. Oregon, 299 U. S. 353 (1937).
39 U. S. Const., Amend. XIV, � 1: "... nor shall any state deprive any person of life,

liberty or property without due process of law. . .".
40 Near v. Minnesota, 283 U. S. 697 (1931) ; note 38, supra.
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of its police power may punish the abuse of the freedom.41 However, the
Supreme Court has frequently stated that only a clear and present
danger of destruction of life and property, or a breach of the peace will
warrant the use of a state's power in abridging personal liberties.42 The
older concept undoubtedly was that freedom of speech and of the press
consisted in laying no previous restraint upon publication43 and not in
freedom from liability for the actual publication of criminal libelous
matter.44 Stated otherwise, the government could not censor before the
words were written but was free to punish the writer after publication.45
But this narrow doctrine has been questioned if not expressly repudiated
by the Supreme Court 46

The classic test for determining the constitutionality of a statute (or
regulation), which is attacked upon the ground that it abridges freedom
of speech, was formulated in a case dealing with the Espionage Act of
19 17.47 In Schenck v. United States, iS the defendants had mailed
circulars to men who had been called for military service. The docu
ments not only declared conscription to be unconstitutional despotism,
but urged the recipients in impassioned language to assert their rights.
In affirming the conviction, Mr. Justice Holmes, writing for a unanimous

court, laid down the test for determining the true scope of the First
Amendment as follows:49

We admit that in many places and in ordinary times the defendants in saying

41 See Stromberg v. California, 283 U. S. 359, 368 (1931).
42 Chaplinsky v. State of New Hampshire, 315 U. S. 568 (1942).
43 Near v. Minnesota, 283 U. S. 697 (1931) ; Gitlow v. People of New York, 268 U. S.

652 (1925).
44 A typical statement of the older concept may be found in Trinity Methodist Church,

South v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 850 (1932), certiorari

denied, 284 U. S. 685 (1932).
45 4 Bl. Comm. 151, 152. But cf. Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission

of Ohio, 236 U. S. 230, 241 (1915) (censorship of motion pictures before exhibition does
not violate the First Amendment). See Kupferman and O'Brien, Motion Picture Censor

ship�The Memphis Blues, 36 Cornell L. Q. 273 (1951. The state cases to the same effect
are collected in Note, 64 A. L. R. 505 (1929).

46 Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U. S. 233 (1936) ; Schenck v. United States,
249 U. S. 47 (1919); cf. Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U. S. 88 (1940). Earlier state court
decisions have reached a like result, e.g., State v. McKee, 73 Conn. 18, 46 Atl. 409 (1900) ;
State v. Pioneer Press Co., 100 Minn. 173, 110 N. W. 867 (1907) ; Cowan v. Fairbrother,
118 N. C. 406, 418, 24 S. E. 212 (1896).

47 40 Stat. 217 (1917), as amended 18 U. S. C. � 791 (Supp IV, 1951).
48 249 U. S. 47 (1919).
49 Id. at 52.
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all that was said in the circular would have been within their constitutional
rights. But the character of every act depends upon the circumstances in which
it is done. . . . The question in every case is whether the words used are used in
such circumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present
danger that will bring about the substantive evils that Congress has a right to

prevent. It is a question of proximity and degree. (Emphasis supplied.)
In Abrams v. United States,50 the defendants were convicted of

agitating against the government's policy in dispatching American troops
to Vladivostok and Murmansk in 1918. A majority of the Supreme
Court affirmed the conviction, applying the clear and present danger
test but Mr. Justice Holmes, in his dissent,51 did not think the accused's
purpose was to hinder the prosecution of the war and felt that the danger
was trivial and remote.52 He said that:53

Only the emergency that makes it immediately dangerous to leave the correction
of evils to time warrants making any exception to the sweeping command
"Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech."

The next case was Gitloiv v. People of State of New York,6* in which
the accused was convicted of advocacy of criminal anarchy in violation
of a New York Statute.55 In the Supreme Court the only question was

the constitutionality of the statute as construed by the state courts.56
The majority of the court, speaking through Mr. Justice Sanford, held
that the statute did not wrongfully impair Gitlow's liberty of speech.
The Justice reasoned that the clear and present danger test merely

5� 250 U. S. 616 (1919).
51 Mr. Justice Brandeis concurred.
52 Cf. United States v. Dennis, 183 F. 2d 201 (2d Cir. 1950), certiorari granted, 340

U. S. 863 (1950).
53 250 U. S. 616, 630-631 (1919). Schaefer v. United States, 251 U. S. 466 (1920) is

a similar case and again the conviction . was affirmed by a divided court. See Chafee,
Free Speech in the United States, 108-140 (1st ed. 1941) and compare Wigmore, Freedom
of Speech and Freedom of Thuggery, in War-Time and Peace-Time, 14 111. L. Rev. 539

(1920).
54 268 U. S. 652 (1925).
55 Article 14 of the Criminal Anarchy Act. N. Y. Penal Law, �� 160-166.
56 The case is significant for its holding that freedom of speech and of the press are

among the fundamental personal rights protected under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Hague v. Committee for Industrial Organization, 307 U. S. 496 (1939) ; Grosjean v.

American Press Co., 297 U. S. 233 (1936). Cf. Warren, The New "Liberty" under the Four
teenth Amendment, 39 Harv. L. Rev. 431 (1926). See RD-DR Corporation and Film

Classics, Inc. v. Smith, 183 F. 2d 562 (5th Cir. 1950) and Note, 36 Georgetown L. J.
398 (1948). The rule has been frequently restated, Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U. S. 88

(1940); Schneider v. State, 308 U. S. 147 (1939); Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U. S. 444 (1938).
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served to decide how far the Espionage Act, which dealt primarily with

acts, should be extended to words. He rejected it as a test of the consti

tutionality of a statute expressly directed against words of incitement
which the legislature considers dangerous. It was enough that the

pamphlet, circulated by the defendant, "advocates and urges in fervent

language mass action which shall . . . overthrow and destroy organized
parliamentary government."57 Justices Holmes and Brandeis dissented
because "there was no present danger of an attempt to overthrow the

government by force on the admittedly small minority who share the
defendants' view. . . ,"58
Whitney v. California59 followed. In that case the defendant was con

victed under a similar state statute60 and again the conviction was af
firmed. Mr. Justice Brandeis filed a concurring opinion in which Mr.

Justice Holmes joined. The concurring justices agreed that the funda
mental rights- of free speech and assembly are not absolute, but they
demanded a more concrete test of the extent to which they may be
restricted. Mr. Justice Brandeis stated the reasons for the adoption of
the First Amendment61 and then laid down the practical effect of the
clear and present danger test:62

Whenever the fundamental rights of free speech and assembly are alleged to

have been invaded, it must remain open to a defendant to present the issue
whether there actually did exist at the time a clear danger; whether the danger,
if any, was imminent; and whether the evil apprehended was one so sub
stantial as to justify the stringent restriction interposed by the legislature. . . .

Next came Stromberg v. California� which involved a post-war flag
statute. The jury found Stromberg guilty of violating a statute which
made it a felony to display a red flag in a public assembly "as a sign,
symbol or emblem of opposition to organized government. . . ."64 The
Supreme Court65 reversed the conviction because the statute was too

vague to serve as a guide to conduct. Chief Justice Hughes, stated in

57 268 U. S. 652, 66S (1925).
58 Id. at 673.
59 274 U. S. 357 (1927).
60 Cal. Gen. Laws, Art. 8428, �� 1-4 (1944) ; see Note 55 supra.
61 274 U. S. 357, 375 (1927).
62 Id. at 378-379.
63 283 U. S. 359 (1931).
64 Calif. Stats. 1919, c. 101, p. 142, repealed by, Calif. Stats. 1933, c. 975, p. 2543.
65 Justices McReynolds and Butler dissenting.
66 283 U. S. 359, 369 (1931).
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The maintenance of the opportunity for free political discussion to the end
that government may be responsive to the will of the people and that changes
may be obtained by lawful means, an opportunity essential to the security of
the Republic, is a fundamental principle of our constitutional system.

It might be thought by the uninitiated studying these earlier cases

that the mandate of the First Amendment applies merely to political
utterances where the speech involved stirred up some opposition to the
government.67 However, the clear and present danger test has been
applied to quite different situations. In Near v. Minnesota� the de
fendants were charged with violating a statute designed for the sup
pression as a public nuisance of a newspaper or periodical. The statute

provided that when a newspaper was found to be "malicious scandalous
and defamatory", and was suppressed as such, resumption of publication
was punishable as a contempt of court by fine or imprisonment. Chief
Justice Hughes, speaking for the court, recognized that the rationale of
the earlier authorities, to the effect that the First Amendment applies
only to previous restraint on publication had been criticized as too
narrow a view. However, he regarded the state statute as of the essence

of censorship and an unconstitutional restraint upon publication. Ac

cordingly, the judgment was reversed with four justices dissenting.69
The dissent of Mr. Justice Butler, who thought that the First Amend
ment gives one the right to publish what is true but not what is false, is
unconvincing.70
There are a number of cases dealing with punishment for contempt

of court.71 The issue in these cases was whether the Fourteenth Amend-

67 Herndon v. Lowry, 301 U. S. 242 (1937) ; De Jonge v. State of Oregon, 299 U. S.

353 (1937), see also Herndon v. State of Georgia, 295 U. S. 441 (1935). Cf. Schwartz,
The Changing Role of the United States Supreme Court, 28 Canadian Bar J. 48 (1950).

68 283 U. S. 697 (1931).
69 Mr. Louis G. Caldwell, first General Counsel of the Federal Radio Commission, was

of counsel for the successful party in this case. He has advanced the thesis that Section 326

of the Communications Act, which denies to the Commission the power of censorship,
means that the Commission cannot exercise the power of censorship "over the dissemina
tion of questions of public interest and does not refer to program service or matters of

advertising, and all that sort of thing." Hearing before Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce on S. 6, 71st Cong., 1st Sess. 157 (1929).
70 But cf. the rationale of Mr. Justice Jackson (as Circuit Justice of the Second

Circuit) in Williamson v. United States, 184 F. 2d 280 (2nd Cir. 1950).
71 Craig v. Harney, 331 U. S. 367 (1947) ; Pennekamp v. State of Florida, 328 U. S.

331 (1946); Bridges v. State of California, 314 U. S. 252' (1941). See Radin, Freedom of
Speech and Contempt of Court, 36 111. L. Rev. 599 (1942) and Wickem, The "Clear and
Present Danger" Test in Constitutionality of Proceedings to Punish for Contempt By
Publication During Pending Case, 1948 Wis. L. Rev. 125.
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ment, which incorporates the First,72 protected from criminal contempt
an individual who published abuse of a judge while a case was pending.
It was uniformly held that the possibility of engendering disrespect for
the judiciary through the publication of criticism of a judge, while not

in good taste, is not sufficient to cause a curtailment of the right of free
dom of speech or of the press.73 Before such an utterance can be

punished, there must be a clear and present danger of substantive evil
and the degree of imminence must be extremely high.74
Several cases hold that an ordinance or statute may not trench upon

freedom of speech in order to prevent minor public inconvenience, e.g.,

preventing the streets from being littered by broadsides;75 requiring a

license to solicit contributions for societies;76 requiring a union leader
to register his name and union affiliation with the Secretary of State.77
Similarly, in Hague v. Committee of Industrial Organization,78 an ordi
nance was struck down because it provided for previous administrative

censorship of the exercise of the right of free speech and assembly in

appropriate public places. All those decisions, without exception, apply
the clear and present danger formula.79
The "picketing cases" also apply the test.80 In Thornhill v. Alabama81

the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional a state statute which for
bade picketing in an ordinary labor dispute. It held that picketing,
when unaccompanied by threats or violence, was no more than an appeal
to others to side with the union. The court said that:82

72 RD-DR Corporation v. Smith, 183 F. 2d S62 (5th Cir. 1950) and cases cited. See

Green, The Supreme Court, The Bill of Rights and' the States, 97 Univ. Pa. L. R. 608

(1949).
73 1 Weaver, Constitutional Law 434 (1st ed. 1946).
74 Bridges v. State of California 314 U. S. 252 (1941).
75 Schneider v. State, 308 U. S. 147 (1939).
76 Cantwell v. State of Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296 (1940).
77 Thomas v. Collins. 323 U. S. 516 (1945); 33 Calif. L. Rev. 317 (1945); 30 Minn.

L. Rev. 204 (1946).
78 307 U. S. 496 (1939).
79 See also Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 U. S. 1 (1949) ; Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U. S.

77 (1949); Chaplinsky v. State of New Hampshire, 315 U. S. 568 (1942). Notes, 38

Georgetown L. J. 94 (1949); 29 B. U. L. Rev. 556 (1949); 23 Conn. B. J. 352 (1949);
and 9 Law Guild Rev. 70 (1949).
S^Cushman and Herrick, A Re-examination of Picketing and Free Speech, 34 Cornell

L. Q. 81 (1948). See Notes, 38 Georgetown L. J. 689 (1950) and 39 Georgetown L. J.
114 (1950).

81 310 U. S. 88 (1940).
82 310 U. S. 88, 102 (1940). See also Carlson v. State of California, 310 U. S. 106

(1940) decided the same day.
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In the circumstances of our times the dissemination of information concerning
the facts of a labor dispute must be regarded as within the area of free dis
cussion that is guaranteed by the Constitution.

However, in Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Company83 the Supreme
Court upheld a state statute which authorized courts to enjoin picketing.
The court was of the opinion that the interests of Missouri in enforcing
its anti-trust laws should prevail over the right of appellants to picket
Empire to force it to break the law. Mr. Justice Black, speaking for the
court, remarked that:84

... it has never been deemed an abridgment of freedom of speech or press to
make a course of conduct illegal merely because the conduct was in part
initiated, evidenced, or carried out by means of language, either spoken,
written, or printed.

In International Brotherhood of Teamsters Union v. Hanke85 the

Supreme Court held that the Fourteenth Amendment does not bar a

state from use of an injunction to prohibit the peaceful picketing of a

business conducted by the owner himself without employees in order
to secure compliance by him with a demand to become a union shop.86
Mr. Justice Minton's written dissent points out that previously peaceful
picketing and truthful information had been protected by the free

speech guaranty of the Constitution.87
In American Communications Assn. CIO v. Douds,88 a majority of

the Supreme Court held that Section 9(h) of the Labor Management
Relations Act89 was constitutional in requiring the officers of a union to

take an oath that they were not communist, as a condition to according

83 336 U. S. 490 (1949).
84 336 U. S. 490, 502 (1949).
85 339 U. S. 470 (1950).
86 Three justices dissented.
87 See note 85, supra, at 481. On the question generally of statutes or ordinances

forbidding picketing or display of banners as an invasion of the right of free speech, see

Notes, 108 A. L. R. 1119 (1937) ; 122 A. L. R. 1043 (1939) ; 125 A. L. R. 963 (1940) ; and

130 A. L. R. 1303 (1941). It has been suggested that with the comparatively recent

change in the personnel of the Supreme Court the Court has withdrawn some of the

protection previously extended to labor under a broad conception of free speech, but that
in other areas the Court has continued its trend towards absolutism in matters pertaining
to free speech. Harris, Constitutional Law in 1948-1949, 44 Amer. Pol. Science Rev.

23 (1950). See also Jaffe, In Defense of the Supreme Court's Picketing Doctrine, 41 Mich.

L. Rev. 1037 (1943).
88 339 U. S. 382 (1950).
89 61 Stat. 136, 143 (1947), 29 U. S. C. � 159 (h) (Supp. IV, 1951).
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the union the benefits of the Act. The Douds case is important because
it is one of the more recent judicial pronouncements90 by the Supreme
Court upon the meaning of the First Amendment.91 Chief Justice Vin

son, speaking for the Court92 emphasized that the clear and present
danger test is not a mathematical formula and that it is the consider
ations that give birth to the phrase, clear and present danger, not the
phrase itself, that are vital in the decisions of the Supreme Court in

volving liberties protected by the First Amendment. The Chief Justice
then went on to say:93

When particular conduct is regulated in the interest of public order, and the

regulation results in an indirect, conditional, partial abridgment of speech, the

duty of the courts is to determine which of these two conflicting interests de
mands the greater protection under the particular circumstances presented.

Although Chief Justice Vinson speaking for the Supreme Court in

the Douds case
94 and Judge Learned Hand, "our wisest judge",95 speak

ing for the Second Circuit in United States v. Dennis96 have warned that

the Holmesian concept of clear and present danger is not a shibboleth to

be automatically applied, but is rather a means to an end, its test must

be taken into consideration in determining whether governmental action
which infringes upon freedom of speech is constitutional.
It is no easy task to formulate conclusions with respect to a field of

law where "the inevitable conflict between free speech and other inter-

90 Three subsequent cases deal generally with the right of individuals to speak in the
streets and other public places. Feiner v. New York, 340 U. S. 315 (1951) ; Kunz v.

New York, 340 U. S. 290 (1951); Niemotko v. Maryland, 340 U. S. 268 (1951). It is

interesting to note that in none of these cases does the majority opinion (in each case

written by Chief Justice Vinson) discuss the familiar clear and present danger formula.
Ls it possible to say that in non-political matters this test is no longer regarded by the

Supreme Court as appropriate in deciding whether the particular governmental action
involved violates the First Amendment? Although the test has been applied to many
and varied types of factual situations it would appear that it is more suitable in cases

where the government is attempting to abridge freedom of speech upon political ques
tions. As Mr. Justice Jackson states in Kunz v. New York, supra, at 307 (dissenting
opinion) : "The vulnerability of various forms of communication to community control
must be proportioned to their impact upon other community interests."

91 Note, 39 Georgetown L. J. 440. 444 (1951).
92 For a discussion of the case see 64 Harv. L. Rev. 114 (1950).
93 339 U. S. 382, 399 (1950).
94 See note 88, supra.
95 Frank, Courts on Trial (1st ed. 1949) (dedication).
96 183 F. 2d (2nd Cir. 1950), certiorari granted, 340 U. S. 863 (1950). See Note, 51

Col. L. Rev. 98 (1951).
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ests is a problem as persistent as it is perplexing."97 However, there is a

thread of principle running through the cases that is usually given
recognition in one form or another.
The freedom of speech guaranteed by the Constitution embraces

the liberty to discuss publicly all matters of public concern without

previous restraint or fear of subsequent punishment.98 Nevertheless it
is fundamental that the freedom of speech and of the press which is
secured by the Constitution, does not confer an absolute right to speak
or publish, without responsibility, whatever one may choose, or an un

restricted and unbridled license that gives immunity for every possible
use of language and prevents the punishment of those who abuse this
freedom.99 In addition, there are certain well-defined and narrowly
limited classes of speech, the prevention and punishment of which have
never been thought to raise any constitutional problem. These include
the lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous and the insulting or

"fighting" words.100 But both the Federal Government and the states

may punish or prevent speech if the words used are used in such cir
cumstances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present
danger101 that they will bring about the substantive evils that the Federal
Government and the states have a right to prevent.102
The concept of clear and present danger has been well summarized

as follows:103

"Clear and present danger of substantive evil" is essentially a "working
principle" for weighing societal utilities, with an implicit recognition of added

weight to the interest in expression flowing from the deliberate constitutional
enshrinement of these "preferred" values, and with the added emphasis that

97 Niemotka v. Maryland, supra, note 90.
98 Cf. Weaver, Constitutional Law and its Administration, 430 (1st ed. 1946).
99 Gitlow v. People of New York, 268 U. S. 6S2, 666 (192S) ; Stromberg v. California,

283 U. S. 359 (1931).
ioo Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 31S U. S. 568, 571-572 (1942). Cf. Kunz v. New

York, 340 U. S. 290 (1951) (dissenting opinion). Resort to epithets or personal abuse
is not in any proper sense communication of information or opinion safeguarded by the
Constitution. Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U. S. 296, 309-310 (1940).

101 No definition can be given in answer to what is meant by clear and present danger.
Pennekamp v. Florida, 328 U. S. 331, 348 (1946).
">2 Thomas v. Collins, 323 V. S. 516, 530, 532 (1945) ; West Virginia State Board of

Education v. Barnette, 319 U. S. 624, 639 (1943) and Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U. S.

88, 105 (1940). Cf. Wiener, Freedom for the Thought That We Hate: Is it a Principle
of the Constitution, 37 A. B. A. J. 177 (1951).

103 Antien, Clear and Present Danger�Its Meaning and Significance, 25 Notre Dame
Law. 603 , 639, 640 (1950).
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only a virtual certainty that the opposed societal interest be immediately and

gravely endangered will justify abridgment of the fundamental freedoms. This

careful balancing of societal interests has been thought to be the extent of utility
of concept.

Judge Charles Fahy's recent comments upon the first Ten Amend
ments to the Constitution apply equally well here and provide a helpful
admonition in considering free speech as applied to radio or television.
The learned author succinctly states:104

Where the liberties imbedded in the Bill of Rights are involved, the individual
remains well protected. When the [Supreme] Court passes upon the validity
of legislative action, its attitude towards the constitutionality of the views
of the other branches of government is generous; but when it is appealed to

by the individual who claims infringement of the guarantees of the Bill of

Rights, the Court as a whole, with some occasional sharp differences of opinion
in relatively narrow areas, moves with all its great power and prestige to grant
that protection from intrusion upon individual freedom from whomever such
intrusion emanates.

Programming and the Public Interest

In the light of the meaning of the First Amendment as the Supreme
Court has defined the constitutional guarantee we then have a guide, at
least, in determining whether radio and television are included in the

press whose freedom is guaranteed thereby. Assuming this question
is answered in the affirmative, a further question remains for consider
ation. Is the Federal Communications Commission's practice of "over
all program" evaluation an abridgment of freedom of speech?
It is important to understand the Commission's practice and procedure

regarding programming.105 On March 6, 1946, the Commission published
a report entitled, Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees,
commonly referred to as the "Blue Book."106 In that report the Com-

104 Fahy, Notes on Developments in Constitutional Law, 1936-1949, 38 Georgetown
L. J. 1, 31 (1949).

105 1928, Fed. Radio Comm. Ann. Rept. 161, states that the Commission believed it

was entitled to consider the program service rendered by the various applicants to com

pare them and to favor those which render the best service.
106 Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees, (Federal Communications Com

mission 1946). See Herst Radio, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 83 U. S.

App. D. C. 63, 167 F. 2d 22S (1948). In The Final Report of the Select Committee
to Investigate the Federal Communications Commission Pursuant to H. R. 691 on H.

Rep. 2479, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. 8 (1949), the Commission's policy with respect to pro

gramming is criticized adversely. In discussing the "Blue Book" the statement is made:
"When the Commission undertakes to dictate the contents and character of radio pro

grams, it assumes the authority which has absolutely no basis in law."
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mission recognized that the primary responsibility for the American
system of broadcasting rests with the licensee of broadcast stations,
including the network organizations, and that it is to the stations and
networks rather than to federal regulation that listeners must primarily
turn for improved program service. While it recognized that much of
the responsibility for improved program service lies with the broad

casting industry and with the public, the Commission stated that it had
a statutory responsibility for the public good, of which it could not
divest itself. Accordingly, the Commission went on to say in the

report:107
In issuing and in renewing the licenses of broadcast stations the Commission
proposes to give particular consideration to four program service factors rele
vant to the public interest. These are: (1) the carrying of sustaining programs,
including network sustaining programs, with particular reference to the re

tention by licensees of a proper discretion and responsibility for maintaining
a well-balanced program structure; (2) the carrying of local live programs;
(3) the carrying of programs devoted to the discussion of public issues, and
(4) the elimination of advertising excesses.

The report takes cognizance of the fact that the industry does not
share the Commission's interpretation of the statute, but dismisses this
contention as overlooking the legislative history of the Radio Act of

1927, and consistent administrative practice of the Federal Radio
Commission. In addition, the re-enactment of identical provisions in
the Communications Act of 1934 with full knowledge by the Congress
that the language covered a Commission concern with program service,
the relevant court decisions, and the Commission's concern with pro
gram service since 1934.
Three decisions of the Commission, none of which were ever con

tested in court and one of which was subsequently modified by a Com
mission report, serve to illustrate the Commission's position.
The first case, Mayflower Broadcasting Company,108 produced a

storm of criticism.109 In the Mayflower case the Commission had before
it a situation in which the licensee of WAAB, Boston, Massachusetts,
had used the facilities of his station to promote ideas and political candi
dates of his own choosing, with no pretense at objective or impartial
107 Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees 55 (Federal Communications

Commission 1946).
108 8 F. C.C. 333 (1941). See Note, Newspaper-Radio Joint Ownership: Unblest be

The Tie That Binds, 59 Yale L. J. 1342 (19S0).
io� Notes, 35 Cornell L. Q. 574 (1950) ; 59 Yale L. J. 759 (1950) and 48 Col. L. Rev.

785 (1948).
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reporting. The Commission, in reviewing the licensee's operation, re

marked:110

A truly free radio cannot be used to advocate the causes of the licensee. . . .

It cannot be devoted to the support of principles he happens to regard most

favorably. In brief, the broadcaster cannot be an advocate. (Emphasis sup

plied.)

However, the Commission did renew the license of the applicant in 1941

because it found that no editorials had been broadcast since 1938, that
the station did not intend to depart from this uninterrupted policy, and
that Station WAAB had no editorial policy.111
While the Commission has not said so, the ratio decidendi of the

Mayflower case112 was departed from in In the Matter of Editorializing
by Broadcast Licensees.113 In 1948 the Commission held a hearing on

its own motion because of its belief that further clarification of the Com

mission's position with respect to the obligations of licensees in the

field of broadcasts of news commentary and opinion was advisable. A

year later a report was issued modifying the Mayflower decision in

effect, without expressly repudiating it.114 A majority of the Commission
held that the identified expression of the licensee's personal viewpoint
as part of the more general presentation of views or comments on various
issues may be broadcast. The net result is that licensees are now al

lowed to editorialize in the name of their station, provided they maintain
over-all fairness.115
The next case is In re United Broadcasting Co. (WHKC).11* There

the Congress of Industrial Organizations petitioned the Commission not

no 8 F. C.C. 333, 340 (1941).
m Commissioner Jones, who expressed separate views in FCC Hearing, In the Matter

of Editorialization by Broadcast Licensees, 1 Pike & Fischer R. R. 91:201 (1949), pointed
out that the Mayflower decision "has hung like Damocles' sword over every station
licensee to silence the licensee as an advocate.'' The licensee may have felt, as did Com
missioner Jones, that a prohibition of editorializing by licensees would be contrary
to the First Amendment, as an unconstitutional abridgment of free speech, but since
the Commission ultimately renewed the license the applicant had no standing (and
undoubtedly no inclination) to appeal.

112 See note 107, supra.
113 See note 110, supra.
n* Commissioner Jones, in his separate views in the report, takes the majority to task

for citing the Mayflower case with apparent approval.
115 Commissioner Hennock dissented. She regarded it as foolhardy to permit editorial

ization by licensees themselves in the absence of some method of enforcing the require
ment that the public trust granted a licensee be exercised in an impartial manner.
H6 10 F.C.C. SIS (1945).
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to renew the license of WHKC, Columbus, Ohio, because the station
had stringently censored remarks scheduled to be delivered on a United
Automobile Workers program. The issue before the Commission was

whether it is in the public interest for a licensee arbitrarily to limit
certain types of organizations from securing time on the station to ex

press their opinions on vital issues, or to restrict the manner in which they
present their views. Upon the request of both the station and the C.I.O.
the proceedings were terminated but the Communications Commission
criticized the station's policy of refusing to air labor discussions on

the basis of their controversial nature. The Commission asserted that
the public interest requires licensees, as an affirmative duty, to make
reasonable provisions for broadcast discussions of controversial issues
of public importance in the community.
Finally, In re Petition of Robert Harold Scott, Memorandum Opinion

and Order,111 touched off a Congressional investigation.118 Scott, a self

professed atheist, filed a petition with the Commission to have the li
censes of three California stations revoked because the licensees had
refused to give him time for a discussion of atheism. He claimed that
these stations carried broadcasts of religious programs which attacked
his belief and that, therefore, he was entitled to present the opposite
view. The Commission denied the petition and, it should be noted, did
not say that every time a radio station carried religous broadcasts,
atheists are entitled to time for expression of their views. It did say,

however, that the licensee, in exercising his judgment as to what is a

controversial issue, should not deny time to expression of a particular
point of view solely because he does not agree with that point of view.119

1" 3 Pike & Fischer R. R. 259 (1946).
118 Harness, The Federal Communications Commission Still Needs Investigation, 42

Public Utilities Fortnightly 835-843 (1948).
119 If the Commission meant to say that religion is per se a controversial subject,

such reasoning raises serious questions. As Rev. Edmund A. Walsh, S.J., Vice President of

Georgetown University, stated in testifying before a Congressional Committee with respect
to the Scott case: "The relevant fact is that the Government of the United States
has unequivocally accepted the existence of a Supreme Being, and consequently of

religion, as a fundamental concept; in fact, as the cornerstone underlying American

jurisprudence and constitutional law. That principle of belief and criterion of social
conduct is imbedded in the legislative acts of colonial times, it appears in Jefferson's
final draft of the Declaration of Independence, it appears in the record of the Con
stitutional Convention of 1787, it appears in the guarantee of religious freedom in the
Bill of Rights of the Constitution, and it appears in numerous decisions of the Supreme
Court." Hearings before the Select Committee To Investigate the Federal Communi
cations Commission, House of Representatives pursuant to H. R. 691, 80th Cong., 2d
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The current thinking of the Commission upon the vital subject of
free speech is better represented by its decision In the Matter of Edi
torializing by Broadcast Licensees.120 Witnesses at the hearing in the

proceedings argued, inter alia, that any action of the Commission in this

field (editorializing) which enforced a basic standard of fairness upon
broadcast licensees necessarily constituted an abridgment of free speech
in violation of the First Amendment to the Constitution. The Commis
sion took the position that its policy was within the spirit as well as the

letter of the First Amendment. The report adopted the reasoning of
Associated Press v. United States (a monopoly case)121 to the effect
that the Amendment rests on the assumption that the widest possible
dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is

essential to the public.
The Commission then went on to say that although freedom of the

radio is included among the freedoms protected against governmental
abridgment by the First Amendment, this did not mean that freedom
of the people as a whole to enjoy the maximum possible utilization of
this medium of mass communication may be subordinated to the free
dom of any single person to exploit the medium for his own private inter
ests. Based upon this premise the conclusion was reached that full
effect could only be given to the concept of freedom of speech on the
radio by giving precedence to the right of the American public to be
informed on all sides of public questions.
Other Commission cases that further enunciate Commission policy in

regard to these and related matters are Capital Broadcasting Com
pany;122 Lincoln Operating Company;123 Hearst Radio Inc. (WBAL) ;12i
and see Houston Post Co. v. United States.125
Consideration by the Commission of an applicant's past or planned

program format, in determining whether issuance or renewal of a license
will be in the public interest, has been the subject of exhaustive criti
cism.126 For instance, when the Commission issued its "Blue Book",
Sess. 191 (1948). Cf. Massachusetts Universalist Convention v. Hildreth & Rogers
Co., 87 F. Supp. 822 (D. Mass. 1949), affirmed, 183 F. 2d 497 (1st Cir. 19S0).
120 i Pike & Fischer R.R. 91:201 (1949). See Note, 59 Yale L. J. 759 (1950).
121 326 U. S. 1, 20 (1945).
122 4 pike & Fischer, R.R. 21 (1948).
123 6 Pike & Fischer, R.R. 1364 (1951).
12* 6 Pike & Fischer, R.R. 994 (1951).
125 79 F. Supp. 199 (S. D. Tex. 1948), Cf. Note, 37 Georgetown L. J. 383 (1949).
126 Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com

merce, U. S. Senate on S. 1333, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 314 et seq. (1947) ; L. White, The
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in 1946, Mr. William Paley, Chairman of the Columbia Broadcasting
System, branded it as government program censorship and the most
direct threat yet made by government to interfere with programming.
He also contended that the book struck at the fundamental freedom of
the American people to hear the programs they want and at the necessary
freedom of the broadcasters to give them what they want.127
The argument that the weighing or evaluating of program content,

as a factor bearing on the grant, renewal, or revocation of broadcast
licenses, constitutes censorship128 is based on two principal theories:
(1) that this procedure violates the First Amendment and Section 326
of the Communications Act;129 and (2) that the Commission in its
licensing function is limited by the provisions of the Act to considering
the financial and technical qualifications of the applicant in relation to
the availability of frequencies. The second basis for the argument need
not be discussed in detail here. Suffice it to say that in the leading case

of National Broadcasting Company v. United States130 the contention
that the Commission's power is limited to technological matters only was

rejected.
The constitutional argument is well put by the Honorable Justin

Miller in "Principles of Law Limiting Radio Broadcasting."131 His

American Radio (Univ. of Chicago Press, 1947) ; Kadin, Administrative censorship: A

Study of the Mails, Motion Pictures and Radio Broadcasting, 19 B. U. L. Rev. 533 (1939) ;

Donnelly, Government and Freedom of the Press, 21S HI. L. Rev. 31 (19S0) ; Segal, Recent
Trends in Censorship of Radiobroadcast Programs, 20 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 366 (1948) ;

Caldwell, Censorship of Radio Programs, 1 Journal of Radio Law 441 (1931) ; 1 National
Association of Broadcasters and the Bill of Rights 30 (1947) ; Notes, 47 Col. L. Rev. 1041

(1947); 21 Temple L. Q. 135 (1947); 36 Va. L. Rev. 232, 496 (1950); 40 Yale L. J.
967 (1931); 57 Yale L. J. 275 (1947). Recent Decisions, 49 Col. L. Rev. 855 (1949);
63 Harv. L. Rev. 354 (1949); 2 Vand. L. Rev. 464 (1949).

127 See also L. White, in A Free and Responsible Press, 82-83, 193-197, 229-230, 234

(University of Chicago Press, 1947).
128 The reasoning of Mr. Paley is referred to in 2 Chafee, Government and Mass

Communications, 635 (1st ed. 1947). See Caldwell, Freedom of Speech and Radio Broad

casting, 177 Annals 179 (Jan. 1935).
i29 48 Stat. 1091 (1934), as amended 62 Stat. 862 (1948), 47 U. S. C. 326 (Supp. IV,

1951).
130 319 U. S. 190, 216-217 (1943).
131 g p. D.R. 217 et seq. (1949). It should be noted that when Judge Miller was a

member of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit he wrote and

concurred in opinions delivered by other judges that appear to take a different view,
although the question was never squarely raised and the statements are often obliter dicta.

Yankee Network, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 71 App. D. C. 11, 18, 22,
107 F. 2d 212, 219, 223 (1939) ; Colonial Broadcasters, Inc. v. Federal Communications
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thesis is that, as to communications within the area of First Amend
ment protection, no evil short of war is ever sufficient to justify any
restraint whatever by way of punishment or otherwise. The Federal
Government should exercise no prior restraint upon program content

except where the program involved immediately imperils a substantial
social interest. Judge Miller then states:132

As radio broadcasting is squarely within the area of protection afforded by the

guarantees of free speech and press, broadcasts should never be punished or

limited in any way except in case of the "clear and present danger" envisioned

by the First Amendment, and may never constitutionally be censored except
in case of war ... it should not be thought that the freedom of speech and

press extends only to communications which, in the commonly accepted use of
the term, enlighten or inform. The protection of the First Amendment is not

removed from speech merely because it is labeled amusement or entertainment,
rather than comment. . . . We cannot afford to give to anyone the power to de
termine which kinds of comments, expressed in such forms, are worthwhile
and which are not.

Judge Miller goes on to say in the same article133 that the motion that
a broadcast license may be terminated if, in the judgment of an ad-

Commission, 70 App. D. C. 258, 260, 105 F. 2d 781, 783 (1939) ; Tri-State Broadcasting
Co. v. Federal Communications Commission, 68 App. D. C. 292, 296, 96 F. 2d 564, 568

(1938) ; Pulitzer Publishing Co. v. Federal Communications Commission, 68 App. D. C.

124, 126, 94 F. 2d 249, 251 (1937) ; Great Western Broadcasting Association, Inc. v.

Federal Communications Commission, 68 App. D. C. 119, 121, 94 F. 2d 244, 246 (1937).
But cf. Greater Kampeska Radio Corporation v. Federal Communications Commission, 71

App. D. C. 117, 119, 108 F. 2d 5, 7 (1939). 11 Air L. Rev. 174 (1940).
132 9 F. R. D. 217, 229 (1949).
133 In connection with the author's argument that the First Amendment applies with

equal force to speech which consists merely of amusement or entertainment, Mutual Film
Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio, 236 U. S. 230 (1915), should be con

sidered. In holding that censorship of motion pictures before exhibition does not violate
the First Amendment, the Supreme Court reasoned that the exhibition of motion pic
tures is a business, pure and simple, originated and conducted for profit like other
spectacles, and not to be regarded as part of the press of the country, or as organs of
public opinion within the meaning of the Constitutional guarantee of free speech. But
cf. United States v. Paraomunt Pictures, Inc., 334 U. S. 131 (1948). The Fifth Circuit
was recently asked to invalidate an ordinance of the City of Atlanta providing for motion
picture censorship, on the theory that the Mutual Film Corporation case should be
disregarded as no longer authoritative. In a strong opinion (written by Chief Judge
Hutcheson) the Court of Appeals refused to declare the ordinance unconstitutional. RD-
DR Corporation v. Smith, 183 F. 2d 562 (5th Cir. 1950). It is true that the Supreme
Court denied certiorari from the Fifth Circuit, RD-DR Corporation v. Smith, 340 U. S.
853 (1950), but the Supreme Court has frequently warned that the denial of a petition for
certiorari does not even remotely imply approval or disapproval of the case. See the
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ministrative official or official agency, the program content has not
served the public interest, constitutes a forbidden prior restraint because
it assumes that the licensee will broadcast in the future the character
of programs which he had broadcast in the past and denies his right to
do so.134
As indicated, the Commission has always required the applicants for

broadcast licenses and renewals of licenses to submit detailed state
ments of their program proposals.135 The ultimate determination to

grant or deny the application has been based in part on a determination
of whether the proposed programming and past programming in renewal
proceedings was or was not in the public interest.136 What the Supreme
Court and lower federal courts have had to say about this and closely
related problems will now be considered.

The Courts and Free Speech on the Air

The authority of the Federal Radio Commission, the predecessor of
the Federal Communications Commission, to refuse to renew the license
of an applicant whose programs were not in the public interest was up
held in at least two important cases. In KFKB Broadcasting Ass'n,
Inc. v. Federal Radio Commission,13,1 the Commission had denied re

newal of a license after finding that the station owner had used his

concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Frankfurter in Maryland v. Baltimore Radio Show, Inc.,
338 U. S. 912, 919 (1950). Cf. Note, Contempt by Publication, 59 Yale L. J. 534 (1950).

134 The author correctly states that the question has never been passed on by the
United States Supreme Court, and concedes that: "A few lower federal court decisions
have uncritically used language which purports to sustain the practice." 9 F. R. D. 217, 230

(1949).
135 The statutory standard of the public interest was first applied to federal radio

regulation in the Radio Act of 1927, 44 Stat. 1162 (1927), 47 U. S. C. � 81 et seq. (1946).
Previous to this time the Secretary of Commerce, to whom was delegated the authority
to allocate radio licenses under the Radio Act of 1912, 37 Stat. 302 (1912), was without

power to refuse a license to any person meeting certain minimum technical qualifications.
From the very beginning of its operation the Federal Radio Commission, and subsequently
the Federal Communications Commission, required all applicants for broadcast licenses
and renewals of such licenses to submit detailed statements of their proposed program

policies, and based their decision whether to grant or deny the application in whole
or in part in a determination as to whether the proposed programming was or was not in the

public interest. See the statement made by the Commission relating to public interest,
convenience, or necessity, 1927 Fed. Radio Comm. Ann. Rept. 166-170

136 por further discussions of the Commission's construction of the Communications
Act of 1934, and the Radio Act of 1927, see the leading articles, notes and other authorities
cited in notes 11, 13 and 125, supra. '

187 60 App. D. C. 79, 47 F. 2d 670 (1931).
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facilities to prescribe treatment for patients whom he had never seen,

basing his diagnosis upon letters received from them. The Commission s

conclusion that the station was conducted only in the personal interest
of the licensee (so that the renewal would be inimical to the public health
and safety and for that reason against the public interest) was challenged
on appeal as amounting to censorship. Reasoning that censorship
amounts to a previous restraint on free speech and that no attempt on
the part of the Commission was made to subject any part of appellant's
broadcasting matter to scrutiny prior to its release, the Court of Ap
peals concluded that in considering the question whether the public
interest, convenience or necessity would be served by a renewal of

appellant's license, the Commission had the right to take note of ap

pellant's past conduct.138
Trinity Methodist Church, South v. Federal Radio Commission1�

was also a renewal proceeding. The Commission found that Dr. Shuler,
the minister in charge of the station, had used it to attack a religious
organization; that the broadcasts of Dr. Shuler were sensational rather
than instructive; and that in two instances Dr. Shuler had been con

victed of attempting, on his radio talk, to obstruct the orderly adminis
tration of justice. Appellant contended that the Commission's decision
was unconstitutional as a violation of the First Amendment so that
the constitutional issue was squarely raised. A unanimous court, speak
ing through Judge Groner, stated, in part:140

If it be considered that one in possession of a permit to broadcast in interstate
commerce may, without let or hindrance from any source, use these facilities,
reaching out, as they do, from one corner of the country to the other, to ob
struct the administration of justice, offend the religious susceptibilities of
thousands, inspire political distrust and civic discord, or offend youth and

138 See the statement of Congressman White in the Congressional debates leading to

the enactment of the Radio Act of 1927. 67 Cong. Rec. 5479 (1926). In an address

by Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, before the Fourth National Radio Con

ference, Washington, D. C. in 1925, Mr. Hoover, whose remarks may be found in Chester
and Garrison, Radio and Television 122 (1st ed. 1950), stated: ". . we can surely agree
that no one can raise a cry of deprivation of free speech if he is compelled to prove that
there is something more than naked commercial selfishness in his purpose." Congressional
intent that radio stations should not be used for the private interest, whims or caprices
of the licensee was recently reaffirmed in the unanimous report of the Senate Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on � 1333, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948), a bill which
would have amended the Communications Act of 1934 in certain respects. Sen. Rep. No.
1567, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. 14-15 (1948).

139 61 App. D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 850 (1932), certiorari denied, 284 U. S. 685 (1932).
140 61 App. D. C. 311, 313-314, 62 F. 2d 850, 852-853 (1932).
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innocence by the free use of words suggestive of sexual immorality, and be
answerable for slander only at the instance of the one offended, then this great
science, instead of a boon, will become a scourge, and the nation a theatre for
the display of individual passions and the collision of personal interests. This
is neither censorship nor previous restraint, nor is it a whittling away of the

rights guaranteed by the First Amendment, or an impairment of their free
exercise. (Emphasis supplied.)

Constitutional issues aside, these two cases may be justified on the

ground that Section 308(b) of the Communications Act141 provides for
a careful check as to the character and responsibility of any person
seeking to operate a broadcast station. "Inquiry into an applicant's
character, as commonly understood, would certainly be material" the
court had remarked in Mester v. United States}*2, But as Judge Wash

ington subsequently pointed out in Mansfield Journal Co. v. Federal
Communications Commission143 this does not mean that the Commission
may set up some capricious standard of proper behavior, which must
have been complied with as a prerequisite to the granting of a license.
After the Communications Act of 1934 replaced the Radio Act of

1927, the Communications Commission adhered to the view that in

determining whether a grant or a renewal of a license would be in the

public interest, evaluation of over-all program service was mandatory.
In the administration of the Communications Act, the Commission con

sistently followed the policy of considering the program policy of ap
plicants for licenses, and, in the cases of renewal application, has con

sidered the program record of the station as an indication of its future

policy.144 In applying the standard of the public interest in passing
on applications for licenses the Commission has required that applicants

141 48 Stat. 1084 (1934), 47 U. S. C. � 308(b) (1946).
142 70 F. Supp. 118, 122 (E. D. N. Y. 1947), affirmed, 332 U. S. 749 (1947). Cf.

Federal Communications Commission v. WOKO, Inc., 329 U. S. 223, 229 (1946) ; Broad

casting Service Organization, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 84 U. S.

App. D. C. 152, 171 F. 2d 1007 (1948), reversed sub nom., Federal Communications Com

mission v. Broadcasting Service Organization, Inc., 337 U. S. 901 (1949) ; Calument

Broadcasting Corporation v. Federal Communications Commission, 82 App. D. C. 59,
160 F. 2d 285 (1947). Notes, 15 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 425 (1947) ; 17 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 401

(1949).
l� 86 U. S. App. D. C. 102, 180 F. 2d 28 (1950).
144 In a recent address, given at Yale Law School on January 22, 1949, quoted in

Chester and Garrison, Radio and Television 122 (1st ed. 1950), the Hon. Wayne Coy,
Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, reasoned that if freedom of radio

means that radio should be available as a medium of freedom of expression for the

general public; then restraints on the licensee, which are designed to insure that freedom

are not acts of censorship.
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operate their stations so as to insure that their program service will meet

the particular needs and interests of the community or area which they
propose to serve.145
It would appear that the Supreme Court has not always shared the

Commission's viewpoint. Strong dictum in Federal Communications
Commission v. Sanders Brothers Radio Station1*6 would seem to militate

against the notion that the Commission may review program schedules.
The Sanders case was concerned with two questions, one procedural

and the other substantive, viz., (1) whether an existing licensee who

alleged injury to the public had standing to appeal from the grant of
a license to another applicant in the community, and (2) whether the
Commission was obliged to consider the economic injury that might
result to existing stations in determining whether it should grant or

withhold a license to a new station. The Supreme Court held that
economic loss to an existing station, without more, is not a valid reason

for refusing a license to a new applicant, but an existing station in such
circumstances has the requisite standing to appeal and to raise any
relevant question of law in respect to the order of the Commission.147
It is readily apparent that holding of the case has nothing to do with

the problem of programming. However, a statement made by Mr.

Justice Roberts (speaking for a unanimous court), which was merely
a step thrown out in the course of an argument, cast some doubt upon
Commission policy. Mr. Justice Roberts stated:148

An important element of public interest and convenience affecting the issue
of a license is the ability of the licensee to render the best practicable service
to the community reached by his broadcasts. . . . But the Act does not essay

1*5 In the Matter of WGTM, Inc. (WGTM), 7 F. C. C. 401 (1939); In the Matter

of Pacific Radio Corporation, 6 F. C.C. 475 (1938); In the Matter of Liner's Broad

casting Station, Inc. (KMBL), 6 F. C. C. 159 (1938); cf. In the Matter of Peter J.
Caldarone, 7 F. C. C. 212 (1939); In the Matter of WDZ Broadcasting Company (WDZ),
6 F. C. C. 543 (1938).
i*6 309 U. S. 470 (1940). Cf. Chester and Garrison, Radio and Television 123 (1st ed.

1950) .

i47See Note, 11 Air L. Rev. 410 (1940). Cf. United Detroit Theatres Corporation v.

Federal Communications Commission, 85 U. S. App. D. C. 239, 178 F. 2d 700 (1949) ;
KFAB Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications Commission, 85 U. S. App.
D. C. 160, 177 F. 2d 40 (1949) ; Mansfield Journal Company v. Federal Communications
Commission, 84 U. S. App. D. C. 341, 173 F. 2d 646 (1949) for other discussions of
standing to appeal in order to attack Commission orders. See also Columbia Broad
casting System v. United States, 316 U. S. 407 (1942) ; Scripps-Howard Radio v. Federal
Communications Commission, 316 U. S. 4 (1942); Note, 52 Yale L. J. 671 (1943).
1*8 309 U. S. 470, 475 (1940).
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to regulate the business of the licensee. The Commission is given no super
visory control of the programs, of business management or of policy. In short,
the broadcasting field is open to anyone, provided there be an available fre
quency over which he can broadcast without interference to others, if he shows
his competency, the adequacy of his equipment, and financial ability to make
good use of the assigned channel. (Emphasis supplied.)

However, a later case, National Broadcasting Company, Inc. v. United
States,149 adopts a different approach. That case involved a suit to

enjoin the enforcement by the Federal Communications Commission
of the Chain Broadcasting Regulations, which it had promulgated.
Those regulations were based upon a study made by the Commission
from which it concluded, after extensive rule-making proceedings, that
certain network practices tended towards monopolization of broadcasting
time and facilities, and unduly limited program content, thus impairing
the ability of both affiliated and non-affiliated stations to operate in the
public interest. The regulations were attacked on the ground, inter alia,
that the Commission had no authority under the Act to promulgate
them and that they constituted a violation of the First Amendment.
The Court rejected the statutory argument in the following language:150

The Act itself establishes that the Commission's powers are not limited to the
engineering and technical aspects of regulation of radio communication. Yet
we are asked to regard the Commission as a kind of traffic officer, policing the
wave lengths to prevent stations from interfering with each other. But the
Act does not restrict the Commission merely to supervision of the traffic.
It puts upon the Commission the burden of determining the composition of
that traffic.

.151On freedom of speech Mr. Justice Frankfurter said

The right of free speech does not include, however, the right to use the
facilities of radio without a license. The licensing system established by Con

gress in the Communications Act of 1934 was a proper exercise of its power over

commerce. The standard it provided for the licensing of stations was the "public
interest, convenience, or necessity." Denial of a station license on that ground,
if valid under the Act, is not a denial of free speech.

As Professor Chafee, an outstanding authority on the meaning of
freedom of speech and of the press, points out,152 the Supreme Court
held in the National Broadcasting Company case that the First Amend-

149 319 U. S. 190 (1943).
150 Id. at 21S.
151 Id. at 227.
152 2 Chafee, Government and Mass Communications 581 (1st ed. 1947)
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ment was not violated by the governmental action at issue, i.e., promul
gation of the so-called "chain broadcasting regulations." The comment

of the learned author is likewise illuminating upon the other aspect of
the two cases, i.e., did Mr. Justice Frankfurter mean to say in the

National Broadcasting Company case that the Federal Communications
Commission could control the contents of programs, contrary to what

Mr. Justice Roberts said in the Sanders case a few years before? Pro

fessor Chafee also suggests153 that Mr. Justice Frankfurter meant

merely that the Commission could take into consideration the character

of the persons participating in broadcasting and their methods of com

petition.154
It is interesting to note that the Supreme Court cited its prior de

cisions in the Sanders and National Broadcasting Company cases in a

later opinion, Regents of Georgia v. Carroll155 as standing for the

proposition that:

Although the licensee's business is not regulated, the qualifications of the
licensee and the character of its broadcasts may be weighed in determining
whether or not to grant a license.

Since the Regents case involved solely the question of how far, and in
what respect, a decision of the Commission was binding on a state

court the statement, which is obiter dictum, does not dispose of the

problem of whether the First Amendment applies to radio and television,
but does appear to reconcile the apparent conflict between the two

opinions. Obviously, Mr. Justice Reed, in the Regents case, emphasized
the rationale of Mr. Justice Frankfurter rather than that of Mr. Justice
Roberts in what may have been an attempt to reconcile two conflicting
interpretations of the Communications Act.
There are a number of cases in the circuit courts which have dealt

with various aspects of the problem. In some of the cases156 the argu-

153 Id. at 580.
154 Cf. Mester v. United States, 70 F. Supp. 118, 122 (E. D. N. Y. 1947), affirmed,

332 U. S. 749 (1947).
155 338 U. S. 586, 598 (1950); 38 Georgetown L. J. 675 (1950).
156 Most of the opinions were handed down in the United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit. For an illuminating discussion of the function of
the Court in reviewing a Commission decision, as well as the scope of judicial review,
see Federal Communications Commission v. Broadcasting Service Organization, Inc., 337
U. S. 901 (1949) ; Broadcasting Service Organization, Inc. v. Federal Communications

Commission, 84 U. S. App. D. C. 152, 171 F. 2d 1007 (1948). See also Fly v. Heitmeyer,
309 U. S. 146 (1940) ; Federal Communications Commission v. Pottsville Broadcasting
Co., 309 U. S. 134 (1940), and Easton Pub. Co. v. Federal Communications Commission,
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ment has been made that the mandate of the First Amendment had been
violated, in others that Section 326 of the Communications Act had been
violated, and in still others that the Commission's findings upon pro
gram proposals were unsupported or improper.157 Applicants who have
challenged the adequacy of the findings to support the Commission's
decisions have met with better success than appellants who have raised
questions with respect to the First Amendment, Section 326 of the Act
or both.158 These cases remain to be considered.
A typical case, where no constitutional argument was raised and no

contention was made that the Commission had violated Section 326 of
the Communications Act, is Kentucky Broadcasting Corporation v.

Federal Communications Commission.159 The Commission expressly
found that on the basis of superior local programming, the application of
Mid-America (intervenors) was to be preferred over that of Kentucky
(appellant). In fact this finding seemed to the Court of Appeals to
have been the determining factor in the case. The court reviewed in
detail the program differences between the two mutually exclusive ap
plicants; found ample evidence of record to support the finding that
Mid-America's proposed service would better serve the community needs
of Louisville than would that of Kentucky; and accordingly the Commis
sion's decision was affirmed by a unanimous court.
There are a series of recent cases in which decisions of the Commis

sion, which take program proposals into account, have been successfully
challenged as lacking in specificity with respect to findings of fact. Only

85 U. S. App. D. C. 33, 175 F. 2d 344 (1949), for the principles which govern the inter

play of administrative and judicial functions. See also American Broadcasting Co. v.

Federal Communications Commission, nos. 10496 and 10570, D. C. Cir., July 19, 1951.
157 Saginaw Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications Commission, 68 App.

D. C. 282, 96 F. 2d 554 (1938), certiorari denied, 305 U. S. 613 (1938) ; Tri-State Broad

casting Company v. Federal Communications Commission, 68 App. D. C. 292, 96 F. 2d

564 (1938). Cf. United States v. Chicago M. St. Paul & Pacific R. Co., 294 U. S. 499

(1935) ; Florida v. United States, 282 U. S. 194 (1931) ; Mississippi River Fuel Corporation
v. Federal Power Commission, 82 App. D. C. 208, 163 F. 2d 433 (1947) for discussions
of the requirement that an administrative agency must find not merely the ultimate facts,
but in addition the basic or underlying facts, and that the court examines the evidence,
not to make a finding of either the basic or ultimate facts, but to ascertain whether or

not the basic facts are properly supported. But see Davis, Administrative Findings and
Stare Decisis, 38 Calif. L. R. 218 (1950).

158 Cf. Marks, Legality of Give Away Programs, 37 Georgetown L. J. 319, 333-337

(1949).
159 84 U. S. App. D. C. 383, 174 F. 2d 38 (1949). See also the cases cited in note 6,

supra.
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brief mention need be made of these cases since they do not directly
concern our problem.
In a recent case, American Broadcasting Company, Inc. v. Federal

Communications Commission160 the court remanded a decision of the

Commission that had taken programming into consideration not because

it had done so but because its findings of ultimate fact (stations were

rendering program service of the same general character) were not

supported by basic or underlying facts.
The Commission's decision appealed from in Easton Publishing Com

pany v. Federal Communications Commission161 was reversed for a

similar reason. Briefly stated, the facts are these. The record contained
evidence upon programs. The Commission made findings as to the com

position and character of the program proposals of the two applicants,
but it gave no indication of their comparative qualities or of the lack
of any particular type of service in either of the two communities in

volved, or of the greater ability of either applicant to meet that need.162
While the court reversed the Commission's decision in Plains Radio

Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications Commission163 for
lack of proper findings, Judge Prettyman stated:164

The Commission is making a comparison, and it says, correctly, that the com

parison of the program proposals is an important criterion in that determination.

A different facet of the problem was involved in Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc. v. Carroll.165 There a suit was brought under the
Federal Declaratory Judgments Act to determine whether a state had
the authority to censor films used by the plaintiffs (appellants) in pro
jecting television programs. The court held, in an opinion written by
Circuit Judge Biggs, that in passing the Communications Act, Congress
had occupied the field of television regulation so that it is no longer
open to the states. It followed, the court said, that the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania could not censor the films used on the programs of the

plaintiffs' stations. The court reasoned166 that although Section 326167

160 85 U. S. App. D. C. 343, 179 F. 2d 437 (1949).
161 85 U. S. App. D. C. 33, 175 F. 2d 344 (1949).
162 Cf. Easton Publishing Company v. Federal Communications Commission, 87 U. S.

App. D. C. 344, 185 F. 2d 987 (1950).
163 85 U. S. App. D. C. 48, 175 F. 2d 359 (1949).
164 Id. at 51-52 ; 362-363.
165 184 F. 2d 153 (3d Cir. 1950).
166 id. at 156.
167 48 Stat. 1091 (1934), as amended 62 Stat. 862 (1948), 47 U. S. C. � 326 (Supp. IV,

1951).
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declares it to be a national policy that nothing in the Act shall be under
stood to give the Commission power of censorship over radio communi
cations, this does not mean that the States may exercise a censorship
specifically denied to the Federal agency. Even though this section
forbids the Commission to promulgate any regulation or condition which
would interfere with free speech, the court thought that the Act demon
strated that Congress was actually concerned with the nature of pro
grams, as affecting the public good, and concluded that program control
was entrusted to the Federal Commission.
In two important cases the argument was made that the Commission

had violated the mandate of Section 326 of the Communications Act.168
They are Simmons v. Federal Communications Commission169 and John
ston Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications Commission}'10
In Simmons v. Federal Communications Commission 171 the Commis

sion denied an application of appellant upon the ground that Simmons

proposed, if the license were granted to him, to use almost exclusively
the programs of Columbia Broadcasting System. The Commission con

cluded that this would not be in the public interest and would, in effect,
amount to an abdication of the prospective licensee's rights and power
to select the programs of his broadcasts. Appellant contended that the
Commission's policy in this regard amounted to censorship, which the
Communications Act forbids.172 The majority of the Court of Appeals
held that the "networks case", National Broadcasting Company v.

United States173 had foreclosed any such contention. Judge Edgerton
stated, in part:174

. . . censorship would be a curious term to apply to the requirement that
licensees select their own programs by applying their own judgment to the
conditions that arise from time to time.

Judge Wilbur K. Miller concurred in the result but upon very different

grounds. Since appellant had applied for the same frequency already
in use in the same area by the intervenor, under an existing license, he

168 Ibid.
169 83 U. S. App. D. C. 262, 169 F. 2d 670 (1948), certiorari denied, 335 U. S. 846 (1948).
170 85 U. S. App. D. C. 40, 175 F. 2d 351 (1949).
171 83 U. S. App. D. C. 262, 169 F. 2d 670 (1948), certiorari denied, 335 U. S. 846

(1948). Note, 2 Vand. L. Rev. 464 (1949).
172 48 Stat. 1091 (1934), as amended 62 Stat. 862 (1948), 47 U. S. C. � 326 (Supp. TV,

1951).
173 319 U. S. 190 (1943).
174 83 U. S. App. D. C. 263, 264, 169 F. 2d 670, 672 (1948).
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could see no valid reasons for depriving the intervenor of that use.

However, the concurring judge stated that the denial of the application
because the applicant expected to make larger use of the facilities of

the network on the ground that such use would not be in the public
interest was an arbitrary and capricious exercise of power not granted
by the statute and expressly forbidden by it. Judge Miller further

stated:175

To uphold the Commission's order because the applicant expressed an intention
to make extensive use of Columbia's programs is to grant to the Commission
the power of censorship, which is expressly forbidden by the Act. "Such a

power is so abhorrent to our traditions that a purpose to grant it should not be

easily inferred. Certainly the power of censorship should not be granted by a

court when it has been withheld by the Congress.

In Johnston Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications Com

mission,116 an unsuccessful applicant contended that the Commission's
consideration of the proposed programs of the competing applicants
was a form of censorship. The Commission had considered five points
of difference between appellant and intervenor one of which was pro
gram proposals. It found nothing in the record to indicate that Johnston
(appellant) had made or would make an affirmative effort to encourage
broadcasts on controversial issues or topics of current interest in the

community such as labor, education and civic enterprises. On the other

hand, the Commission found that Beach (intervenor) would provide
greater opportunity for local expression than would Johnston. While
the Commission's decision was reversed on another point not here

relevant, the court took occasion to point out177 that although the Com
mission cannot choose on the basis of political, economic or social views
in a comparative proceeding, comparative service to the listening public,
of which programs are the essence, is the vital element. In a well
reasoned opinion, written by Judge Prettyman, it was concluded that
the Commission cannot prescribe any type of program, except for
prohibitions against obscenity, profanity and the like, but can make a

comparison on the basis of public interest, and, therefore, of public
service.

Finally, both Mansfield Journal v. Federal Communications Com-

1T5 Id. at 265, 673.
1T6 85 U. S. App. D. C. 40, 175 F. 2d 351 (1949). For the subsequent history of the

case see Johnson Broadcasting Company v. Federal Communications Commission, no. 10532,
D. C. Cir., (December 5, 1950).
itt 85 U. S. App. D. C. 40, 48 175 F. 2d 351, 359 (1949) .
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mission179 and Bay State Beacon, Inc. v. Federal Communications Com
mission,119 hold, without deciding whether the guarantee of freedom of
speech and of the press apply to radio and television, that the particular
agency action involved did not violate the First Amendment's guarantees.
Bay State Beacon, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission180

was an appeal from a final decision of the Commission denying the

application of Bay State Beacon, Inc., for a construction permit for a

broadcasting station in Brockton, Massachusetts; and granting the inter
venor Cur-Nan's mutually exclusive application for the same facilities.
The Commission in its decision, took into consideration the matter of
time each devoted to commercial programs and found, inter alia, that
Cur-Nan had made better program proposals. Bay State argued, on

appeal, that for the Commission to inquire into the amount of sustaining
time a prospective licensee purports to reserve, if granted a license,
contravenes the First Amendment to the Constitution and Section 326
of the Communications Act. The court ruled that such an argument is
to suggest that Congress intended to create the Commission and then

by the very act of its creation, stultify and immobilize it in the per
formance of the specific function that called it into being. District

Judge McGuire181 dismissed the alleged Constitutional violation in sum

mary fashion, reasoning that if a denial of a license would be violative
of the First Amendment, then every unsuccessful applicant would have
the right of free speech throttled and abridged.
Finally in Mansfield Journal Company v. Federal Communications

Commission182 the Commission denied Mansfield Journal Company's
license application because it had used its position as sole newspaper
owner in the community to achieve a monopoly in advertising and news

dissemination. On appeal, the Mansfield Journal Company argued that
to deny its application upon the ground that it had refused to permit
certain people to advertise amounted to an impingement upon the free
dom of the press. But the Court of Appeals ruled that such a denial
does not constitute a violation of the First Amendment. Relying upon
the ratio decidendi of Mr. Justice Black in Associated Press v. United

its 86 U. S. App. D. C. 102, 180 F. 2d 28 (1950). See Note, 59 Yale L. J. 1342 (1950).
179 84 U. S. App. D. C. 216, 171 F. 2d 826 (1948).
iso Ibid.
181 Judge McGuire was sitting by designation. The conclusion reached seems to be

an over-simplification.
182 86 U. S. App. D. C. 102, 180 F. 2d 28 (1950). Noted in 18 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 430

(1950) and 63 Harv. L. Rev. 1274 (1950).
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States,183 to the effect that freedom to publish is guaranteed by the Con

stitution, but freedom to combine to keep others from publishing is not,
the Court concluded that the mandate of the First Amendment did not

preclude the Commission from considering the competitive practices
of the Mansfield Journal Company. Judge Washington stated that:184

Only by keeping the dissemination of news free from monopoly can the con

stitutional guarantees of free speech and free press ever be fully achieved.

In affirming, the court pointed out that when a newspaper stands as an

applicant for a radio license it may not reply on the First Amendment
to compel the Commission to disregard the public interest in considering
its application.

Conclusion

What conclusion may we draw with respect to the application of the
First Amendment to broadcasting? Certainly liberty of the press is not

confined to newspapers and periodicals185 and it is clear that the mandate
of the First Amendment does not apply merely to political utterances
where the speech involved stirred up some opposition to the govern
ment.186 Is the dictum of Mr. Justice Douglas187 to the effect that radio
is included in the press whose freedom is guaranteed by the First
Amendment188 the short and complete answer to our problem?
The argument that the Federal Government through its authorized

agent, the Federal Communications Commission, should exercise no

prior restraints upon the freedom of expression of a licensee and that,
therefore, the Federal Government is forbidden by the Constitution
from terminating a broadcast license even if it finds that the licensee
has not served the public interest, is an appealing one.189 The Supreme
Court has applied the clear and present danger test, first enunciated

183 326 U. S. 1 (194S).
184 86 U. S. App. D. C. 102, 110, 180 F. 2d 28, 36 (1950).
185 Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U. S. 444 (1938).
186 Thomas v. Collins, 323 U. S. 516 (1945) ; Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U. S. 444 (1938) ;

Near v. Minnesota, 283 U. S. 697 (1931).
187 See note 7, supra.
188 United States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., 334 U. S. 131, 166 (1949).
189 It should be reemphasized at this point that the Supreme Court has never decided

whether the Federal Communications Commission can constitutionally revoke or fail
to renew a license based upon a finding that the licensee has failed to operate in the

public interest.
190 249 U. S. 47 (1919).
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in Schenck v. United States,190 to many and varied types of situations.191
Where a licensee has failed to operate his station in the public interest
but has not endangered public health, safety or morals it is hardly possi
ble to say that there is a clear and present danger of substantive evil
and that the degree of imminence is extremely high. We could reason

this way: The Constitution protects freedom of speech, freedom of
speech means the right to communicate, whatever the means for so

doing; radio and television are forms of communication; ergo, these
forms are entitled to the same protection as any other means of com
munication, whether by tongue or pen. There is obviously no clear and

present danger of substantive evil and the degree of imminence is not

extremely high. It follows that not only is the Commission forbidden
by statute192 from censoring programs before their presentation but is
forbidden by the Constitution from interfering in that field at all.
On the other hand, we might conclude that the weighing or evaluating

of program content, as a factor bearing on the granting, renewal or
revocation of broadcast licenses could never constitute censorship in any
case.193 We could argue that censorship of motion pictures before ex

hibition does not violate the First Amendment194 and that, therefore,
were Congress to repeal Section 326 of the Communications Act, the
courts would hold that the Federal Communications Commission is
free195 to censor programs before their delivery.196

191 E.g., Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 U. S. 1 (1949) ; Thomas v. Collins, 323 U. S. 516

(1945); Bridges v. State of California, 314 U. S. 252 (1941); Cantwell v. State of Con

necticut, 310 U. S. 296 (1940) ; Schneider v. State, 308 U. S. 147 (1939). See the discussion
in American Communications v. Douds, 339 U. S. 382 (1950).

192 48 Stat. 1091 (1934), as amended 62 Stat. 862 (1948), 47 U. S. C. � 326 (Supp. IV,
1951).

193 The reasoning of Judge McGuire in Bay State Beacon, Inc. v. Federal Communi
cations Commission, 84 U. S. App. D. C. 216, 171 F. 2d 826 (1948), and of Judge Groner
in Trinity Methodist Church, South v. Federal Communications Commission, 63 App.
D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 850 (1932), certiorari denied, 284 U. S. 685 (1932) would appear
to suggest such a result.

X94 Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio, 236 U. S. 230, 241

(1915); RD-DR Corporation v. Smith, 183 F. 2d 562 (5th Cir. 1950), certiorari denied,
340 U. S. 853 (1950).

195 But see Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. v. Carroll, 86 F. Supp. 813 (E. D.
Pa. 1949), supra, note 10.

196 Prof. Alexander Meiklejohn in his work entitled Free Speech and Its Relation to

Self-Government 104 (1st ed. 1948), argues that radio as it now operates among us is

not entitled to the protection of the First Amendment. His point is that radio is not

engaged in the task of enlarging and enriching human communication but is engaged in

making money. "And the First Amendment," says Prof. Meiklejohn, (p. 104) "does
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Either of these rash conclusions would be "pernicious over-simplifi
cation."197 As Mr. Justice Frankfurter warned in Kovacs v. Cooper:198

The various forms of modern so-called "mass communications" raise issues

that were not implied in the means of communication known or contemplated
by Franklin and Jefferson and Madison. . . . Broadcasting ... has produced
its brood of complicated problems hardly to be solved by an easy formula
about the preferred position of free speech.

We must, as the Justice stated, avoid the pitfall of falling into the "ways
of mechanical jurisprudence through the use of over-simplification
formulas."199
It would appear that the answer to our problem lies somewhere in

between the two extremes of thought. There is no valid reason for

concluding that radio and television broadcasting are not included in
the press, whose freedom is guaranteed by the First Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States.200 But acceptance of this premise
does not lead to the inevitable conclusion that the First Amendment

guarantee allows the broadcasters to do as they please free from govern
mental regulation, any more than either Section 326 of the Communi
cations Act or the Constitution itself allows the Commission to do as

it pleases.201 If the First Amendment were to be given a literal interpre
tation, it would necessarily follow that any statute regulating speech
and the press would be repugnant to the Constitution. The result would
be that the whole Communications Act is unconstitutional on its face.202

not intend to guarantee men freedom to say what some private interest pays them to say
for its own advantage." But cf. Judge Wilbur K. Miller's concurrence in Simmons v.

Federal Communications Commission, 83 U. S. App. D. C. 262, 169 F. 2d 670 (1948),
certiorari denied, 335 U. S. 846 (1948).

197 United States v. Monia, 317 U. S. 424, 431 (1943), (dissenting opinion).
W8 336 U. S. 77, 96 (1949).
199 Ibid.
200 However, one need not speak in terms of clear and present danger in order to find

justification for federal regulation. It is because these media inherently are not available to

all, that they must be regulated, hut the court could speak in terms of the Holmesian test

to strike down a regulation not reasonably related to the public welfare.
201 See 2 Chafee, Government and Mass Communications 640 (1st ed. 1947).
202 The Supreme Court has frequently examined the licensing systems by which local

bodies regulate the use of their parks and other public places. See Kunz v. New York, 340

U. S. 290 (1951) ; Niemotko v. State of Maryland, 340 U. S. 268 (1951) ; Saia v. New

York, 334 U. S. 558 (1948) ; Hague v. C. I. O., 307 U. S. 496 (1939) and Lovell v. Griffin,
303 U. S. 444 (1938). In those cases the Supreme Court has condemned statutes and
ordinances which require that permits be obtained from local officials as a prerequisite
to the use of public places, on the grounds that a license requirement constituted a prior
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The notion that the freedom of speech and of the press secured by the
Constitution confers an absolute right is not the law.203 It remains for
the Commission initially and the courts upon appeal to determine which
of two conflicting interests,204 i.e., the great and essential right of free
dom of speech and the right of the people of the United States to have
the best possible radio and television service, demands the greater
protection under the particular circumstances presented.205 To say
that the Commission may take programming into consideration and also
that the First Amendment applies to radio and television involves no

contradiction. It is how the Commission takes programming into con

sideration, and under what circumstances, that is vital.208
It is too late to argue that when two mutually exclusive applicants

are competing for the same frequency the Commission must ignore the

program proposals of the two when the public interest demands good
programs.207 The more difficult question is may the Commission deny
restraint on freedom of speech, press, and religion under the circumstances. But where

the statutes or ordinances are narrowly drawn and reasonable and definite standards for

the official to follow are set out, the legislation may stand. Cox v. New Hampshire, 312

U. S. 569 (1941). After reviewing the numerous cases dealing with licensing systems
and free speech Mr. Justice Frankfurter stated in his concurring opinion in the Niemotko

case, supra: "While the court has emphasized the importance of 'free speech', it has

recognized that 'free speech' is not in itself a touchstone. The Constitution is not un

mindful of other important interests, such as public order, if interference with free ex

pression of ideas is not found to be the over-balancing consideration." This reasoning
could well apply to radio and television. If a rule or regulation of the Federal Com
munications Commission were found by the court to restrict free speech in the interests
of the public welfare an entirely different question would be presented from a case

where the rule or regulation bore no reasonable relationship to the public good.
203 Near v. Minnesota, 283 U. S. 697 (1931) ; Stromberg v. California, 283 U. S. 359

(1931) ; Gitlow v. People of New York, 268 U. S. 652 (1925). "This absolutist view has been

rejected by the Supreme Court scores of times, for radio in the National Broadcasting
case." 2 Chafee, Government and Mass Communications 640 (1st ed. 1947). Cf.
Meiklejohn, Free Speech and Its Relation to Self-Government, 50 (1st ed. 1948).

204 Cf. the statement of Mr. Justice Jackson in Kunz v. New York, 340 U. S. 290,
307 (1951) to the effect that the vulnerability of various forms of communications to

control ". . . must be proportioned to their impact upon other community interests."
205 Cf. Communications Association v. Douds, 339 U. S. 382 (1950).
206 Judge Prettyman clearly recognized such a distinction in Johnston Broadcasting

Company v. Federal Communications Commission, 85 U. S. App. D. C. 40, 175 F. 2d
351 (1949).

207 No reason is apparent why the Commission should ignore programming in un

contested cases. In Federal Communications Commission v. Sanders Brothers Radio

Station, 309 U. S. 470, 475 (1940) the court said: "An important element of public
interest and convenience affecting the issue of a license is the ability of the licensee to

render the best practicable service to the community reached by his broadcasts:"
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a renewal of license where the licensee has failed to operate in the pub
lic interest? The Supreme Court has never passed upon this issue al

though the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
despite free speech arguments, sustained the Commission in two such

instances.208 While the reasoning of Judge Groner in the Trinity
Methodist Church case is unconvincing if it implies that the First
Amendment does not apply to radio in a renewal proceeding,208 it is
believed that the result is correct since there was substantial evidence
to support the Commission's finding that the licensee had used the
station as a personal adjunct rather than in the public interest. Since
the Supreme Court has ruled that the Commission may refuse to renew

the license of a person who has made false and misleading statements
in his original application for a station license, and in subsequent
pleadings,210 it is reasonable to suppose that the court would reach a

like result. The licensee who loses his station because he has deceived
the Commission has lost his right to the use of his station to disseminate
his ideas just as effectively as the licensee who is denied a renewal be
cause his programs have been inferior.
The Commission's policy of requiring licensees as an affirmative duty

to make reasonable provisions for broadcast discussions of controversial
issues of public importance in the community 211 is a reasonable method
of insuring that licensees operate in the public interest. It can hardly
be regarded as censorship to restrict the licensee's freedom to make un

fair use of his station.212 It may be that freedom of speech on the air
can be better achieved if the term is construed to mean freedom of ex

pression for the general public213 rather than as freedom for the person

208 KFKB Broadcasting Association, Inc. v. Federal Radio Commission, 60 App. D. C.
79, 47 F. 2d 670 (1931) and Trinity Methodist Church, South v. Federal Radio Com
mission, 61 App. D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 850 (1932).

209 The constitutional guarantee includes more than freedom from previous restraints.
Grosjean v. American Press Co., 279 U. S. 233 (1936).

210 Federal Communications Commission v. Broadcast Service Organization, 337 U. S.
901 (1949); Federal Communications Commission v. WOKO, Inc., 329 U. S. 223 (1946).
See also Calument Broadcasting Corporation v. Federal Communications Commission 82
App. D. C. 59, 160 F. 2d 285 (1947).
2" United Broadcasting Co. (WHKC), 10 F.C.C. 515 (1945); Public Service Re

sponsibility of Broadcast Licensees (Federal Communications Commission 1946).
212 Contra. Miller, Principles of Law Limiting Radio Broadcasting, 9 F. R. D. 217

239 (1949).
213 As Donnelly states in Government and Freedom of the Press, 45 El. L. Rev. 31

49 (1950): "If the public interest is best served through the opportunity of the people
to hear expositions of diverse and antagonistic positions of various groups and individuals,
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who is fortunate enough to have a license to use the station as he sees

fit.214
Had it been possible for the licensee to appeal the Mayflower de

cision,215 which stated that a licensee cannot be an advocate, a much
closer question would be presented. As we have seen, Commissioner
Jones took the position in In the Matter of Editorializing by Broadcast
Licensees,216 that governmental prohibition of editorializing by licensees
constitutes an unconstitutional abridgment of free speech. Since the
rationale of the Mayflower case has been modified no useful purpose
would be served by mooting the question here. The point is that al
though program evaluation is constitutional, it depends upon the cir
cumstances of the case whether the amendment is violated.217
To apply the constitutional guarantee of free speech literally is an

absurdity. Any regulation of radio and television, any choice between

then the right of the public to hear and be informed . . . must prevail over the freedom

of any broadcast licensee to exploit the medium for his own private interests, whims or

caprices.''
214 But this does not mean that the licensee has no constitutionally protected rights.

The mere fact that one is licensed to operate a radio is no reason for denying to him

the protection of the First Amendment. Prof. Meiklejohn's argument that because the

"radio as it now operates is not free" the Constitutional guarantee does not apply is

fallacious. Meiklejohn, Free Speech and Its Relation to Self-Government 104 (1st ed.

1948). We have seen that the courts have regarded freedom of speech as a fundamental

right which the Constitution guarantees to everybody at all times. It is certainly not

necessary that persons enrich or . enlarge human communication, as Prof. Meiklejohn
seems to suggest, at the risk of forfeiting their rights to this or any constitutional

guarantee.
215 Mayflower Broadcasting Corporation, 8 F. C. C. 333 (1941). See Note, 48 Col. L.

Rev. 78S (1948).
21<5 1 Pike & Fischer R.R. 91:201 (1949).
217 An interesting question of constitutional law would be presented were the Com

mission to either promulgate rules and regulations limiting the amount of advertising
time that a licensee could permit in a broadcast day, or fail to renew a license on the

ground that the applicant had permitted too much advertising on his station. The

Supreme Court has held that advertising is not within the protection of the First Amend
ment. Compare Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316 U. S. 52 (1942) and Railway Express
Agency v. New York, 336 U. S. 106 (1949) with Winters v. New York, 333 U. S. 507,
510 (1948) and see Pollak v. Public Utilities Commission, No. 10777 D. C. Cir. June 1,
1951. Although communications have denied First Amendment safeguards because they
are commercial, it has been argued that the fundamental freedom to listen and read should
not be abridged because someone profits from the propagation of the idea, and that, there
fore the "commercial" test should be abandoned. Antieau, Judicial Delimination of the
First Amendment Freedoms, 34 Marq. L. Rev. 57, 61 (1950). See Notes, 51 Col. L.
Rev. 108, 115 (1951) and 24 N. Y. U. L. Q. Rev. 620 (1949).
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applicants, be it upon technical, financial or character grounds neces

sarily abridges the power of some one person or persons to avail them
selves of the opportunity to speak over the air. But chaos would result
if such were not the case.

Since the public interest is best served through the opportunity of
the people to hear and see good programs, the right of the people to

hear, be informed and entertained must take precedence over the free
dom of any broadcast licensee to use his station as he sees fit. But the
Federal Communications Commission as the regulating agency set up
by Congress to regulate radio and television, may not prescribe any type
or types of programs; may not concern itself with the religious, political,
social or economic views of an applicant; or choose applicants upon
any other arbitrary and capricious basis. Due to engineering consider
ations freedom of speech is abridged to many who wish to use these
media of communication. Because of the unique feature of radio and

television, licensees can constitutionally be regulated.218 But only insofar
as regulation is in conformity with the paramount right of the public
to have the best possible radio and television service is it constitutional
to restrict the licensee's freedom of expression and choice. If we may
speak of the licensee as a trustee impressed with the duty of operating
his station in the public interest, so also must the Commission be re

garded as a co-trustee to insure that the people of the United States
enjoy the best possible service,219 with the added duty of preserving
inviolate the fundamental liberties of speech and of the press.

218 National Broadcasting Company v. United States, 319 U. S. 190, 215-216 (1943).
219 Cf. Black River Valley Broadcasts v. McNinch, 69 App. D. C. 311, 313, 101 F. 2d

235 (1938), certiorari denied, 307 U. S. 623 (1938).



THE COMPULSORY JURISDICTION OF THE INTER
NATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

Salo Engel*

TN THE recent Anglo-Iranian oil dispute which led to the repudiation
by Iran of her declaration of acceptance of the compulsory jurisdic

tion of the Court, the question of the latter's competence under the so-

called Optional Clause was raised for the second time in the life of the
International Court of Justice. (It had come up previously in the Corfu
Channel case.) It may, therefore, be appropriate to discuss the extent
of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court and the validity of similar
action taken by some Governments with a view to restricting or de

nouncing the obligations which they had assumed in this respect�a

discussion which may usefully be preceded by a consideration of the
differences between the relevant provisions of the Statute of the Per
manent Court of International Justice1 and of that of the International
Court of Justice.2

Compulsory Jurisdiction Clauses of the Statute

When, in 1920, a compromise solution on the "compulsory" jurisdic
tion of the Permanent Court of International Justice was reached by
making it optional for Members of the League of Nations and States
mentioned in the Annex to the Covenant to accept or not to accept a

system of compulsory jurisdiction, those who opposed the latter "plead
ed for faith in the future, for letting time do its work; as Mr. Politis

[Greece] put it, confidence in a tribunal should come first"3. And it did

come, indeed, to a great extent since 54 States made declarations under
Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute* of which 47 actually entered
into force, including those made by Great Powers.6

* Formerly special assistant to the Registrar, Permanent Court of International Justice,
1941-46; Visiting Professor of Political Science, University of Tennessee, since 1947.

1 Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice. December 16, 1920. Hudson,
1 International Legislation, 1919-1921, p. 530 (1931).

2 Statute of the International Court of Justice, June 26, 1945. 9 Hudson, International
Legislation, 1942-1945, p. 510 (1950).

3 Hudson, "Disputes before Organs of the United Nations", Edmund J. James Lectures on

Government 51 (University of Illinois, 1947).
* See list in 16 Publications of the Permanent Court of International Justice (hereafter

P.C.I.J.) Series E, 49 (1940), to which the two States which accepted the jurisdiction of
the Court under the Council resolution might be added. See op. cit. supra at 50, list G.

5 See lists B and D, id. at 49. Here again the two States listed id. at 50, under G, might
be added.

41
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In view of this record it is somewhat surprising that, as far as com

pulsory jurisdiction is concerned, no progress was made in 1945 at San
Francisco when the Statute of the International Court of Justice was

adopted; not even in the mild form suggested by New Zealand which

sought to facilitate the acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction by ex

pressly admitting certain agreed reservations.6 The reason for this fail
ure to go beyond the 1920 provisions was that "certain states not parties
to the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice might
find it difficult or impossible to accept obligatory jurisdiction at the

present stage. It would therefore be unwise to attempt to make the latter

system prevail without assuming the risk of compromising the accession
of such states to the Statute of the new Court which is to be an integral
part of the Charter"7 as well as to the Charter itself.
Thus the compromise reached in 1920 was maintained in 1945. How

ever, the new Article 36 of the Statute which again is the sedes materiae,
differs in certain respects from its 1920 model. It reads as follows:

1. The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases which the parties refer
to it and all matters specially provided for in the Charter of the United Nations
or in treaties and conventions in force.

2. The states parties to the present Statute may at any time declare that they
recognize as compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation to

any other state accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court in
all legal disputes concerning:

a. the interpretation of a treaty;
b. any question of international law;
c. the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a breach

of an international obligation;
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an

international obligation.
3. The declarations referred to above may be made unconditionally or on

condition of reciprocity on the part of several or certain states, or for a certain
time.
4. Such declarations shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the

United Nations, who shall transmit copies thereof to the parties to the Statute
and to the Registrar of the Court.

5. Declarations made under Article 36 of the Statute of the Permanent Court
of International Justice and which are still in force shall be deemed, as between
the parties to the present Statute, to be acceptances of the compulsory jurisdiction

6 The United Nations Conference on International Organization, Selected Documents

842, 844. (U. S. Dept. of State, Pub. No. 2490, 1946. Hereafter Selected Documents.)
7 Report of Subcommittee IV/l/D, id. at 842. These states included the United States

and the Soviet Union. Cf. Hudson, note 3, supra, at 6. 13 Documents of the United
Nations Conference on International Organization 226 (194S), (hereafter U.N.C.I.O.).
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of the International Court of Justice for the period which they still have to run

and in accordance with their terms.
6. In the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction, the

matter shall be settled by the decision of the Court.8

In the first paragraph of Article 36 the phrase "in the Charter of the
United Nations or" was inserted. This insertion, however, is either

superfluous or erroneous: superfluous because the Charter is a "treaty
or convention in force", or erroneous because Article 36 apparently refers
to the competence of the Court ratione materiae and the Charter does
not specially provide for such competence. All that the Charter says in
this respect is that "legal disputes should as a general rule be referred by
the parties" to the Court "in accordance with the provisions of the
Statute."9 It seems strange that the reference in the Statute to the Char
ter is to a provision which merely repeats the Statute ("which the parties
refer to it") and which in turn refers back to the Statute ("in accordance
with . . . the Statute").
The same argument applies if the insertion concerns the advisory juris

diction of the Court; for, contrary to the old Statute the new text con

tains a provision empowering the Court to give advisory opinions.10 The

Charter, in Article 96, is only more specific in this respect by mentioning
the General Assembly and the Security Council as the organs entitled
to ask for an opinion in authorizing the former to confer the same right
to other organs and agencies.
The insertion of the phrase "in the Charter of the United Nations or"

had been suggested, a few months before San Francisco, by the Wash

ington Committee of Jurists "in case the United Nations Charter should
make some provision for compulsory jurisdiction" of the Court.11 When
the latter proved not to be the case the insertion ought to have been
omitted.
In paragraph 2 of Article 36 of the Statute, "the Members of the

League of Nations and the States mentioned in the Annex to the Cove
nant" has been replaced by "the States parties to the present Statute";
"when signing or ratifying the Protocol ... or at a later moment" has

8 Italics indicate the changes adopted in 194S. For a full comparison of the texts of
the two Statutes see Hudson, The Twenty-Fourth Year of the World Court, 40 Am. J.
Int. Law 1, 15 ff. (1946).

9 Charter of the United Nations, Hudson, 9 International Legislation, 1942-1945, p. 327

(1950). Article 36, paragraph 3, op. cit. supra, at 342.
10 Article 65, paragraph 1, of the Statute. See note 2, supra, at 527.
11 See Selected Documents, note 6, supra, at 866.
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been changed to "at any time" and "Member or State" replaced by
"State." Although the new formula is better than that contemplated by
the Washington Committee of Jurists, which, tautologically, mentioned,
in addition to the States parties to the Statute, the members of the United

Nations,12 it still is not satisfactory. This is not so much because it

does not define which States are or may become parties to the Statute�

leaving this question to be decided by Article 93 of the Charter, but be
cause it maintains a contradiction of the old Statute. According to both
texts only certain specified States "may" make declarations of accep
tance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court. Under the old Statute
this was permitted to the Members of the League and the States men

tioned in the Annex to the Covenant, under the new, this may be done

by the States parties to the Statute. In both cases, however, the juris
diction of the Court comprises all matters specially provided for in
treaties or conventions in force, Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute.
Such treaties and conventions may be concluded also by States not

parties to the Statute (or may have been entered into also by non-League
Members or by States not mentioned in the Annex to the Covenant)
and they may provide for the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court to
the same extent and in the same form as envisaged by Article 36, para
graph 2, of the Statute. The only difference is that under paragraph 2
unilateral declarations are sufficient while under paragraph 1 a treaty
or convention is necessary. And this difference would disappear if a

treaty other than the Charter permitted the same unilateral declarations.
In this connection it may be noted that this part of paragraph 2 has

not been taken too seriously by the Security Council just as the corres

ponding part of the old provision had not been respected by the League
Council: According to the resolution adopted by the Security Council
on October IS, 1946, under Article 35, paragraph 2, of the Statute,
States not parties to the Statute may deposit declarations by which they
accept the jurisdiction of the Court. Such declarations may be "gen
eral", i.e., declarations "accepting the jurisdiction generally in respect
of all disputes or of a particular class or classes of disputes which have

already arisen, or which may arise in the future." In making such a

general declaration States not parties to the Statute "may, in accordance
with Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute recognize as compulsory,
ipso facto, and without special agreement, the jurisdiction of the
Court."13 However, since paragraph 2 of Article 36 expressly permits

12 Cf. 15 UJSr.CI.O. 132, 154, 256 (1945).
I3 See International Court of Justice (hereafter C.I.J.) , Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 106 ff.
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such recognition to be effected only by States parties to the Statute, it
is difficult to understand how States not parties may do the same "in
accordance" with this provision. It is true that the Security Council
resolution adds a proviso to the effect that "such acceptance [by non

parties] may not, without explicit agreement, be relied upon vis-a-vis
States parties to the Statute which have made the declaration in con

formity with Article 36, paragraph 2." But if this proviso is respected
what is the use of making such a general declaration and of recognizing
thereby the Court's jurisdiction "without special agreement" as it is
said in the resolution?
Another important change effected at San Francisco is the omission

in the same paragraph 2, of the words "or any of the classes of" legal
disputes. Under the old Statute declarations concerning compulsory
jurisdiction could be made to cover all or any of the classes of disputes
enumerated in Article 36, paragraph 2. According to the new text such

jurisdiction may be recognized "in all legal disputes" mentioned therein.
The question therefore arises whether the old practice of submitting
declarations of acceptance to reservations is still possible under the new

Statute. With a view to encouraging Members to make the declarations

envisaged in Article 36, paragraph 2, the Assembly of the League of
Nations had interpreted this provision very liberally and considered all
kinds of reservations as admissible.14 Such a broad construction was,

perhaps, in harmony with the old text speaking of all or any legal dis
putes; it seems hardly compatible with the new text which refers only
to all legal disputes.
At San Francisco the deletion of "or any of the classes of" disputes

was explained "not only to be an improvement in form but . . . also [as]
favorable to the jurisdiction of the Court, since it eliminates the distinc
tions which the present [old] text seems to make."15 If "favorable to
the jurisdiction of the Court" means giving the Court a jurisdiction as

broad as possible, this statement seems to warrant the interpretation
suggested above.16 On the other hand the same Committee pointed out

that Article 36 "has consistently been interpreted in the past as allow

ing states ... to subject their declarations to reservations." It therefore
found it unnecessary to modify paragraph 3 of Article 36 in order to

1 * See Hudson, The Permanent Court of International Justice 1920-1942, p. 452 ff ., 467 ft" .

(1943).
15 Selected Documents, note 6, supra, at 843.
16 In the same sense, Thevenaz, La nouvelle Cour Internationale de Justice, 45 Die

Friedens-Warte 411 (1945).
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mention this right expressly.17 However this may be, one particular
reservation must, in any case, be admitted, namely, the possibility of

having recourse to tribunals other than the International Court. For

"nothing in the present Charter shall prevent Members of the United
Nations from entrusting the solution of their differences to other tri

bunals"18 and the Statute forms an integral part of the Charter.19
While paragraph 3 thus underwent "merely stylistic" changes,20 a new

paragraph 4 has been inserted providing for the deposit of the declara
tions of acceptance with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
Was this only to settle a question which had been left open in the old

Statute, namely with whom are declarations to be deposited: with the

Secretary-General or with the Registrar of the Court? Or does the new

provision mean that the deposit is a condition of validity of a declaration
and that it is the date of deposit which counts for all practical pur
poses?21 The United States declaration, e.g., was made in accordance
with a Senate resolution of August 2, 1946, signed by President Truman
on August 14, 1946, received by the Secretary-General on August 26,
1946, and "registered" by the Secretariat on December 14, 1946.22 It

applies to all legal disputes "hereafter" arising and "shall remain in
force for a period of five years and thereafter . . ." When does this five
year period start and after which date must a dispute have arisen to be
covered by the declaration? Is it August 2 (Senate resolution) or

August 14 (signature by the President) or August 26 (receipt by the
Secretary-General) or finally December 14, 1946 ("registration" by the
Secretariat) ?
According to Article 102, paragraph 1, of the Charter, "every treaty

and every international agreement, entered into by any Member . . .

shall, as soon as possible, be registered with the Secretariat and pub
lished by it." As was rightly pointed out at San Francisco, the term

"agreement" includes "unilateral engagements of an international
character which have been accepted . . such as declarations of accep-

17 Selected Documents, note 6, supra, at 843.
18 Article 95. See note 9, supra, at 359.
19 See note 16, supra.
20 Hudson, The Twenty-Fourth Year of the World Court, 40 Am. J. Int. Law 1 33

(1946).
21 The genesis of the new provision is inconclusive in this respect. See 13 U.N.C.I.O.

251, 284 (1945).
22 See 1 United Nations, Treaty Series (hereafter Treaty Series) 9 ff. (1946-1947).
23 Rapporteur of Committee IV/2, Selected Documents, note 6, supra, at 877.
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tance made under Article 36 of the Statute or under Article 4 of the
Charter.24 As sanction for the non-fulfilment of this obligation, para
graph 2 of the same Article 102 provides that no party to any such non-

registered agreement may "invoke" it before any "organ of the United
Nations." The Court, which is one of the "principal organs of the
United Nations"25 and its "principal judicial organ"26 has thus no

jurisdiction in cases based on declarations which have not been "regis
tered". This does not mean, however, that such declarations enter into
force (are "binding" in the sense of Article 18 of the Covenant) only with
their registration. On the contrary, "registration shall not take place
until the . . . agreement has come into force."27 It only means that in
ternational instruments, once entered into force and invocable as be
tween the parties and before organs other than those of the United

Nations, may also be invoked before the latter upon their registration.
Registration is thus the suspensive condition for the possibility of in

voking an instrument before whatever organ with retroactive effect as

of the instrument's coming into force.
Before an answer to the question as to which of the above-mentioned

four dates counts for all practical purposes is attempted, a further
distinction is to be made: that between register with and register by the
Secretariat. The former is effected by any party to the instrument in

question and it is the date of receipt by the Secretariat of the text so

registered which is "deemed to be the date of registration."28 The latter
date is thus not that on which the instrument is registered by the Secre

tariat, i.e., "recorded" in a "Register established for that purpose."29
This would exclude the date of December 14, 1946, when the United

States declaration was "recorded" by the Secretariat. Nor should the
date of August 2, 1946, be taken into consideration since a mere Senate
resolution does not constitute a valid international instrument. It re

mains, therefore, to choose between August 14 and August 24, 1946. The

24 See the note by the Secretariat in 1 Treaty Series XVI (1946-1947).
25 Article 7 of the Charter. See note 9, supra, at 333.
26 Article 92 of the Charter. See note 9, supra, at 359.
27 Article 1, paragraph 2, of the Regulations to Give Effect to Article 102 of the Charter

(adopted by the General Assembly on December 14, 1946). 1 Treaty Series XX ff. (1946-
1947).

28 Id., Article 6. In the case of a registration ex officio the date of registration is that on
which the instrument "first comes into force". See op. cit. supra, Articles 4 and 6.

29 Id., Article 1, paragraph 4. To avoid confusion it would seem advisable to reserve

the term register to the party's act of transmitting the instrument to the Secretariat and
not to use it in connection with the Secretariat's act of "recording" the text in the Register.
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former date is at the same time that of signature and that of ratifica
tion (in the formal sense) which in general do not coincide. The latter
date is both that of the deposit of the declaration with the Secretary-
General (Article 36, paragraph 4, of the Statute) and that of its regis
tration with the Secretariat (Article 102, paragraph 1, of the Charter
and Article 6 of the above-mentioned General Assembly Regulations of
December 14, 1946) which in general are identical. As we have seen,
however, registration presupposes an otherwise legally valid instrument.
To interpret the deposit requirement in Article 36, paragraph 4, of the
Statute as a condition for a declaration's validity would therefore mean

that, in contradistinction to other international instruments, its entry
into force and its registration necessarily coincide. Such declarations
would thus be empfangsbediirftige Willenserklarungen which become
effective upon their deposit with, i.e., receipt by, the Secretary-General.
This would be in harmony with the general rule of international law

according to which mere ratification is not enough. The instrument
becomes effective only upon the exchange of ratifications, such ex

change being replaced here by their deposit.
Our question as to the determining date is, however, still unsettled.

For, even if declarations of acceptance become effective only when de
posited, this does not preclude their producing some effects as from
another date. Just as registration is but a suspensive condition for the
admissibility of an instrument before the United Nations, so the deposit
is only a suspensive condition for the operation of a declaration as

from what date, according to the circumstances of the case, it is intended
to operate. Declarations, e.g., which have not been made subject to
ratification normally operate as from the date of signature30 or from
another specified date.31 If, according to their terms, they require rati
fication, they may operate as from the date of ratification and not of
deposit32 or as from some other date. In the case of the United States
it is thus submitted that the determining date is August 14, 1946 when
the declaration was signed (ratified) by President Truman.33

30 See, e.g., the declaration by Guatemala, 1 Treaty Series 50 (1946-1947), and by Great
Britain, C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 217.

31 See the declarations by the Netherlands and Norway, C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947
pp. 217, 219, and by Switzerland, C.I.J. Yearbook, 1947-1948, p. 132.

32 See the declaration made by Belgium, C.I.J. Yearbook, 1947-1948, p. 130, in contradic
tion to that of France, C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 220.

33 See also infra page 63. For detailed comments on the United States declaration see

Hudson, The Twenty-Fifth Year of the World Court, 41 Am. J. Int. Law 12 (1947) with
further references.
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The last insertion into the old text of Article 36 is the new para
graph 5 quoted above. It is one of the provisions of the new Statute in
which the "succession [of the International Court to the Permanent

Court] is explicitly contemplated" and whereby the "continuity in the

progressive development of the judicial process will be amply safe

guarded."34 If it is thus the purpose of this succession clause to "preserve
some of the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court for the new Court,"35
which of the old declarations are then transferred? Those "still in
force" says paragraph 5, but in force when? And "as between the par
ties to the present Statute," but parties at what date?
As regards the latter question, Article 93, paragraph 1, of the Charter

provides that "all Members of the United Nations are ipso facto parties
to the Statute." Paragraph 2 provides that non-members may become
such parties "on conditions to be determined in each case by the Gen
eral Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council." Now,
not only may the total membership of the United Nations be different
at different times, but by virtue of the last-mentioned paragraph 2, such
membership may also be smaller than the total number of parties to

the Statute. Indeed, two States (Switzerland and Liechtenstein) became

parties to the Statute without being Members of the United Nations by
accepting the conditions determined by the General Assembly under
Article 93, paragraph 2 of the Charter.36 On the other hand, when the
Charter came into force on October 24, 1945, it had been ratified by
29 States,37 there being thus 29 Members and parties to the Statute.

Deposit of ratifications by all signatories to the Charter was completed
on December 27, 1945, bringing the total membership to 51. Since then
nine States became Members of the United Nations and thus parties to

the Statute.
Does the new paragraph 5 of Article 36 of the Statute then apply to

all those States? As it aims at preserving declarations made under the
old Statute and as it contains no express limitations to this effect, there
is no reason why its application should be restricted to the declarations

34 Rapporteur of Committee IV/1, Selected Documents, note 6, supra, at 847.
35 Hudson, The Twenty-Fourth Year of the World Court, 40 Am. J. Int. Law 34

(1946).
36 See C.IJ. Yearbook, 1947-1948, p. 30 ff. See also Hudson, Switzerland and the Inter

national Court of Justice, 41 Am. J. Int. Law 866 ff. (1947). On the decision of Hydera
bad to become a party to the Statute, see Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year of the World
Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law 12 ff. (1949).
37 See 13 Dept. of State Bull. 679 ff. (1945).
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of those States which were parties to the Statute at the time of the adop
tion of the Charter or of the latter's entry into force or its ratification

by all 51 signatories. It is thus submitted that the second of the above-

mentioned questions is the answer to the first and that the declarations

made under Article 36 of the old Statute by States which become par
ties to the new Statute at whatever date are to be considered by the

parties to the Statute as acceptances of the compulsory jurisdiction of
the new Court provided the declarations are still in force at the time

those States become parties to the new Statute.
The same interpretation is submitted as regards another "succession

clause" of the new Statute�Article 37.38 According to its new text,
matters which under treaties in force are to be referred to a tribunal
to have been instituted by the League of Nations or to the Permanent

Court, shall, as between the parties to the new Statute, be referred to the
International Court. Some 600 treaties of this kind have been concluded
in the past.39 Their operation is thus extended for the unexpired period
of their validity. They include notably the General Act for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes of 1928�the only other multi

partite international instrument providing, in a way similar to Article 36
of the Statute, for the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court
and now, by virtue of Article 37, of the International Court.40
As to "acceptances of the jurisdiction of the old Court over disputes

arising between parties to the new Statute and other states, or between
other states" it was pointed out at San Francisco that "this matter
cannot be dealt with in the Charter or in the Statute, but [that] it may
later be possible for the General Assembly to facilitate" negotiations
with a view to transferring such jurisdiction to the International Court.41
So far no such action has been taken.
Finally, whereas a separate protocol of December 16, 1920, called

the "Optional Clause" was opened for signature under the League of
Nations in addition to the Protocol of Signature of the Statute of the
Permanent Court of the same day,42 no such special clause is attached

38 Note 2, supra, at 522.

See the list in 16 P.C.IJ. Series E, 414 ff. (1940).
40 See, infra, page 63.
41 Rapporteur of Committee TV/l, Selected Documents, note 6, supra, at 847. Whether

such "instruments remain valid in the case of States which are neither Members of the
United Nations nor parties to the Statute. . .", is no "problem", contrary to CJJ. Year

book, 1946-1947, p. 195.
42 See Hudson, The Permanent Court of International Justice 1920-1942, p. 127, 451

(1943).
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to the 1945 Statute or the Charter. Therefore, as far as the Inter
national Court of Justice is concerned, there is no longer any "Optional
Clause"�unless this term is used now for Article 36, paragraph 2 or

paragraphs 2 to 5, of the Statute.43 As the old Statute, like the new one,
did not prescribe any particular form for the declarations envisaged in
Article 36, paragraph 2, the "Optional Clause" at most was a "suggested
form," a "model" for making such declarations.44 Legally, however,
the disappearance of the "Optional Clause" is not without importance.
For both its English and French versions as well as the French version
of Article 36, paragraph 2, contained the words "from this date" (des d

present). It has therefore been argued that declarations took effect as
"from this date", i.e., from the date of signature, unless they stipulated
another date.45 These words have now disappeared in both versions of the
Statute. So has the "Optional Clause" which contained them in both
versions. It may therefore be concluded that, in the absence of pro
visions to the contrary, declarations no longer become effective at the
date of signature but with their deposit with the Secretary-General, as

has been shown above in connection with the new paragraph 4 of
Article 36.

Instruments for Compulsory Jurisdiction
It follows from the above that there are two groups of instruments

concerning the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of

Justice each of which is again divided into two categories: One group
comprises the declarations of acceptance made under Article 36 of the
Statute and giving the Court jurisdiction either directly (paragraph 2)
or, by virtue of the succession clause (paragraph 5), indirectly through
that of the Permanent Court. The other group consists of the treaties
and conventions in force, again providing for the Court's jurisdiction
either directly in Article 36, paragraph 1 or, under the succession clause
of Article 37, indirectly through that of the Permanent Court.
For considerations of space, it is proposed to deal here mainly with

the first group and the action taken in this respect by some of the Gov
ernments concerned; and as to the second group, only with the General
Act of 1928 and the respective governmental action.46

43 The latter is done in C.IJ. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 109. Four paragraphs are thus de
scribed as "the" Optional Clause! Cf. also op. cit. supra, at 217 ff.

44 See Hudson, The Permanent Court of International Justice 1920-1942, p. 127, 451

(1943).
45 Id. at 452.
46 For more details concerning the second group, see Hudson, The Twenty-Fifth Year
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Declarations of Acceptance Made Under Article 36 of the Statute

As we have seen, the first group of instruments comprises declarations
made under Article 36, paragraph 2, of the new Statute providing directly
for the Court's competence. As of February 15, 1951, such declarations
have been submitted by Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, China, Denmark,
France, Great Britain, Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Liechtenstein,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sweden,
Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey and the United States of America.47
With the exception of the Israeli declaration, the ratification of which
has not yet been received, all these instruments came into and are still
in force.
The above-mentioned first group of instruments also consists of the

declarations made under Article 36, paragraph 2, of the old Statute, pro
vided: (1) They were made by States which became parties to the new

Statute (whenever this may have been the case); and (2) They had not

yet expired at that time. They are then deemed, as between the parties
to the Statute, to be acceptances of the jurisdiction of the new Court for
the unexpired period and in accordance with their terms under para
graph 5 of Article 36.
Both requirements are met in the case of the declarations made by

the following States: Australia, Bolivia,48 Brazil,49 Canada, Colombia,
Denmark,50 the Dominican Republic, Great Britain, Haiti, India, Iran,
of the World Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law 17 ff. (1949); C.IJ. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p.
of the World Court, 42 Am. J. Int. Law 13 ff. (1948) ; Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year

of the World Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law 17 ff. (1949) ; C.IJ. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p.
107 ff., 202 ff., C.IJ. Yearbook 1947-1948, p. 35 ff., 121 ff. The question of compulsory juris
diction has also been raised in the Corfu Channel case, see C.IJ. Reports, 1948, p. 17 ff., 21 ff.,
26, 31 ff.; and Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year of the World Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law
3 ff. (1949) ; Waldock, Forum Prorogatum, 2 Int. L. Q. 377 ff. (1948) ; Jully, Le premier
arret de la Cour Internationale de Justice, 48 Die Friedens-Warte 150 ff. (1948).

47 For the text of these declarations, see Hudson, The Twenty-Fifth Year of the World
Court, 41 Am. J. Int. Law 10 ff. (1947) ; Hudson, the Twenty-Sixth Year of the World
Court, 42 Am. J. Int. Law 7 ff. (1948) ; Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year of the World
Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law 15 ff. (1949) ; C.IJ. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 217 ff.; C.IJ. Year
book, 1947-1948, p. 127 ff. As for the declaration of acceptance made by Hyderabad under
the Security Council resolution of October 15, 1946, see Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year
of the World Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law 13 (1949).

48 This State is omitted in the list given in C.IJ. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 207 ff.
4� Ibid.
50 This State is omitted in the list referred to in note 48, supra, probably because it

has made a new declaration (under the new Statute) in connection with which the old
one is mentioned; see id. at 217, 219.
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Luxemburg, the Netherlands,51 New Zealand, Norway,52 Panama, Para
guay, El Salvador, Thailand, Union of South Africa and Uruguay.53
With the exception of the declarations made by Bolivia, Brazil, Den

mark, the Netherlands, Norway and Thailand which expired after these
States became parties to the Statute, all these engagements were still in
force on February 15, 1951. This expiry is the reason why these six
States appear both in this and in the preceding list. That Great Britain,
too, is twice listed is due to the fact that her former declaration concerns

particularly the treaties relating to the boundaries of British Honduras
while the latter is general in scope.54
On the other hand, the two requirements set in the succession clause

(Article 36, paragraph 5) are not met in the case of the declarations
made by Sweden and Switzerland which expired before these States
became parties to the new Statute. Nor are they met in the case of

Nicaragua. For though this State is a party to the Statute and though
it had recognized the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court unconditionally
and without any time limit, its declaration did not become effective
because only States parties to the Protocol of Signature of the Statute
of the Permanent Court were in a position to make valid declarations.55
Nicaragua, however, never deposited the instrument of ratification of the
Protocol of Signature with the Secretariat of the League of Nations,
as stipulated in paragraph 3 of the Protocol. It merely notified the

League of Nations by a telegram dated November 29, 1939, that it had
ratified the Protocol and that the instrument of ratification was to

follow. The instrument did not follow.56 Some of the States listed above
have taken action with a view to denouncing or restricting their declara
tions. Was this action valid?

51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
53 For the text of these declarations see id. at 207 ff., and 16 P.C.I.J. Series E, 331 ff.

(1940) with further references.
54 See C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 212, 217, and Hudson, The Twenty-Fifth Year of the

World Court, 41 Am. J. Int. Law 10 (1947), who rightly observes that the general declara
tion "would seem to have covered such disputes" over British Honduras.

55 Cf. Hudson, The Permanent Court of International Justice 1920-1942, p. 451 (1943).
56 Cf. 16 P.C.I.J. Series E, 37, 331 (1940). On the contrary, Nicaragua's declaration

is listed as effective in C.IJ. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 210; C.IJ. Yearbook, 1947-1948, p.39;
C.IJ. Yearbook, 1948-1949, p. 37; and by Hudson, The Permanent Court of International
Justice 1920-1942, p. 696 (1943) ; Hudson, Twenty-Fifth Year of the World Court, 41 Am.

J. Int. Law 10 (1947) ; Hudson, The Twenty-Sixth Year of the World Court, 42 Am. J.
Int. Law 11 (1948) ; Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year of the World Court, 43 Am. J.
Int. Law 17 (1949).
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By a letter dated May 7, 1938, the decree57 of the President of the

Republic of Paraguay was transmitted to the Secretary-General of the

League of Nations "for appropriate action." According to this decree,

Paraguay withdrew her "acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of

the Permanent Court" for the following three reasons: (1) This accep

tance was "in some measure a consequence of Paraguay's membership
in the League" which she considered as terminated; (2) It was "a simple
acceptance . . . unaccompanied by any undertaking to maintain [it] . . .

for any stated period"; (3) In her dispute with Bolivia, the Protocol of

June 12, 1935, provided "for a special mode of settlement to be reached

. . . exclusively by the parties concerned."58
None of these arguments, it is submitted, justified the unilateral re

pudiation by Paraguay of her obligations under Article 36 of the Statute.

The first argument seems to be based on the assumption that member

ship in the League of Nations and membership in the Permanent Court

(so to speak) were so closely connected that the second was not con

ceivable without the first and that, therefore, cessation of the first en

tailed termination of the latter.
From a formal point of view, however, the Protocol of Signature of

the Permanent Court's Statute and the League Covenant were entirely
independent instruments and the parties to the first were in no way
identical with the Members of the League. This follows clearly from

paragraph 4 of the Protocol of Signature and from Article 36, para
graph 2, of the old Statute which both mention two groups of States as

possible parties to the Protocol, namely, the Members of the League and
the States named in the Annex of the Covenant; this follows, further,
from Article 4, paragraph 3, of the 1929 Statute where the case of a

State which has accepted the Statute but is not a Member of the League
is expressly dealt with.59 Thus, on December 31, 1945, there were 15

67 No. 6172, April 26, 1938. For text see note 58, infra.
58 For the full text of the decree, see Hudson, The Seventeenth Year of the Permanent

Court of International Justice, 33 Am. J. Int. Law 9 ff. (1939) ; League of Nations

(L.oJST.) Official Journal, 1938, p. 651; and 14 P.C.I.J. Series E, 57, note 2 (1938).
59 Fachiri, Repudiation of the Optional Clause, 20 Brit. Y. B. Int. Law 54 (1939), refers

in this connection to Article 35 of the Statute. This provision deals primarily with the

question to which States the Court shall be open which is not the same thing as which

States may be parties to the Protocol of Signature. Only the second sentence of paragraph 3

of Article 35 mentions implicitly a case of participation of a non-member in the work of

the Court and may thus be cited for its spirit but not for its letter as an example for the

distinction between adherence to the Protocol and membership in the League.
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Members of the League which are not mentioned in the Annex to the

Covenant,60 while 16 States of the latter group were not Members of
the League.61 On the other hand, 8 League Members were not parties
to the Protocol of Signature62 and 19 Members were not bound by
declarations of acceptance,63 while 14 States which had ratified the Pro
tocol of Signature64 and 6 States bound by declarations under Article
36s5 were not Members of the League. The four groups of States are

therefore far from being identical.
The Paraguayan decree refers to the fact that the Court has "been

set up in pursuance of a provision of the Treaty of Versailles" i.e., of
Article 14 of the Covenant which forms Part I of this Treaty.66
Although Article 14 charged the League Council to "formulate and sub
mit to the Members of the League for adoption plans for the establish
ment of a Permanent Court of International Justice" and although this

provision described the competence of the Court to be created, it cannot
be seen why this historical link between two separate international in
struments should entitle a State withrawing from one to withdraw, there
fore, also from the other.
The real meaning of the Paraguayan reference to the conditions of

the establishment of the Court may however be that there existed not

only a historical but also a material connection between the two instru

ments, and, consequently, the two memberships. It is true that the Per
manent Court was considered as an "organ" of the League because of
its various links with the latter. Thus the League Assembly and Coun
cil elected the judges of the Court and had the exclusive right of re

questing and obtaining advisory opinions; and the League bore the

60 Namely, Afghanistan, Albania, Bulgaria, the Dominican Republic, Egypt, Estonia,
Ethiopia, Finland, Iraq, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Mexico, and Turkey. See
16 P.C.IJ. Series E, 56 (1950) .

61 Namely, the United States, Brazil, Chile, Guatemala, Haiti, Hedjaz, Honduras, Italy,
Japan, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, Roumania, El Salvador, Spain, and Venezuela. Ibid.

62 Namely, Afghanistan, Argentina, Ecuador, Egypt, Iraq, Liberia, Mexico, and Turkey.
Id. at 37, 56.

63 Namely, the foregoing and Albania, Belgium, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia,
France, Greece, Lithuania, Poland, and Yugoslavia. Id. at 50, 56.

64 Namely, Austria, Brazil, Chile, Germany, Haiti, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Peru, Para

guay, Roumania, El Salvador, Spain, and Venezuela. Id. at 37, 56.
65 Namely, Brazil, Haiti, Liechtenstein, Monaco, El Salvador, and Paraguay (if the lat-

ter's withdrawal is disregarded as is submitted here). Id. at 50, 56.
66 Covenant of the League of Nations. Part I of the Treaty of Peace signed at Ver

sailles, June 28, 1919. Hudson, 1 International Legislation, 1919-1921, pp. 1, 8 (1931).
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expenses of the Court. But the League exercised these functions by-
virtue of the Statute of the Court and not only was this Statute, as we

have seen, a legal instrument entirely separate from the Covenant, but
also its contents were outside the influence and control of the League
as such. It was not the League nor even its Members as such but the
States parties to the Protocol of Signature of the Statute which deter

mined the substance of the Statute and thus the functions and activity
of the Court. Moreover, States, non-members of the League, which

accepted the Statute of the Court participated in the election of the

judges and in the expenses of the Court.67 Finally, the Court's compe
tency to render advisory opinions made it by no means the legal adviser
of the Council or the Assembly, as is sufficiently proved by chapter IV
of the revised Statute of 192 9.68

Paraguay's first argument may also be interpreted to imply that her

membership in the League was the essential condition for her acceptance
of the Court's compulsory jurisdiction and since this condition no

longer existed, her acceptance, too, could be denounced. It is submitted,
however, that Paraguay was not justified to invoke the clausula rebus
sic stantibus. For neither the declaration of acceptance itself nor the cir
cumstances governing this acceptance indicate that Paraguay really
considered her membership in the League as the essential condition for
such acceptance. On the contrary, the long interval between Paraguay's
entry into the League which dates from January 10, 192069 and her
acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court which was effected
on May 11, 1933,70 makes it difficult to understand that such acceptance
was a consequence of Paraguay's membership of the League. But even
if this were assumed, it has rightly been observed that the clausula rebus
sic stantibus cannot be invoked "by a state which has by its own act�

withdrawal from the League�brought about a change which, in itself,
does not fundamentally affect the obligation which it is sought to ter
minate."71

67 See Article 4, paragraph 3, and Article 35, paragraph 3, second sentence, of the 1929
Statute and note 59, supra.

68 On the situation under the new Statute which forms an "integral part" of the Char
ter (Article 92) and where UN members are ipso facto parties to the Statute, see Hudson,
The Twenty-Fourth Year of the World Court, 40 Am. J. Int. Law 46 ff. (1946).

69 Paraguay was one of the so called original Members of the League, Article 1, para
graph 1, of the Covenant.

� See 9 P.C.IJ. Series E, 290 (1933).
71 Fachiri, Repudiation of the Optional Clause, 20 Brit. Y. B. Int. Law 57 (1939)
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The second argument, i.e., that it was a simple acceptance with no

undertaking to maintain it for any stated period, seems to be based
on the proposition that an obligation assumed for an indefinite time can

be denounced at any moment. It is submitted that exactly the contrary
is true and that in the case of a treaty concluded without time limit the

presumption is that it remains binding permanently.72 Of course this

presumption, like every presumption, is susceptible of being refuted by
invoking the particular conditions of the case, such as the special
character of the undertaking in question or the particular circumstances

governing its conclusion. In the present case, however, since Paraguay
has accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court with
out any condition or time limit and since she united thus with numerous

other States bound by the Optional Clause in the possibility of their
cases being brought without special agreement before a permanently
established tribunal, such acceptance would have no sense if she were

really entitled to free herself from such undertaking unilaterally, at any
time, and at her discretion. In case she did not wish to be bound for a

longer period or permanently, she had but to follow the example given
by the great majority of the other States bound by the Optional Clause
and to avail herself of the possibility provided for by Article 36, para
graph 3, of the Statute, namely, that of making her declaration of ac

ceptance "for a certain time" only. It follows from this express pro
vision of the Statute by argumentunt e contrario that where, as in the

present case, a State has preferred to make no use of this faculty, it is
permanently bound by its declaration.73
As Paraguay only repudiated her declaration of acceptance but did

not denounce the Protocol of Signature of the Statute, the question
whether, in the absence of an express provision to this effect, it was

possible to denounce this Protocol at any time, need not to be discussed
here.74 It may be noted, however, that if such denunciation had been

admissible, this might have enabled States to free themselves by this
detour from their obligations under Article 36 of the Statute. For it

might be argued that, since only States parties to the Protocol of Sig
nature were entitled to assume such obligations,75 they simply had to de
nounce the first in order to be freed from the second.

72 See, e.g., The Harvard Research in International Law: Law of Treaties, 29 Am. J.
Int. Law Supp. 653, 1168 (1935).

73 See, however, note 68, supra.
74 On this question see Hudson, The Permanent Court of International Justice 1920-1942,

p. 128 ff. (1943) with further references.
75 Id. at 451.
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Finally, as regards Paraguay's third argument, the reference to the
1935 Protocol relating to her dispute with Bolivia, the two States as

sumed, in the event of failure of direct negotiations, that the obligation
to settle the Chaco disputes would be by legal arbitration, the Permanent
Court of International Justice at The Hague being designated as arbi
trator.76 Since at that time Bolivia was not yet bound under the Op
tional Clause, such agreement may have been necessary for the Per
manent Court to have jurisdiction over the dispute. But it cannot be
seen why, because of the conclusion of such agreement, Paraguay should
have been entitled to repudiate her declaration of acceptance. For this

agreement not only provided for the jurisdiction of the Court, but it
became, moreover, superfluous when Bolivia, too, made a declaration,
under Article 36, on July 7, 193 6.77 On the other hand, this provision
covers not only "the Chaco disputes," but also all the classes of legal
disputes mentioned therein; and this not only with regard to Bolivia but
to all States which have accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court. Nothing prevented those States from concluding special agree
ments for the settlement of their disputes by other methods, procedures
or organs. This, however, does not justify a unilateral denunciation of
a declaration of acceptance.
Consequently, unless Paraguay can prove that the conditions for the

application of the clausula rebus sic stantibus were fulfilled, which, as

we have seen, she has not done, she can be released from her obligations
under Article 36 only with the consent of all the States concerned. Which
are those States? The fact that the Secretary-General of the League of
Nations informed the States parties to the Protocol of Signature as well as
the League Members of Paraguay's communication78 may suggest an

answer in this sense, especially since Paraguay has accepted the jurisdic
tion of the Court without any specified condition. It may therefore be
argued that all the States to which the Court is open are concerned by a

repudiation even if they have not accepted "the same obligation" under
Article 36, paragraph 2. It is submitted that the answer to this problem
depends on the relationship between paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 36;
in other words on the question whether a declaration of acceptance made
purely and simply is to be considered as made "in relation to any other
Member or State accepting the same obligation," as it was said in para-

76 Article 1, No. 3 of tie Protocol. See L.oJNL Official Journal, 1935, p. goi.
77 See 13 P.C.I.J. Series E, 276 (1937).
78 See L.oJST. Official Journal, 1938, p. 6S2.
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graph 2, or as made without the condition of reciprocity as seems to
follow by argumentum e contrario from paragraph 3 which seems to re

quire an express condition to this effect. It seems to be reasonable to

suggest that to release a State of its obligations under the Optional
Clause only those States have to consent which are bound by the Clause
at the date of the request since only such States are really and effectively
concerned. In the present case, however, this condition is not fulfilled.
For while it might now be possible to argue that the States which were

informed of Paraguay's denunciation and which did not oppose it, thus
gave their consent tacitly, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil and Sweden which
were bound by declarations at the time of the repudiation, gave notifica
tion of their express reservations.79 For these reasons, Paraguay is

rightly included in the list of States bound by a declaration of accep
tance.80
While the purpose of Paraguay's action was entirely to denounce her

acceptance of the Optional Clause, Canada, shortly after the outbreak
of World War II, intended to restrict the scope of the obligations as

sumed by her declaration of September 20, 1929. In a letter dated
December 7, 1939, and received in the Secretariat of the League the fol

lowing day, the Canadian Government declared that it did not "regard
their acceptance of the Optional Clause as covering disputes arising out

of events occurring during the present war." This for the reason that
the "general acceptance of the Optional Clause providing for the com

pulsory adjudication of certain issues was part of the system of collec
tive action for the preservation of peace established under the Covenant
of the League. It is clear that the conditions [then] assumed ... do not

now exist, and that it would not be possible that the only part of the

procedure to remain in force should be the provisions restricting the

operations of the countries resisting aggression."81 This communication
followed similar action taken in September, 1939, by France, Great

79 See Hudson, The Seventeenth Year of the Permanent Court of International Justice,
33 Am. J. Int. Law 10 (1939), and L.o.N. Official Journal, 1938, p. 686 ff., p. 1180 ff. The
Netherlands Government, too, formulated reservations but declared at the same time that it
was not opposed to the denunciation; see L.O.N. Official Journal, 1939, p. 235. The Czecho
slovak Government which referred "to the general rules of international law concerning
the termination of international undertakings" (L.o.N. Official Journal, 1938, p. 1182.) had
signed but not yet ratified its declaration of acceptance; see 16 P.C.I.J. Series E, 349 (1940).

80 See C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, pp. Ill, 211. See also, to the same effect, Fachiri, Re
pudiation of the Optional Clause, 20 Brit. Y. B. Int. Law 57 (1939).

81 See 16 P.C.I.J. Series E, 336 (1940) ; C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 209. For the text
of the Canadian declaration of 1929, see C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 208 ff.
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Britain, Australia, India, New Zealand, and South Africa.82 However,
the French declaration of acceptance, with its restriction, expired before

the entry into force of the new Statute, while the members of the British

Commonwealth, other than Canada, had duly given notice of termination
of their old declarations in 1940 and replaced them at the same time

by new ones.83 The Canadian declaration of 1929 is thus the only one

which is still in force and the restriction of which, in 1939, is therefore

of more than historical interest. Is this restriction valid?
The Canadian Government justified it by referring to the "general ac

ceptance" of the Optional Clause which was "part" of the League's
system of collective security. Both statements, however, are at least
doubtful. As to the first, there was no such general acceptance either

during the first years of the League's existence or in 1929 when Canada
made her declaration: In the early twenties only 16 Members out of 57

eligible States submitted binding declarations.84 By 1929 the instru
ments of only 32 Members out of 58 potential parties were effective or

became effective later.85 Thus the Optional Clause was accepted respec

tively by a little more than a fourth and then a majority of possible
candidates. This can hardly be called a "general" acceptance. As to the

second, since there was no such acceptance, the latter cannot have been
a "part" of the League's system. It would seem to be difficult to admit
this in view of the very optional character of the acceptance of the
Clause. Under these conditions the conclusion which the Canadian Gov
ernment drew from its doubtful basic statements is also questionable.
For the same reason it may also be doubted whether this so-called

"part" of the system of the League was at all capable of being affected
by changes which may have occurred with regard to another part of
that system. As has been suggested above in connection with Paraguay's
case, the obligations assumed in one respect were in principle independent
from those undertaken in the other, and changes intervening in one,

82 See 16 P.C.IJ. Series E, 332 ff. (1940).
83 See id. at 334 ff., 339 ff., and C.I.J. Yearbook, 1946-1947, p. 212 ff. The new declarations

include the reservations notified in September, 1939.
84 Namely, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Haiti, Lithuania,

the Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and Uruguay.
85 Namely, in addition to the states mentioned in the preceding footnote (with the

exception of Brazil, China, and Lithuania the declarations of which had expired), Aus

tralia, Belgium, Canada, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary,
India, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Luxemburg, New Zealand, Peru, Siam, South Africa, and

Spain.
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could, in principle, touch the other only if one was the essential condi
tion for the other. The question, therefore, is: what were the condi
tions under which Canada accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court in 1929 and had those conditions changed essentially in 1939?

According to the Canadian note of December, 1939, those conditions
were the "establishment" under the Covenant of "the system for collec
tive action for the preservation of peace."86 That the mere establishment
of this system as such, caused Canada to accept the jurisdiction of the
Permanent Court seems however, very unlikely as she waited almost ten

years until she made her declaration and this subject to important reser
vations. Moreover, strictly speaking, despite all that had happened up
to 1939, there was no change either in the relationships between Canada
and the other Members of the League bound by the Optional Clause or in
those between Canada and non-member States so bound. As regards
the former, the Covenant and the system established under it were still
in force. As to the latter, either the legal existence of the Covenant was
a consideration for the acceptance by Canada of the Clause, then there
was no change as the Covenant was still in force; or the latter 's exist
ence was no consideration, then any possibility of change was excluded.
Sir John Fischer Williams therefore rightly concluded that in the event
of "a war [entered into] otherwise than in pursuance of Article 16 of
the Covenant ... a Power signatory of the Optional Clause, whether
a Member of the League or not, will be entitled to insist that the legiti
macy of measures directed against sea-borne commerce be submitted to

the Permanent Court."87
It may be assumed, therefore, that it was not the mere establishment

of the League's system of collective action but its effective working in

practice which caused Canada to accept the Optional Clause to the
extent she did without reserving disputes as to warborne events. The

long interval between the creation of the League and the acceptance by
Canada of the Clause may be interpreted as a "trial" period to see

whether the new system would work and thus strengthen (although not

prove) this assumption. This trial period could, however, also have

applied to the working of the new Court and not of the League which
would weaken our assumption.
Now it is indeed clear that the conditions assumed when the Optional

Clause was accepted no longer existed in 1939. Was Canada therefore

86 See note 81, supra.
87 Williams, The Optional Clause, 11 Brit. Y. B. Int. Law 63, 81 (1930).
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entitled to invoke the clausula rebus sic stantibus and to hold that "the

provisions restricting the operations of the countries resisting aggres
sion" could no longer remain in force? These provisions restricting
operations apparently are the obligations under the Optional Clause

although it is not clear why the obligation to submit certain legal dis
putes to the Court should restrict Canada's operations against aggres
sors. Either those operations are legal, in which case she has nothing
to fear from their submission to the Court; or they are not legal and
ought not to be undertaken at all without regard to their possible exami

nation post factum by the Court. However strong the restraining influ
ence of an eventual submission of the case by the aggressor may be, was
Canada entitled to invoke the clausula! If yes, would it apply to both
Members of the League and non-member States?
As in the case of Paraguay, it may be objected that a State, which is

itself responsible for the fundamental change in the conditions which it
invokes to free itself from its obligations, is not entitled to do so. It

would, of course, not be possible to blame Canada alone or even pri
marily for the failure of the system of collective security established
under the League. But the same could be said of each League Member,
including the Big Powers, taken individually.88 And in view of the "con
tributions" which each Member made in this respect and of the fact
that not only Canada but the entire British Commonwealth and France
took the same action simultaneously, the objection against the applica
tion of the clausula in the present case gains, it is submitted, in momen

tum. However, granting Canada the benefit of doubt89 she could rely on

the clausula toward both League Members and non-member States, as

the change in the circumstances affected her position vis-a-vis both
groups alike.
This conclusion does not seem to have been shared by the Govern

ments of Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, Estonia, Haiti, the Netherlands,
Norway, Siam, and Sweden who expressly reserved their points of view.
The Scandinavian countries, in particular, referred to "disputes not con
nected with the war" and also drew attention to the "fact that, in virtue

88 On the positions of Members towards collective security, see Engel, League Reform
138 ff. (1940).

89 To exclude any doubt, at least for the time after July 28, 1940, when the 10 years
period for which the declaration was made would have expired, if notice of termination
had been given, Canada should have followed the example of the other members of the
British Commonwealth, given the same notice of termination and made a new declaration
including the new reservation.
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of Article 36 of the Statute ... it rests with the Court itself to decide
questions as to its own jurisdiction and ... to pronounce upon the validity
and, if necessary, the scope of the acts of denunciation." The Brazilian
Government, finally, made the fullest reservations as regards this "uni
lateral action ... in so far as concerns all matters relating to its rights
as a neutral in the present war."90
The last mentioned reservations of Brazil (and of the other states)

applied not only to the Canadian action but also to similar steps taken

by the remaining members of the British Commonwealth and by
France.91 Brazil had also protested against the denunciation of the Op
tional Clause by Paraguay.92 In view of this attitude it is somewhat

surprising that the Brazilian Government chose, itself, to proceed uni

laterally. By a letter dated August 3, 1944, the Registrar of the Court
was notified of the decision of the President of the Republic to "free
Brazil of all obligations toward the Permanent Court." These obliga
tions apparently included those resulting from her declaration of ac

ceptance of January 26, 1937. A "memorandum" dating from October,
1944, explained the reasons for Brazil's action which was based mainly
on the fundamental change in the circumstances. It is not proposed,
however, to go into the details of the question as it is today of mere

historical interest. For whether prematurely and unilaterally denounced
or not the declaration which had been made for ten years93 is in neither
case any longer in force. As has been mentioned above Brazil has again
recognized, on February 12, 1948, the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court for a period of five years as from March 12, 1948.94

The General Act of 1928
The most notable among the other multipartite instruments providing

for the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court and now, by
virtue of the succession clause of Article 37 of the Statute, of the Inter
national Court is the General Act for the Pacific Settlement of Interna
tional Disputes of September 26, 192 8.95 It came into force on August

90 See 16 P.C.IJ. Series E, 336, note 1 (1940), with further references.
9* Ibid.
92 See note 79, supra.
93 See 13 P.C.IJ. Series E, 277 (1937).
94 See C.IJ. Yearbook, 1947-1948, p. 130.
96 For the text of the General Act, see L.o.N. 93 Treaty Series 343 ff. (1929) ; Hudson,

4 International Legislation, 1928-1929, p. 2529 ff. (1931). The revision of the General Act as

provided for by the General Assembly resolution of April 28, 1949, does not affect the
transfer of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Permanent Court to the International Court.
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16, 1929. According to Article 45, paragraph 1, of the Act, it was "con
cluded for a period of five years, dating from its entry into force"
and it is to "remain in force for successive periods of five years in the
case of contracting Parties which do not denounce it at least six months
before the expiration of the current period" (paragraph 2). In the ab
sence of denunciations given in time before the end of the fourth five-

year period (August 16, 1949), the General Act is now in force between
the following States parties to the Statute of the International Court:

Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Ethiopia, France, Great Britain,
Greece, India, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Peru, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey.96 With the exception of Ethi

opia, Greece and Peru, all these States are bound by declarations of ac

ceptance made under Article 36 of the Statute. This fact may give rise,
for these States, to interesting questions since the disputes covered by the
two instruments are not identical, since the obligations assumed under
them do not run for the same time, and since the reservations which

may be made in both cases are not or need not be the same.97
As in the case of the Optional Clause, the members of the British

Commonwealth and France notified the Secretary-General of the League
that their participation in the General Act will not "cover disputes
arising out of events occurring during the war."98 The Governments of

France, the United Kingdom, India and New Zealand did so on Febru

ary 13, 1939, and thus observed the above-mentioned delay of six months,
availing themselves of the provision of Article 45, paragraph 4, of the
Act according to which a "denunciation may . . . consist in notification
of reservations not previously made."99
The Governments of Australia and Canada gave notification of their

new reservations on September 7, and December 7, 1939, respectively,
and therefore after the third five-year period of validity of the General
Act had already started. They both referred to the considerations set
forth with regard to their obligations under the Optional Clause which

The Pact of Bogota, too, provides for the compulsory jurisdiction of the International
Court (Article 31), but this only as between American states; see CJJ. Yearbook, 1947-

1948, p. 148; Hudson, The Twenty-Seventh Year of the World Court, 43 Am. J. Int. Law
17 ff. (1949).
96 See 16 P.C.I.J. Series E, 51 (1940) ; L.o.N. Official Journal, 1944, Special Supplement

No. 193, pp. 45 ff.
97 See also Hudson, The Permanent Court of International Justice 1920-1942, p. 475

(1943).
98 See L.oJST. Official Journal, 1939, p. 200.
99 15 P.C.I.J. Series E, 231 ff. (1939).
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they said applied "with equal force in the case of the General Act."100
This led to the same observations by the Governments of Belgium, Den
mark, Estonia, Haiti, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and Switzer
land as have been mentioned above.101 Whether the new reservations
made by Australia and Canada became immediately effective for the
remainder of the third five-year period or not is today merely of histori
cal interest. As far as the jurisdiction of the International Court is con

cerned, the reservations are valid for they came in before the start of
the fourth five-year period of the validity of the General Act and it
was in this form that the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court has been
transferred to the International Court.

Conclusion

It results from the above that more than five years after the San Fran
cisco Conference there still does not exist compulsory jurisdiction in the
full sense: First, because it is left to the discretion of States to accept
it and thus it is still voluntary in nature. Second, because it has not

been generally accepted. As mentioned above only 21 States parties to

the new Statute have made declarations under Article 36 while 21 ac

ceptances effected under the old Statute have been preserved. Disregard
ing those which have expired in the meantime, or which have not yet
been ratified, this gives the following list of 34 States bound under
Article 36 of the Statute:102

Australia
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
China
Colombia
Denmark
Dominican Republic
France
Great Britain103
Guatemala

Haiti
Honduras
India
Iran
Liechtenstein
Luxemburg
Mexico
The Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Pakistan

Panama

Paraguay
The Philippines
El Salvador
South Africa
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Turkey
United States of America
Uruguay

To this list may be added the States which have recognized the com

pulsory jurisdiction of the Court by "treaties and conventions in force"

100 16 P.C.I.J. Series E, 362 ff. (1940).
101 See ibid, and note 90, supra.
102 As for Nicaragua, see page 52, supra and note 56, supra.
103Great Britain is bound by two declarations, see note 54, supra.
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(Article 36, paragraph 1, and Article 37) among which notably the
above-mentioned 17 parties to the General Act of 1928,104 in particular
Ethiopia, Greece and Peru which are not bound simultaneously under
Article 36 of the Statute. This list may seem impressive but it is far
from representing a general acceptance of compulsory jurisdiction; it
has not even reached the maximum obtained under the League of
Nations and it is marked, moreover, by the absence of the fifth perma
nent member of the Security Council and the other members of the
Soviet bloc. Third and finally, there still does not exist compulsory
jurisdiction in the full sense since even those States which have accepted
it have only done so subject to, at times, very far-reaching reservations.

Consequently, much is yet to be done to make certain that there is a

court competent to declare the law.105

104 See note 96, supra.
!<� See E. Hambro in 25 Brit. Y. B. Int. Law 133 ff. (1948).
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION
TWO APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF PREVENTING THE
USE OF INTERSTATE COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES TO

AID ILLEGAL GAMBLING INTERESTS

Of all the revelations to come out of the recent investigations of
the Special Senate Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Inter
state Commerce, none was more perturbing than the finding that
a few big-time racketeers have managed to gain control of country wide

bookmaking operations by using interstate communications facilities.1
It has been said:2

The backbone of illegal bookmaking operations throughout the country is the

up-to-the minute information furnished by the Continental Press Service through
its Nation-wide network of telephone and telegraph wires, and the intricate or

ganizations of distributors and subdistributors that gather and disseminate the
news for Continental.

Continental Press Service represents a nation wide monopoly believed
to be under the control of a large crime syndicate whose headquarters
are in Chicago and whose affiliations are believed to include tie-ups with
the sinister international crime cartel known as the Mafia. The opera
tions of Continental Press are carried on almost completely through
the use of the instrumentalities of interstate communications facilities.
At the present time the entire workings of the organization are

covered by a cloak of legality. Sports news, valuable especially in

bookmaking operations, is sent to the Chicago headquarters from all

parts of the country by paid agents of Continental Press who, in many
cases, obtain information from horse and dog tracks contrary to the
rules and regulations of the track managements. From Chicago this
information is distributed to seemingly independent news services all
over the country and then in turn to the bookmakers themselves.

1 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951) hereinafter cited as S. 2116 defines communica
tions facility as ". . any and all instrumentalities, apparatus, personnel, and services

(among other things, the receipt, forwarding, and delivery of communications) used or use

ful in the transmission of writing, signs, signals, pictures, and sounds of all kinds by wire

or radio or other like connection between points of origin and reception of such transmis

sion." S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951) hereinafter cited as S. 1563 does essentially the

same thing by adopting subsections (a), i(t>), (e), (f), and (h) of Section 3 of the Com

munications Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 1065 (1934), as amended 50 Stat. 189 (1937), 47 U. S. C.

� 153 (1946).
2 Report of the Special Senate Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate

Commerce, Sen. Rep. No. 307, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 53 (1951) .
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A bookmaker who does not have the wire service cannot compete with one

who has. The wire service is as essential to a bookmaker as the stock ticker
to a stock broker.3

It is clear that Continental Press maintains the veil of subdistributor-
ship as a mere sham to hide its monopolistic control over the essential
services and also to preserve the pretense that it has no knowledge of
the use made of its information. Nevertheless, once this facade is dis

missed, it is immediately realized that the necessity for up-to-the-minute
information makes it possible for Continental Press to dip its tentacles
into every bookmaking operation in the country by charging what the
traffic will bear for its vital service.
Trade in news is interstate commerce.4 The problem of how to deal

with the dissemination of gambling information by use of interstate
communications facilities has therefore been recognized as one in which
the Federal Government can and should take a hand.
In the early part of 1950, the Attorney General called a conference

on organized crime which met in Washington on February 15. This
conference was attended by law enforcement representatives from almost

every state in the Union. At that time the problem presented by the
existence of nation-wide syndicates in organized crime was discussed
and measures were suggested by which the Federal Government could
aid the states in solving their crime problems.
It is significant that foremost among the bills proposed by this con

ference was one (S. 3358) dealing directly with the problem of the use

of interstate communications facilities to aid gambling operations.5
This bill was never enacted, though a companion bill�the Slot Machine
Act�was enacted and has proved very effective in curbing one form of
interstate gambling operation.6
More recently, the Senate Subcommittee headed by Senator Kefauver

has substantiated the findings of the Attorney General's conference as

to the need for legislation to control the interstate operations of Con
tinental Press and other such similar enterprises.
It should be stated at the outset that legislation in this field has met

with a noteworthy lack of success in the past. Congress has had before
it some thirty legislative proposals dealing directly or indirectly with

3 Id. at ISO.
4 Associated Press v. Labor Board, 301 U. S. 103, 128 (1937).
5 S. 3358, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1950) hereinafter cited as S. 3358.
� 15 F. C. A. � 1171 et seq. (Jan. 19S1 Pam.).
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the same problem. No legislation on this subject has ever passed either
the House or the Senate.7 However, the publicity afforded the recent

investigations of the Senate Crime Committee gives new hope that
some law will be enacted which will deal effectively with the situation.
The clamor of the people of the United States to have organized crime

brought to heel should not go unheeded.
The Kefauver Committee itself has proposed three bills dealing with

new crime legislation. Of these three, one (S. 1624) is only partly
concerned with the regulation of interstate use of communications
facilities.8 The second (S. 1564) is concerned with a direct criminal
prohibition against the pilfering of gambling information to be dis
seminated by use of these facilities.9 The third (S. 1563), which is

actually the keystone of the Kefauver program to regulate the use of
telegraph and telephone wires for dissemination of gambling informa
tion, puts forth as its major proposal a plan to license certain users of
this information.10 These three bills make up the new approach ad
vocated by the Special Senate Committee to Investigate Organized
Crime in Interstate Commerce.
A further measure (S. 2116) has been introduced by Senator Johnson

at the behest of those who would deal with the problem by the direct

approach of a criminal prohibition with criminal sanctions.11 This
bill is very similar to the one (S. 3358) introduced by the Attorney
General after the Attorney General's Conference in 1950.
It is the purpose of this note to compare the two approaches set out

in these bills. The licensing, or administrative approach of S. 1563
and its complementary bills, on the one hand, and the complete pro
hibition or direct approach of S. 2116, on the other.

Provisions of the Proposed Legislation

The provisions of the various bills representing the two opposing
views as to how the Federal Government may best end the dissemination
of gambling information in interstate commerce are in some few instances

7 Sen. Rep. No. 925, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 8 (1951).
8 S. 1624, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951) hereinafter cited as S. 1624, � 1304. This bill is

actually an omnibus bill to amend Chapter 61 of Title 18 of the United States Code. For
the purposes of this note, only the provisions of Section 1304 of this bill are to be con

sidered as this is the only section having a direct bearing on the subject at hand.
9 S. 1564, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951) hereinafter cited as S. 1564.
10 Note 1, supra.
11 Note 1, supra.
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almost identical. Obviously, this is the exception and not the rule. The
most significant provisions reflect completely basic differences in both
practical and legal thinking.
There is nothing either unique or new about the proposals of the

bill introduced by the advocates of the direct approach. Precedents for
this type of law are easily found.12 Contrastingly, the administrative
or licensing approach is distinguished by its uniqueness. There is some

analogy (as will be pointed out) for this new method of controlling
crime in recent state legislation but nothing like it has been previously
attempted at the federal level.13

Because such basic differences separate the two approaches, it will
be well to first discuss them separately.

The Administrative Approach
This entire scheme for accomplishing the purpose at hand is a result

of the belief that no direct prohibition could, as a practical matter, be
expected to receive sufficient congressional support for passage. As
Senator Kefauver himself put it:14

. . . our hope is to get a bill passed that is going to reach 80 percent of it with
out causing such opposition on the minute details so that we will not get any
bill passed.

S. 1563 is the center around which the proponents of the administrative

approach expect controls to be effected.15 Section (a) would make it
unlawful to disseminate any betting information about any sporting
event in interstate commerce without a vaild license. The definition
afforded the term "betting information" in connection with S. 1563
is a much broader one than could be used if the bill were not of an ad
ministrative nature.16 It is specifically provided that such information
should include pertinent facts which would be valuable to gambling

12 E.g., The White-Slave Act, 18 U. S. C. � 2421 et seq. (Supp. IV, 1951) ; The Lind

bergh Act, 18 TJ. S. C. � 1201 (Supp. IV, 1951). Both of these laws make specified inter

state transportations a federal crime.
13 A Florida Statute bears striking resemblances to the provisions of S. 1563. See Fla.

Stat. Ann. 1943, � 365.01 (1950 Supp.). See also, Purdon's Pa. Stat. Ann. 1941, Tit. 66,
� 1701.

14 Hearings before the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, United States

Senate, on S. 1563, S. 1564, S. 1624, and S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 157 (1951), herein
after cited as Hearings on S. 1563, S. 1564, S. 1624, and S. 2116.

15 Note 1, supra.
!6 S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1951).
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interests in all types of sporting events other than horse and dog races.17
Furthermore, there is no limitation as to time in the definition of
this bill. Thus, in effect, no one may disseminate information of possible
value to illegal interests either before or after a sporting event unless
he is a licensee or one who is exempt from the provisions of the entire
bill.18
Seemingly, this definition would give a thorough coverage of the whole

gambling scene. This is in fact not the case. As a practical matter,
rapid fire information is essential only in the operation of racing books.
The necessity here is due partly to the fact that the fervent race bettor

places his bets from race to race depending on such factors as the outcome
of the prior race, the odds just before the race and such incidental
factors as jockey replacements and post positions. Partly also, it is
due to the practice among the larger bookmakers of laying-off or re-

betting (when the play on a single horse is unusually heavy) part of
the money bet on one race so as to reduce the odds and thereby lessen
the chances of taking a large loss on a single event. Obviously, the
need for extremely fast information does not extend to those who bet
or receive bets on such sporting events as baseball games. Indeed,
these latter interests could find all the information they need in their
local newspaper�newspapers are exempt from S. 1563 under Section
(g)-19
Section (b) of S. 1563 orders the Attorney General to grant licenses

to disseminate betting information on an affirmative showing by the
applicant:20

. . . that such information will not be disseminated primarily for use in facilitating
gambling activities which constitute violations of the laws of the states in which
such information will be disseminated, unless the Attorney General determines
that the public interest will not be served by the granting of such license or un

less the Attorney General finds that the applicant is not of good moral charac
ter (or in the case of a corporation, that one or more of its officers, directors,
or principal stockholders are not persons of good moral character). (Emphasis
supplied.)

Furthermore, applicants who intend to subdistribute information are

required to show the purposes for which the subdistributor will use

the information, as this is a factor which the Attorney General may
" Ibid.
18 Id. at 2, 3.
19 Id. at S.
20 Id. at 2, 3.
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consider in granting or refusing a license.21 Another provision gives the
Attorney General power to revoke such licenses where it is determined
that the public interest is no longer being served, where the licensee
has falsified his application, or where the licensee has, since applying,
engaged in activities which would have disqualified him at the time of
application.22
Section (b) is so inseparably connected with Section (g) that it is

absolutely necessary to consider them together. Section (g) specifically
excludes newspapers of general circulation and duly licensed radio sta
tions from the provisions of the entire bill by providing:23

. . . disseminating information shall not include publication in any newspaper
or periodical of general circulation, or broadcasting to the public over any duly
licensed radio station, or the collection or transmission of news for such publi
cation. [Emphasis supplied.]

Taken together, these two sections give the very essence of the ad
ministrative approach. Its entire aim is to use an administrative agency,
or the Attorney General acting in an administrative capacity, with all
the discretionary power such a body is allowed, to effect adequate con

trols without offending legitimate interests.

Although the licensing approach of S. 1563 with its exemptions and

qualifications is actually unique insofar as federal legislation is con

cerned, there is some precedent for it in recent state legislation. The
state of Florida in 1950 enacted a law which adopted an analogous
approach.24 Under this statute, it was required that all contracts to

lease wires had to be registered with the Railroad and Public Utilities
Commission of Florida. This law expressly exempted newspapers of

general circulation and public utilities from its provisions. It also pro
vided that contracts to lease were to be considered prima facie unlawful,
subject to proof by the lessee that use was to be for a lawful purpose.
Power to disapprove or cancel such a contract was vested in the Rail
road and Public Utilities Commission subject to a hearing on appeal.
The Florida Statute is not a licensing statute as such since the very

first provision makes it a crime to knowingly lease, or allow to be leased,
a wire to aid gambling. There is, nevertheless, a strong similarity between
its provisions and those of S. 1563.

21 Id. at 3.
22 Id. at 3, 4.
23 Id. at 5, 6.
24 Fla. Stat. Ann. 1941, � 36S (1950 Supp.)
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Two cases have arisen under the new Florida statute. The first,
Mclnerney v. Ervin, was an action for a declaratory judgment resulting
in validation of the statute.25 In this decision it was held that the controls

imposed were a valid exercise of the state's police power. Also, and sig
nificantly, it was implied that the law was not discriminatory in such
a way as to violate the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the
Constitution.26
In the second case, Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. v. State, it was held

that a press association (similar to Associated Press and United Press)
had the burden of showing a legitimate purpose in leasing a wire and
was not exempt from the law as were newspapers.27 The Supreme Court
of Florida also reiterated:28

As pointed out in Mclnerney v. Ervin, supra, this is a matter relating to the
public morals, is subject to police regulation and does not clash with freedom
of the press or the interstate commerce clause.

Sections (b) and (g) of S. 1563 clearly reflect the influence of the
Florida statute. Some of the questions arising from these provisions
might well be answered by the two cases which have been decided under
this state law.
The term "newspaper of general circulation", in Section (g), is at

best a nebulous thing. It has been defined in many cases but the defini
tions have been extremely loose. Generally it may be said that:29
... the fact that a newspaper is devoted to the interest of a particular class
of persons . . . and specializes on news and intelligence primarily of interest to
that class, will not exclude it from classification as a newspaper of general cir
culation, if, in addition to such special news, it also publishes news of a general
character.

Obviously, this definition, which appears to be as fair a statement of
the law as is possible under the cases, leaves a large loophole in the en
tire structure of the Kefauver legislation. There is no reason to believe
that it will not be taken advantage of by every racing form publisher
in the country. The inclusion of some news of general interest in every
scratch sheet would be a relatively simple matter.30 Even if such sheets

25 46 So. 2d 458 (Fla. 1950).
26 Id. at 463.
27 S3 So. 2d 863 (Fla. 1951).
28 Id. at 866.
29 King County v. Superior Court for King County, 199 Wash. 591, 606, 92 P. 2d

694, 700 (1939); In re Labor Journal, 190 Cal. 500, 503, 504, 213 Pac. 498, 499 (1923).
30 As of October 28, 1951, Armstrong Daily Sports, Inc., probably the most widely
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were eventually declared not exempt under Section (g) of S. 1563, the
owners of the sheets could then apply for a license, all of which would
seriously delay the results sought to be accomplished by the legislation.
There are in fact but few groups who would qualify, or need to qualify,

for a license to disseminate gambling information. First, there are those
who supply the State of Nevada and foreign countries which allow off-
track betting. Clearly the unique position of Nevada is a thorn in the
side of those who would prohibit dissemination of all gambling informa
tion. It should be noted that even under the licensing provision, parties
desiring to supply Nevada with gambling information could be denied a

license under the contention that issuance of such a license would not

be in the public interest.31
Secondly, there is the unusual case of the press services, including

such organizations as the Associated Press. Under Section (g) of
S. 1563, those who supply only newspapers or radio stations with in
formation are exempted from the necessity of obtaining a license.32 The

large press services, however, commonly furnish their service to many
types of users who are not engaged in publishing a newspaper or operat
ing a radio station. Federal agencies and congressmen often subscribe
to the services offered by the Associated Press and similar organizations.
There can be but little doubt that press services would have to apply for a
license unless the scope of their work were considerably narrowed.33
That they would have no difficulty in obtaining such a license may be
taken for granted but in so doing an anomalous situation immediately
presents itself. Section (b) of S. 1563 states that a license will be granted
on a showing that the applicant will not disseminate the information

primarily for use in facilitating gambling activities. This would seem to

mean that the United Press, for example, could serve gambling interests
so long as its primary service were to legitimate users.

Involved also, in the press service situation is the question of whether

requiring the press services to get a license is an abridgement of the First
Amendment's34 guarantee of freedom of the press and also an abridge
ment of the Due Process Clause35 because of .the possibility that such a

circulated racing form in the country, began enclosing its four page coverage of racing
information with an additional four page section devoted entirely to news of general
interest.

31 S. 1S63, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1951).
32 Hearings on S. 1563, 1564, 1624, and S. 2116, p. 157, note 14, supra.
33 The Florida cases, cited notes 25, 27, supra, substantiate this viewpoint.
34 TJ. S. Const., Amend. I.
35 TJ. S. Const., Amend. V.
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requisite might be considered discriminatory by the federal courts. That

press services are generally included in the protection of the First
Amendment has been taken for granted in many cases.36 Requiring
specific news agencies to get a license while not requiring others to do so

might well be considered a discriminatory restraint on freedom of the

press. The Florida cases seemingly would forestall any fears along this
line but there is still room for doubt as to how the federal courts would
hold should the press services choose to press the issue of their consti
tutional rights.37

Once past the press services, suppliers of information to Nevada and

foreign countries, and possibly common carriers, the field of possible
successful applicants for a license to disseminate betting information
would seem to be exhausted. The licensing power in fact becomes main

ly a power to refuse licenses subject to appeal to the courts.38
It is not the intention of this note to inspect the vast field of law

surrounding appeals from refusals of administrative agencies to grant
licenses.39 Let it suffice to say that due process of law in these cases re

quires a great amount of time during which an unsuccessful applicant
could carry on his business pending appeal after appeal. Even on final
decisions in such cases, there is nothing to prevent such applicants from
slightly reorganizing their affairs and then reapplying so that the courts

might be clogged with such appeals ad infinitum, ad nauseam.

An inspection of the licensing provision itself might raise some ques
tion as to whether the terms of Section (b) of S. 1563 lay down "intelli
gible principles" or "primary standards" under which the Attorney Gen
eral may act as a federal administrative agency.40 It must be remem

bered that while S. 1563 purports to be a regulatory proposal, the
restricted nature of the groups who might hope to get a license put it to
a great extent in the field of prohibitive statutes. No principle is more

firmly entrenched in our constitutional law than that the legislative
branch of the government may not delegate its power to prohibit certain
conduct to an administrative agency unless it subordinates the agency's
power to a legislative policy sufficiently set out in the statute which

36 See, Associated Press v. United States, 326 U. S. 1 (1945) ; Associated Press v. Labor
Board, 301 U. S. 103 (1937).

37 Notes 25, 27, supra.
38 Provisions for such appeals are specifically made under Section (e) of S. 1563, p. 4.
39 For a brief discussion, see 39 Georgetown L. J. 639 (1951).
40 For the purposes of this act the Attorney General is to be considered an "agency."

S. 1563, p. 4.
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transfers the power.41 S. 1563 sets out three tests for the issuance of
licenses. The first of these seems to be no more than that the Attorney
General may refuse a license if he deems that issuance would not be in
the public interest. This type of test standing alone has been held in
sufficient.42
The second test would seem to set out a true primary standard in that

a license could be denied on the grounds that the applicant is not of

good moral character. However, there is some practical doubt as to

whether the Attorney General could deny a license on the grounds that
an officer or principal stockholder of an applicant corporation was not

of good moral character (especially if a crime of which he was con

victed was, for example, a violation of the anti-trust laws). This test,
too, might be subject to the objection that the standard provided is
not definite enough. Under its terms, the Associated Press might be
denied a license since it has been found guilty of a violation of the anti
trust laws.43
The third test set up for the licensing procedure could dispel any

doubt of constitutionality due to a lack of intelligible principles. This
test is that dissemination should not be primarily to aid gambling in
terests. On its face this test would appear to limit the extent of the

power granted sufficiently enough to protect the law from the objection
that it constitutes an illegal delegation of legislative authority. There
still remains, however, the element of indefiniteness which is sharply
pointed up by the anomaly which might arise in the case of the press
associations. The courts have usually demanded a great deal in the
way of primary standards or intelligible principles in statutes which
would give administrative agencies prohibitory power.44 The objection
that the licensing provisions of Section (b) are too indefinite probably
will not result in unconstitutionality but the question does exist and

only decisions by the courts themselves will answer it. This becomes
even more apparent when it is realized that the courts have varied
the stringency of the primary standard test to fit the different exercises
of federal power.45

41 Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U. S. 388 (1935) ; Schechter Corp. v. United
States, 295 U. S. 495 (1935) ; J. W. Hampton & Co. v. United States, 276 U. S. 394 (1928).

42 Schechter Corp. v. United States, 295 U. S. 495, 538 (1935).
43 Associated Press v. United States, 326 U. S. 1 (1945).
44 Cf. Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U. S. 388 (1935) ; Sterling v. Constantin, 287

U. S. 378 (1932).
45 See, United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corporation, 299 U. S. 304 (1936) as
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In summary, it is submitted that in attempting to avoid the issue of

freedom of the press by Sections (b) and (g) of S. 1563, the drafts

men of the bill have created a more complicated series of problems
than would exist if the issue itself were faced head-on.
Section (f) of S. 1563 is designed to assign to the common carriers

such as Western Union their proper place in the general scheme of the
control legislation. This section taken in conjunction with the proposed
amendment to the United States Code by Section 1304 of S. 1624, a

companion bill to S. 1563, outlines the duties and responsibilities placed
on the carriers.46
Section (f) would require any person who leases a communication

facility such as a private wire to disseminate betting information in

interstate commerce to file an affidavit with the carrier that he intends
to use it for such a purpose.47 It also requires the carrier to maintain
a list of the terminal points and drops (sending and receiving establish

ments) on such leased facilities. This list is to be kept open for inspec
tion by federal, state or local enforcement officials. There can be little

quarrel with either of these provisions.
The affidavit requirement will serve to deter those who might lease

a wire under the pretense of using it for a legitimate aim while in fact

intending to disseminate betting information without a license. The list
of terminal points and drops should serve as a great aid to local law
enforcement. By requiring such parties to divulge their purpose and

identify the points in their operation, the task of local law enforcement
officers in learning the identity of large gambling interests in the com

munity would be greatly simplified.
Section 1304 of S. 1624 is one of the measures designed to complement

the provisions of S. 15 63 48 Noteworthy is the fact that this section is
a direct criminal prohibition. Under it, one who "knowingly" sends or

transmits, or causes to be sent or transmitted, in interstate or foreign
commerce by means of telephone, telegraph, or radio, any bet or wager,
or any offer of any bet or wager, or any money or money order in

payment of any bet or wager shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The
carriers have objected strenuously to the looseness of the term "know-

to tie rule in foreign relations; United States v. Grimaud, 220 U. S. S06 (1911), as to

tie rule where tie delegation is to an agency exercising control over government property.
4� S. 1624, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 6 (1951).
*t S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1951).
48 Note 46, supra.
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ingly".49 It is their contention that this term would constantly leave
them open to criminal prosecution for the possible illegal acts of
minor agents of the companies. As will be seen, the direct approach
of S. 2116 has dealt with this objection by a specific exempting
clause providing that a common carrier could not be prosecuted
under S. 2116 unless it had been notified by an enforcement agen
cy not to serve designated parties.50 The question remains one of
degree and it is submitted that perhaps a, more definitive method of
imposing liability on the common carriers would eliminate their dissent
to the provisions of Section 1304 without materially changing its

potency.
In connection with Section 1304, it should be noted that, while the

provision is for a direct criminal prohibition on the use of interstate
communications facilities to place or receive bets, this provision is not

meant to apply to the casual or social bettor�the distinction is left to
discretion at the enforcement level. A strong statement of legislative
intent to this effect is found in the Senate Interstate Commerce Com
mittee's report on this bill.51

S. 1564 is the last bill in the Kefauver triumvirate.52 This bill seeks
to prevent the transmission in interstate commerce of any betting infor
mation which is obtained through stealth without the permission of the

person conducting the sporting event.53 In nature, this measure is also
of the direct prohibition type. Again, the common carriers would be
liable if an agent "knowingly" transmitted such stolen information.64
The necessity for this last bill is difficult to perceive. . Essentially the

problem aimed at is a question of local larceny best handled by local
law enforcement agencies. There is no need to involve federal officers
in the tracking down and prosecution of those who pilfer race track
information. Furthermore, it seems extremely likely that the high cost
of these methods of getting racing information would make such oper-

49 See, Hearings on S. 1563, S. 1564, S. 1624, and S. 2116, p. 85, note 14, supra.
50 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1951).
51 Sen. Rep. No. 928, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1951), stating: "No drafting technique

seemed in anywise adequate to differentiate the latter in the statute itself; the matter is
therefore left to sound discretion at the enforcement level, with reference to the maximum
[sic] de minimus [sic] non curat lex and to analogous policies with respect to othei
similar laws, e.g., the Mann Act."

52 S. 1564, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951).
53 Id. at 1.
54 Id. at 1, 2.
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ations unprofitable if the interstate nature of the wire services was effec

tively controlled. It is usually impossible to obtain gambling informa

tion without the consent of the management of an event unless very
elaborate systems are set up making use of trained personnel and ex

pensive equipment.55 The large-scale use made of the stolen racing
information makes the cost relatively insignificant under the present
laws but an effective eradication of interstate transmission of gambling
information would reduce operations to a local state level which proba
bly couldn't support such elaborate systems as are necessary. It is,
therefore, submitted, in agreement with the views of the Justice Depart
ment, that this type of thing is best left to local law enforcement under

existing larceny laws.56

The Direct Approach
Essentially, the direct approach seeks to attach the stigma of crime to

the dissemination of any "gambling information" through the use of
interstate communications facilities. S. 2116 represents the attempt of
those who would deal with the entire problem by the straightforward
method of outlawing the course of action 57

The authors of the direct approach, since it does not provide exemp
tions for either newspapers or radio stations, were faced at the outset
with the problem of defining gambling information in such a way as

to avoid conflict with the constitutional guarantee of freedom of the
press while still preserving the effectiveness of the intended prohibition.
To aid them in drafting such a definition was the now famous case of

Parkes v. Judge of Recorder's Court.58 The case arose under a Michigan
Statute wihch sought to make it unlawful for any one by any means to

publish or distribute information concerning the making of bets, the
selling of pools, or evidences of betting odds on any race, contest, or
game.59 The unanimous opinion of the Michigan Supreme Court held
this law to be constitutional insofar as it prohibited publication or dis
tribution of the information before the event took place, saying in part:60

53 Sen. Rep. No. 927, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1951).
56 Hearings on S. 1563, S. 1564, S. 1624, and S. 2116, p. 12, note 14, supra.
57 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951).
58 Parkes v. Bartlett, 236 Mich. 460, 210 N. W. 492 (1926). For a discussion of this

case and the constitutionality of prohibitions against dissemination of gambling information;
see Note, 47 A. L. R. 1135 (1926).

59 Pub. Acts 1925, Act No. 176, repealed by Pub. Acts 1931, Act No. 328, Mich.
Stat. Ann. 1937, � 28.537.

60 Parkes v. Bartlett, 236 Mich. 460, 467 (1926).
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In seeking to accomplish the object of the act, the legislature prohibited the

publication, advertising or distribution of information concerning the making of
wagers or bets . . . either before or after the event. ... It is not our business
to determine whether as an actual fact the publishing of such information would
induce gambling. The legislature determined that, and we must defer to its

judgment unless the publications declared to be unlawful have no such apparent
tendency. ... So far as concerns the publication of wagers and bets . . . before
the event, we have no hesitation in saying that the prohibitions of the statute
are reasonable. (Emhasis supplied.)

The court went on to point out that a wholesale prohibition unrelated
as to time of publication originally intended by the Michigan Statute is
not a reasonable exercise of the legislature's police power and is there
fore unconstitutional.61
Section 2 (b) of S. 2116 clearly reflects the influence of the Michigan

Supreme Court's decision in the Parkes case.62 This section specifically
states that gambling information is information pertaining to any horse
or dog racing event, including bets, scratches, jockey changes, weights,
probable winners, odds, or changes in odds, "transmitted prior to the
transmission of a truthful announcement that such event or contest has

actually started."63
Relating the prohibition of information to time of publication will do

a lot to forestall the argument that this bill imposes an unconstitutional

previous restraint on freedom of the press, as the Michigan case points
out.
Another striking feature of the definition used in S. 2116 is that its

terms exclude information concerning sporting events other than horse
or dog races from the provisions of this bill. This is a departure from
the definition in S. 3358,64 the unsuccessful fore-bear of S. 2116, and

represents a concession to the objection that pre-event coverage of

baseball, football or basketball games is news of such general interest
that prohibiting such coverage would deprive the general public of news
to which it has a right. Unfortunately, while the interest of the public
in pre-event information about baseball and football games is in most

cases a purely legitimate one, the legal dissemination of the same infor
mation might well swing the large scale betting practices from horse and

dog racing to these other sports. This would defeat the entire purpose

�l Id. at 468.
62 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (19S1).
63 Ibid.
6* S. 3358, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1950).
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of the legislation and would very probably bring on more stirring scan

dals than have been uncovered in the recent basketball cases.
It is therefore submitted that the definition of Section 2 (b) of S. 2116

should be extended to cover all sporting events on the premise that,
ultimately at least, the public will feel the loss of pre-game information
far less than it will feel the loss of faith in the country's young athletes
who might be caught up in the web of bribery and extortion by the

syndicated forces of organized gambling.
The real crux of the direct approach is to be found in Section 3 of

S. 2116. Essentially, it provides that any dissemination of "gambling
information", as defined above, shall be unlawful.65 The prohibition
more specifically makes it a crime to lease, furnish, or maintain any
communications facility for the purpose of sending or receiving such
information.66 Noteworthy is the fact that under the terms of Section
3 (a) and (b), the liability which might possibly be imposed on the com

mon carriers is much more concretely restricted than it was under the
terms of S. 1624 and S. 1563.67 As previously pointed out, the latter
two bills imposed liability on the carriers where they "knowingly" vio
lated the provisions of the bills. S. 2116 exempts the carriers from lia

bility unless they lease or furnish facilities after written notification has
been given them by a federal, state or local law enforcement agency that
such facility is being used to transmit or receive gambling information
in interstate commerce or unless they allow a lessee to continue such use

after they have been notified.68 This would seem to be a much more

equitable way of dealing with large corporations whose services are in
general of the highest type.
Section 3 (d) applies the prohibition against the dissemination of

gambling information directly to the radio stations. It is obvious that
the definition of S. 2116 section 2 (b) will not force radio stations to stop
broadcasting race results immediately after the race itself. That such
speedy information can be invaluable to gambling interests has been
adequately demonstrated.69 In this respect, the Federal Communications
Commission can do much to strengthen the effect of the direct approach.

�5 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 2, 3 (1951).
�6 Ibid.
67 S. 1624, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951); S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. (1951).
68 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 3 (1951).
69 Federal Communications Commission: In re Application of Port Frere Broadcasting

Company, Inc. (WTUX), 5 Pike & Fischer, R. R. 1137 (1950), petition for rehearing and
further relief filed November 1, 1950.
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Indeed, the Commission has shown that it is ready and willing to do so

by making its programming restrictions on stations which broadcast
racing information very stringent.70
Section 4 of S. 2116 is in all significant respects identical to the pro

visions of Section (f) of S. 1563.71 The same provisions are made as to

the necessity of an affidavit in applying for the leasing of wire services
and the same duty of keeping a list of the terminal points and drops
of such lessee's wires is imposed on the common carrier. As has been
stated, this type of regulation can prove extremely helpful in the crusade

against crime.72 Neither side in the controversy over which method
should be used to wipe out the dissemination of gambling information
in interstate commerce denies the value of the affidavit and open list

provisions of Section 4 of S. 2116 and Section (f) of S. 1563.
Section 5 of S. 2116 contains an important saving clause which pro

vides that the Act itself shall not interfere with any other "remedies"
now existing under federal or state law.73 It is evident that the inclusion
of such a clause was for the express purpose of protecting the position
of the Federal Communications Commission. The Commission has taken
the view that it has the power to refuse to grant a license to such radio
stations as may be reasonably suspected of being of aid to gambling
interests through the broadcasting of up-to-the-minute racing informa
tion.74
Also, in Section 5 (a), the Federal Communications Commission is

directed to require all common carriers subject to its jurisdiction to file

appropriate tariff practices and regulations to effectuate the provisions
of the Act.75 Another provision effectively warns the carriers that they

70 Ibid. See also, Federal Communications Commission: In re Capital Broadcasting
Company, 4 Pike & Fischer R. R. 21 (1948). It should be noted that a serious question
may arise under Section (g) of S. 1563, Note 1, supra, as to whether or not it will bar
future actions of the Federal Communications Commission denying renewal of a broad

casting license to a station deemed to be broadcasting gambling information to such an

extent as to be definitely aiding illegal interests. Under Section (g) radio stations are

exempt from the necessity of getting a license to broadcast "betting information." This
would seem to preclude any action by the Federal Communications Commission similar
to its denial of a license to WTUX.

71 S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 4, 5 (1951).
72 See page , supra.
73 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1951). The use of the word "remedies" in Sectioi

5 (c) seems strange since the bill provides criminal sanctions not civil remedies.
74 Note 69, supra.
75 S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1951).
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are not to act as enforcement agencies in connection with this bill by
tapping wires.76 This latter clause clarifies the position of the carriers
even further, answering their objection that if they may be held crimi

nally liable for a misuse of their services, their only possible means of

protection would be to conduct systematic and regular wiretaps. As a

matter of fact, Section 5 (c) states that S. 2116 would not create an im

munity for anyone for any violation of federal wiretapping regulations.77
In summary, it may be stated that the greatest weakness of the direct

approach is the limitation on its scope effected by limiting its applica
tion to horse and dog racing information. Another weakness, but one

which is remediable outside this act, is the possibility that radio stations
will aid gambling interests by continuing to broadcast sporting informa
tion immediately on commencement of the event. A combination of

strong cooperation by the Federal Communications Commission and
extension of S. 2116 to cover all sports would do much to enhance
the effectiveness of the direct approach.
Among the great virtues of the approach are its inherent simplicity

and the speed with which results may be expected. There is no de

pendence on a series of bills to effect the desired end since the entire

theory of the direct approach is embodied in S. 2116.
It is submitted that simplicity is a virtue much to be admired when

the situation sought to be remedied is in essence a criminal one. Like
wise, speed in operation is a great virtue in such situations. There is no

need to labor a comparison of the speed to be expected from a bill im

posing prohibition and criminal sanctions and one providing for admin
istrative action�such a comparison speaks for itself.

The Constitutional Question
The difficulty which has heretofore prevented passage of a bill to con

trol or outlaw the transmission of gambling information in interstate
commerce is the belief by many that such a bill is a censorship law and,
therefore, a violation of the First Amendment of the Federal Consti
tution. The belief that any legislation attempting to affect the inter
state transmission of such information would be subject to this failing
has been expressed by representatives of the press, the common carriers,

76 id. at s.
77 Id. at 5. This provision is also aimed at any possible wiretapping violations which

might be considered authorized by federal enforcement officers in finding evidence against
violators of S. 2116.
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radio broadcasting companies, and the suppliers of information to these
sources.78
Interstate trade in news is interstate commerce.79 The ultimate ques

tion in issue is how far the Federal Government may go under the inter
state commerce power80 to prohibit the dissemination of certain types of
information by means of interstate communications facilities.
The power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce, so well estab

lished as to be beyond debate,81 is here brought into sharp conflict with
the equally undeniable constitutional protection of free speech and free

press.82 Does Congress' power to regulate interstate transmission of

news, as expressed in the proposed legislation, trench upon the constitu
tional guarantees of free speech and free press?
Freedom of speech and of the press are our most important safe

guards against tyranny and loss of liberty. Traditionally, the courts

have viewed with great distrust attempts to place previous restraints on

freedom of the press.83
It was in 1919 that Mr. Justice Holmes spoke for the Court in Schenck

v. United States.** This case, dealing specifically with freedom of speech,
held that where words are used, which, because of their nature or the

circumstances, create a clear and present danger of bringing about sub
stantive evils which the Federal Government has a right to prevent,
such utterances may be prohibited.85 Exactly what is meant by clear
and present danger is still a matter of much conjecture despite Mr.

Justice Holmes' attempt to define it in his dissent in Gitlow v. New
York?6
In the Gitlow case a liberalizing of the rule against previous restraints

was enunciated.87 This case held that when the legislature has passed
a law which prohibits a certain type of speech, the only question for
the court is whether the statute is reasonable.88 Thus, unless it can be

78 Sen. Rep. No. 925, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1951) .

7� Associated Press v. Labor Board, 301 U. S. 103 (1937).
80 U. S. Const., Art. I, � 8 cl. 3.
81 Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1 (U. S. 1824).
82 Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 TJ. S. 233 (1936).
83 Ibid; Near v. Minnesota, 283 TJ. S. 697 (1931) ; Trinity Methodist Church, South

v. Federal Radio Commission, 61 App. D. C. 311, 62 F. 2d 850 (1932) (dicta).
84 249 U. S. 47 (1919).
85 Id. at 52.
86 Gitlow v. New York, 268 U. S. 652, 672 (1925) (dissenting opinion).
87 Ibid.
88 Id. at 669, 670.
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held that the legislature acted arbitrarily in passing such a prohibition,
the courts can not investigate whether a particular act falling within
the terms of the prohibition creates such a danger. In effect, the Gitlow
case suggested that the immediacy of danger is not to be questioned so

long as it appeared sufficiently clear to the legislature to warrant pro
hibition. Whether this case has been followed to this extent is a matter

of conjecture but the trend which it indicates is undeniable.89
A recent development is the case of Communications Association v.

Douds.90 The Court in this case said:91

When particular conduct is regulated in the interests of public order, and the
regulation results in an indirect, conditional, partial abridgment of speech, the
duty of the courts is to deterrnine which of these two conflicting interests de
mands the greater protection under the particular circumstances presented.

Taken literally, this states a radical departure from the original clear
and present danger doctrine. The implication is that the Supreme Court
may henceforth base its decisions, not solely on the question of whether
the prohibition is of an act which will create a clear and present danger,
but may rely to an undetermined degree on considerations of public
policy presented in particular situations.92
In the light of these decisions it is difficult to see how a legislative

proposal to prohibit the dissemination of gambling information in inter
state commerce would run afoul of the current concept of free speech.
Certainly, the test set out in the Douds case93 would seem to permit un-
trammeled operation of the proposed legislation.
Even if the Douds case is not followed, there is little danger that the

direct approach embodied in S. 2116 would be declared unconstitutional.
A leading case has said:94

It has never been deemed an abridgment of freedom of speech or press to
make a course of conduct illegal merely because the conduct was in part in
itiated, evidenced, or carried out by means of language, either spoken, written,
or printed.

Existing law tends to the prevention of conduct dangerous to public
8� Dennis v. United States, 71 Sup. Ct. 8S7, 866 (1951). See Note, Free Speech and

The Internal Security Act, 39 Georgetown L. J. 440 (1951).
90 339 U. S. 382 (1950).
91 Id. at 399.
92 See Kunz v. New York, 340 U. S. 290, 301 (1951) (dissenting opinion).
93 Note 90, supra.
94 Giboney v. Empire Storage and Ice Company, 336 U. S. 49 (1949).
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morals or safety even if it means limited restriction of a fundamental
freedom. Obviously, the use of wire services to further the ends of

gambling syndicates is conduct inimical to public morals and safety.
The rationale of Dennis v. United States leaves little doubt, not only
as to the existence of this trend, but would also seem to dispose of any
question of constitutionality in this case.95
In considering the effect which the Constitution will have on the pro

visions of the licensing or administrative approach, it should be remem

bered that one of the primary considerations of the Kefauver committee
in drafting this bill was to avoid the constitutional conflict indicated
above with respect to the direct approach. In theory, S. 1563, which pro
vides for the licensing procedure, places no limitation on the dissemina
tion of news by legitimate publishers.96 Again, however, the situation
of the press associations must be considered.
There is some possibility that an attack by such associations would

result in a declaration that Section (g) of S. 1563 is discriminatory and
therefore in violation of the Fifth Amendment which prohibits an arbi

trary exercise of Congressional power.97 Any exercise of legislative
power is unreasonable if it confers special privileges on one group while

denying these privileges to another group of substantially the same

character.98 This rule, of course, does not prevent legislative classifica

tion,99 as long as the classification is not unreasonable or arbitrary.100
As a general rule, licensing laws are a valid exercise of the government's
power to classify.101 The final test as to whether such laws are valid is
reasonableness of classification.
If the federal courts follow the rationale of the Florida cases, S. 1563

should not be declared invalid as discriminatory. However, there would
seem to be an inherent difficulty in maintaining that dissemination of

racing news, while legal for newspapers and radio stations, represents a

field in which press services should be regulated by licensing.102 As Mr.

95 Dennis v. United States, 71 Sup. Ct. 857 (1951).
96 S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 5, 6 (1951).
9T U. S. Const., Amend. V; United States v. Cohen Grocery Co., 255 U. S. 81 (1921)
98 Hartford Co. v. Harrison, 301 U. S. 459 (1937) ; Old Dearborn Co. v. Seagram

Corp., 299 U. S. 183 (1936); Barbier v. Connolly, 113 U. S. 27 (1885).
99 Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U. S. 535 (1942).
ioo Radice v. New York, 264 U. S. 292 (1924).
101 Collins v. Texas, 223 U. S. 288 (1912) ; People v. Warden, 144 N. Y. 529, 39 N. E.

686 (1895).
102 Notes 25, 27, supra.
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Justice Black has so aptly put it:103 "Freedom to publish means free
dom for all and not for some."
In the light of current Supreme Court policy with respect to limited

abridgements of free speech and press where national safety or morals104
demand it, the possibility that either direct prohibitory legislation or

licensing legislation will be declared unconstitutional is quite remote.

Limitations and Practical Problems of Enforcement

In fairness, it should be pointed out that controlling wire, service to

gamblers is not a cure-all for gambling problems. In the first place, the
service is essential only to those bookmakers who deal in racing bets.
There is no need for such service among those who are engaged in the
more lucrative policy or numbers rackets which, it is estimated, pro
duces four or five times as much revenue as betting on sporting events.105
Those who bet on the numbers place their bets from day to day so that
word of mouth information is all that is necessary to bookmakers in
this field.

Secondly, controlling wire services will have little effect on small local

operations, intrastate in character, unless the states follow the lead of
the federal government in enacting control legislation.
These considerations do not in any way change the necessity for fed

eral legislation. The primary purpose of such legislation is to loosen
the stranglehold of the large syndicates on a service which enables them
to reap a huge harvest and to centrally control nation-wide gambling.
The danger of such a monopoly is evident from the findings that these
interests have attained such power as to enable them to control public
officers at a very high level. If a federal law does nothing more than
wipe out the means by which the monopoly is effected, a great step will
have been taken towards disintegrating large-scale crime based on

gambling activities.
The problem of eradicating all gambling is, and will always remain,

primarily a problem of local enforcement. The federal government can
lead the states, can aid them in many respects, and can open the gates
to knowledge about criminal elements but, in the final analysis, the con

trol of crime is a local problem needing local action. Aside from these

103 Associated Press v. United States, 326 U. S. 1, 20 (194S).
104 Particular reference is made to the Douds case, supra, note 91, and to the language

of the recent opinion in the case of Dennis v. United States, 71 Sup. Ct. 8S7 (19S1).
"5 See Sen. Rep. No. 1752, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. 6 (1950).
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limitations, both of the approaches to controlling the use of interstate
communications facilities will give rise to problems of enforcement.
One of the reasons for the drafting of a licensing approach by the

Kefauver committee was the belief by the committee that the necessity
of involving federal officers in local investigations could be avoided and
much expense thereby saved. This supposedly is to be effected through
the provision of S. 1563 requiring applicants for licenses to make an

affirmative showing that they were qualified under the terms of the act.106
Also to be considered is the fact that S. 1563 purports to be regulatory
in nature, thus necessitating at least a token force of personnel to carry
on the usual duties of regulation among the licensees.107 The possibility
of investigative functions combined with the regulatory responsibilities
placed on the Justice Department by S. 1563 would probably require the
creation of a separate division within the Department to handle the

necessary work. This would be in addition to the normal enforcement
duties necessarily imposed by S. 1564 and Section 1304 of S. 1624.108
On the other hand, the direct approach embodied in S. 2116 will

place a burden on federal officers similar to the burden of enforcing other
federal criminal laws. It is true that the necessity for evidence that will
stand up in court will make investigations more exacting, since the proof
necessary to convict a defendant of a crime is much more than that

necessary to deny an applicant a license, but at least such a law would

require enforcement only.
The fear that prosecutions of a criminal nature will take up too much

of the Justice Department's time with problems which are local in char
acter seems unfounded. There is no apparent reason why the Attorney
General could not enforce S. 2116 along the selective lines necessary to

accomplish the primary purpose of the law. Discretionary enforcement
of this law109 would eliminate unnecessary wastes of manpower and time
while still effecting the elimination of those who operate on a large
enough scale to control the gambling industry.
106 S. 1563, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1951).
107 Section (d) of S. 1563 provides that a license may be revoked where the licensee

engages in activities which would have disqualified him at the time of application. Ob

viously, this type of provision envisions a constant checking of those who hold licenses.
108 Notes 8, 9, supra.
109 That there is precedent for such discretionary type of enforcement is admitted

by the proponents of the administrative approach. See note 51, supra.
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Conclusions

Congress should enact a measure to control the dissemination of

gambling information in interstate commerce since by doing so it will
not only provide a method by which large crime syndicates will lose their
power over nation-wide gambling interests but it will also demonstrate
a willingness to lead the states in the crusade against organized crime.
The administrative approach to the necessity of such controls will

involve complicated problems, both practical and legal. The proposed
licensing is likely to prove very cumbersome and slow moving because
of the requirements of due process. Furthermore, it is not clear that
the problem of constitutionality of controls is lessened to any worth
while extent by this approach.
The direct approach should prove much less complicated and more

immediately effective. The possibility of criminal sanctions will do
much to stop dissemination of gambling information as soon as there is
enactment. The recognition of the time element as a factor in separat
ing news from gambling information does much to reduce the possibility
that S. 2116 will be declared unconstitutional. Furthermore, since the
definition used in this bill will not prohibit post-event publication of

sporting news, the public will be deprived of very little which is of in
terest to any but those who place bets on races or other sporting events.

This slight deprivation will be well worth the good to be attained.
In advocating the enactment of the provisions of the direct approach,

it is submitted that there should be some strengthening of its definition
of gambling information. The scope of the intended definition110 should
be widened to include pre-event information concerning any sporting
event which would provide a basis for large scale bookmaking.
In connection with the strengthening of S. 2116, it is also urged that

the Federal Communications Commission act with as much force as the
Constitution permits in furthering the policy adopted in the WTUX
case.111 A combination of the criminal prohibition and effective control
of post-event broadcasting should do as complete and efficient a job of
stopping the flow of essential information to gambling interests as may
be hoped for at the federal level. It is to be hoped that the states will
follow the federal example and enact laws of a complementary nature

which will complete the job.
JEROME H. HECKMAN

no S. 2116, 82d Cong., 1st Sess. 2 (1951).
m Note 69, supra. As to the constitutionality of Federal Communications Commission

programming restrictions, see Wall, Program Evaluation by the Federal Communications

Commission: An Unconstitutional Abridgement of Free Speech?, 40 Georgetown L. J. 1

(1951).



NOTES
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE JAPANESE PEACE TREATY AND

ALLIED DOCUMENTS

'JpHE dedication of a volume/ published in 1924, read:

To those who gave their lives
1914-1918

In the hope that new principles of justice
might be found to govern the relations of states.

The history of the world since 1918 supplies us with evidence that no
new principles were found, or if found, that they were not utilized. The
same history also contains the reasons for failure. Although considera
tion of these reasons is not within the scope of this note, the writer does
feel compelled to mention one, the Treaty of Versailles.2 It seems cer

tain that regardless of other causes that led to World War II, the Treaty
of Versailles played its part. Whether the severity of the Treaty was

due to a sincere desire to prevent future aggression or whether it was

due in great part to the revenge of Clemenceau and the French nation,
is not important at this time. It is sufficient to remember that the penal
ties imposed upon Germany became the seeds of destruction.
If the relations of Japan with the rest of the world do not assume the

peaceful and progressive role hoped for, the "severity" of the recently
signed Treaty3 will not be the cause. The Treaty is non-punitive, non
discriminatory, a generous offer to a former enemy to join the search
for international peace. The spirit of revenge is absent�replaced by
conciliation and hope.
The now completed document is unique in the realm of multilateral

treaties. It was evolved by diplomatic discussions rather than in gen-

1 Fenwick, International Law (1st ed. 1924).
2 Treaty of Peace With Germany, S. Doc. No. 51, 66th Cong., 1st Sess. 1919.
3 Treaty of Peace with Japan, September 8, 1951. TJ. S. Dept. of State, Pub. No. 4330,

Far Eastern Series No. 49, 1951. The Treaty (hereafter referred to as the "Treaty" or

"Peace Treaty") was signed in San Francisco's War Memorial Opera House by Japan
and the following Nations: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Cambodia,
Canada, Ceylon, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,
Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey,
Union of South Africa, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Vietnam.
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eral conference. A discussion of the background of the Treaty will
illustrate the necessity of this method.
In July 1947, the United States proposed to the powers on the Far

Eastern Commission4 that a conference be held to discuss a peace settle
ment with Japan. The proposal failed because of Russian non-coopera
tion. The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (hereafter U.S.S.R.) in
sisted that the preparation of a treaty with Japan was a matter solely
for the "Big Four"�China, the United Kingdom, the U.S.S.R., and the
United States. Furthermore, the preparation was to be considered by a

Council of Ministers,5 thereby enabling any nation to wield a veto.
In the fall of 1950, the United States, recognizing that the Japanese

people had complied substantially with the Allied Occupation aims set
forth in the Potsdam agreement,6 and realizing that the Korean aggres
sion emphasized the importance of a peaceful settlement and a needed

ally, began a new attempt at a Japanese peace treaty. The United
States decided to abandon the conference method and to seek agreement
through a process which no single nation could thwart.
At the time of the United States' decision to resume discussion of a

peace treaty, most of the Allied States were attending the United Nations
General Assembly in New York. John Foster Dulles, Consultant to the

Secretary of State in charge of the Japanese peace project, and his asso

ciates met with the representatives of all nations principally concerned.
The United States issued several memoranda, one of which7 was picked
up by the Soviet representative and answered at length.8 The primary
Russian objections were as follows: (1) By the Cairo declaration of
December 1, 1943,9 and the Potsdam agreement of July 26, 1945,10 the

* The Commission came into existence with the Agreement for the Establishment of
the Far Eastern Commission and of the Allied Council for Japan, adopted at Moscow,
December 27, 1945. For text of the Agreement see, 9 Hudson, International Legislation,
1942-1945 663 (1950). The present members of the Commission are: Australia, Burma,
Canada, China, France, India, the Netherlands, Pakistan, the Philippines, the U.S.S.R., the
United Kingdom, and the United States.

5 The Council of Foreign Ministers (China, France, the United Kingdom, the United
States, and the U.S.S.R.) was established as a result of the Potsdam Conference, July
17-August 2, 1945. For text see, A Decade of American Foreign Policy (Prepared by the
Staff of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations and the Department of State 1950),
p. 34.

6 Proclamation Defining Terms of Japan's Surrender, July 26, 1945. For text see,
A Decade of American Foreign Policy, id. at 49.

7 New York Times, November 25, 1950, p. 4, col. 3.
8 Id. at col. 4.
9 Cairo Declaration, December 1, 1943. For text see note 5, supra at 22.
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question of returning Formosa and the Pescadores to China was de

cided; (2) The Yalta agreement11 of February 11, 1945, decided the

question of giving the southern part of Sakhalin Island and the Kurile
Islands to Russia; (3) Neither the Cairo declaration nor the Potsdam

agreement mentioned that the Ryukyu (Okinawa) and Bonin Islands
should be removed from Japanese sovereignty and placed under a United
Nations trusteeship with the United States as the administrative power;
(4) The possibility of Japanese rearmament and the post-occupation
presence of United States military bases in Japan was contrary to the

agreement of the "Big Four" and the Far Eastern Commission.
The contents of the Soviet objections were clear indications that the

only treaty possible at that time was a partial one, unacceptable to the
U.S.S.R. and her satellites. Since the United States had decided to seek
a peace settlement regardless of Russian cooperation, it became impera
tive to bring the other nations in accord. On January 10, 1951, the
President approved a joint recommendation of the Secretary of State and
the Secretary of Defense that a Presidential Mission headed by Mr.
Dulles be sent to Japan.12
In addition to discussions with Japanese leaders and Occupation

officials, the Dulles Mission visited Manila, Canberra, Wellington, Lon
don, and Paris. To Australia and New Zealand the problems of a Jap
anese peace treaty differed in importance from the views of the United
States. Perhaps more fearful and distrustful than the United States, both
Commonwealth Nations are very much aware of Japan's potential sea

power. Another serious problem was raised by the Philippines. Although
bent on furthering a peaceful settlement of future international dis

putes, the Philippines felt that sufficient reparation for damage and
destruction due to Japanese occupation should be forthcoming.
As a result of the world-wide diplomatic discussions, the United States

circulated the first draft of the peace treaty in March 1951.13 Mean

while, the United Kingdom produced a treaty of its own, drafted in

light of Commonwealth conferences.14 In June, the United States and

10 See note 6, supra.
11 Agreement regarding Japan, signed at Yalta, February 11, 1945. For text see, 9

Hudson, International Legislation 1942-1945, p. 282 (1950).
12 Dulles to Head Presidential Mission to Japan, Dept. of State Press Release No. 22,

January 11, 1951 (mimeographed).
13 See New York Times, March 30, 1951, p. 1, col. 4; April 1, 1951, p. 46, col. 1.
14 See New York Times, April 19, 1951, p. 5, cols. 1, 4; The Times (London), January

10, 1951, p. 6, col. 7; January 13, 1951, p. 6, col. 1; January 16, 1951, p. 3, col. 3; Febru
ary 20, 1951, p. 5, col. 2; April 19, 1951, p. 4, col. 3.
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the United Kingdom combined their efforts and jointly drafted a text15
to reconcile the different views that had been developed. This text was

circulated to the Allied Powers and was held open for further changes
until August thirteenth.
When invitations to the San Francisco Peace Conference were extend

ed by the United States, fifty-four countries were still technically at

war with Japan. Two of these, Italy and China, were not invited. Three

others, Burma, India, and Yugoslavia, chose not to attend. The attend

ing delegations totaled fifty-one, including Czechoslovakia, Poland, and
the U.S.S.R. To insure accomplishment in spite of such large attend

ance, and to prevent the success of dilatory tactics, the United States
and the United Kingdom prepared suitable rules of procedure. The

Rules,16 as proposed, were explicit in stressing the desire of the co-

sponsors to effect the purpose of the Conference viz., the signing of the

Treaty, with minimum delay. The time limit on statements made by
the delegations was clearly defined;17 most motions were not open to

debate but immediately put to a vote.18 Mr. Acheson, as Temporary
President of the Conference, opened the first plenary session and recog
nized the New Zealand delegate as the first speaker. The latter moved
the adoption of the Rules and his motion was seconded by the repre
sentative from Cuba. The U.S.S.R. and her associates attempted to intro
duce the question of Communist China's invitation, but were ruled out
of order. The ruling was upheld on appeal, 35-3. After another unsuc
cessful interruption, the Rules were adopted, without amendment, by
a vote of 48-3.19

The delegations at San Francisco participated in an unprecedented
display of endeavor to subvert individual differences and claims to attain
a common end. However, as indicated by the President of the United
States :

This does not mean that the slate has been wiped clean. The United States has
not forgotten Pearl Harbor or Bataan, and many of the other nations represented
here have similar memories that will not easily be erased. The new Japan

15 The text of this draft is the present Treaty.
16 Rules of Procedure, Japanese Peace Conference, U. S. Dept. of State, Pub. No. 4371,

International Organization and Conference Series II, Far Eastern Series No. 2, September
1951, p. 6.

17 Id. at 7, Article 18.
!8 Id. at 8, Articles 20, 21.
19 Japanese Peace Conference, Doc. 11, Verbatim Minutes of the First Plenary Session,

September 5, 1951, pp. 11, 42.
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will not find the world entirely friendly and trusting. It will have to keep on

working to win the friendship and trust of other peoples over the years to come.20

Let us now consider the provisions of the Peace Treaty and allied
documents.

The Peace Treaty
Preamble

The spirit of the Preamble is one of intention rather than contractual
obligation. Japan resolves to cooperate in friendly association with the
Allied Powers, and to achieve this resolution, Japan expresses its inten
tion to: (1) Apply for membership in the United Nations and conform
to the Charter of that Organization; (2) Achieve the objectives of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights; (3) Create within Japan high
er standards of living, and a solution to economic, social, and health

problems; (4) Conform to accepted fair practices in public and private
trade.
If the Preamble of the Peace Treaty attests to desirable aspirations,

it does so no more than the preamble of the Japanese Constitution:

We, the Japanese people, acting through our duly elected representatives in the
National Diet, [are] determined that we shall secure for ourselves and our

posterity the fruits of peaceful co-operation with all nations . . . and resolved
that never again shall we be visited with the horrors of war through the action
of government . . . Government is a sacred trust of the people, the authority
for which is derived from the people, the powers of which are exercised by
the representatives of the people. . . .

We desire to occupy an honored place in an international society striving
for the preservation of peace, and the banishment of tyranny and slavery,
oppression and intolerance for all time from the earth. We recognize that all

peoples of the world have the right to live in peace, free from fear and want.21

Peace and Sovereignty
The first Chapter of the Treaty ends the state of war. As a result,

the Allied Powers recognize the full sovereignty of the Japanese people
over Japan and its territorial waters.

Territory
The territorial adjustments provided for in the Treaty were attained

by a strict application of the Potsdam surrender terms. By those terms,22
20 Opening address by President Truman, note 16, supra at 2.
21 The Constitution of Japan, promulgated on November 3, 1946, effected on May 3,

1947. For text see, 2 Peaslee, Constitutions of Nations 307 (1950).
22 See note 6, supra.
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Japanese sovereignty was limited to the four home Islands, Honshu,
Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku, and some minor islands. In addition, and
in accord with further provisions of the Potsdam terms: (1) Japan re

nounced all claim to Korea and recognized the independence of that

Nation;23 (2) Japan renounced all right and claim to Formosa and the

Pescadores;24 (3) Japan renounced all right and claim to the Kurile

Islands, and to that part of Sakhalin Island over which Japan acquired
sovereignty as a result of the Treaty of Portsmouth of 1905, and several
other islands and areas.23
The territorial provisions also state that Japan will concur in any

proposal of the United States to have the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands

placed under United Nations trusteeship with the United States as the
sole administering authority, and residual sovereignty to remain in

Japan. The Treaty further provides that the United States shall con

tinue to exercise such authority pending such proposal and action
thereon by the United Nations.26
As a result of the territorial adjustments, Japan's present area is

approximately 146,000 square miles�or almost one-sixth the size of
her former Empire. Japan's present population totals 83,000,000 with
an annual birth increase of 1,500,000. Although these figures might
attest to the urgent need for territorial expansion, the history of emi

gration from the home islands to the territories indicates otherwise.
The following statistics27 represent the total emigation to the several
territories up to 1940:

Formosa 346,663
Sakhalin 382,056
South Sea Islands (Mariannas, Marshall, Carolines) 84,478
Korea 650,104
Kuriles 14,000
Okinawa 69,375

The strongest critic of the territorial provisions was the U.S.S.R. It
was Russia's contention that the provisions should not merely delimit

23 Treaty of Peace with Japan, September 8, 1951. U. S. Dept. of State, Pub. No. 4330,
Far Eastern Series No. 49, 1951. Article 2 (a).

24 Id., Article 2 (b).
25 Id., Article 2 (c). For the text of the Treaty of Peace between Russia and Japan,

September 5, 1905, see Korostovetz, Pre-War Diplomacy 157 (1920).
26 Article 3, note 23, supra.
27 Based on a letter of October 19, 1951, received by the author from the U. S. Dept.

of State.
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Japanese sovereignty but specify the ultimate disposition of the terri
tories. In support of this contention the U.S.S.R. offered the afore
mentioned Cairo and Yalta agreements.28 The United States' answer

was two-fold: the Potsdam surrender terms29 constitute the sole terri
torial settlements to which Japan and the Allied Nations, as a whole,
are bound; in addition, the divergent views among the Allies in regard
to China would delay the Treaty indefinitely.
In the political arena, Russia's contentions might be the source of

appreciable difficulties. Although the proposals concerning Formosa
and the Pescadores and Moscow's sovereignty over South Sakhalin and
the Kuriles might weaken Russia's position with the non-Soviet world,
it will strengthen her bond with Peiping. Secondly, the practical sever
ance of the Ryukyus and Bonins from Japan will give the Japanese
Communist Party a needed boost. Much of the difficulty might have
been avoided if express provision had been made to insure an honest
reflection of desire prior to disposition of the territories.30
The final territorial adjustments provide for the disposition of Jap

anese property in the former Japanese territories and the disposition in

Japan of property belonging to the residents of these territories by
negotiations between Japan and the administrating authorities in said
territories. As a limitation upon these negotiations, Japan agrees to rec

ognize the validity of dispositions of Japanese property made by the
United States Military Government in any of her former territories.31

Security
Under Article 5 of Chapter III, the Treaty provides that Japan and

the Allied Powers shall give effect to the terms of Article 2 of the Char
ter of the United Nations32 which obliges its member nations to settle
international disputes peacefully and to refrain from the threat or use

of force in international relations. The Treaty does not attempt to com

pel Japan to join the United Nations. Rather, in view of the veto power,
it reiterates the terms of Article 2 of the Charter of the United Nations
and obliges Japan to accept these terms. The provision makes Japan
a responsible non-member of that Organization.

28 See notes 9, 11, supra.
29 See note 6, supra.
30 In this regard see the Atlantic Charter, August 14, 1941, 9 Hudson, International

Legislation, 1942-1945 3 (19S0), and Chapters XI and XII of the Charter of the United

Nations, June 26, 1945, op. cit. supra at 327, 352, 354.
31 Article 4, note 23, supra.
32 See note 30, supra, at 331.
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Article 5 further provides that Japan as a sovereign nation possesses
the inherent right of individual or collective self-defense.33 In formu

lating this provision, the Allied Powers were faced with two major con

siderations. In this era of collective security, no nation capable of con

tributing armed forces and assistance to the maintenance of interna
tional peace should, instead, assume the role of a parasite. In this re

gard, the United States took the lead. The second consideration was

that Japan should never again develop armament which could threaten
its neighbors in opposition to the principles of the United Nations. Pro

ponents of this objective were Japan's neighbors, Australia, New Zealand,
and the Philippines. In order to alleviate the apprehensions of these
Allied Powers, the United States entered into collective security agree
ments with the Philippines34 and with Australia and New Zealand.35
The terms of the agreements are almost identical, both recognizing a

common interest in the event of armed attack.

The security provisions raise an important constitutional question in

regard to Japan itself. As a result of the encouragement and pressure of
the Allied Powers, Japan began, immediately upon the termination of
the war, the elimination of military leadership and sources of military
strength. This drive toward extinction of the means of war culminated
in a new Constitutional provision:

Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the
Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and
the threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes.

In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea and air
forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained. The right of
belligerency of the State will not be recognized.36

A literal interpretation of the Treaty provisions and of the Constitu-

33 This right is recognized in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations. Unlike
the peace treaties signed with Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary, Italy, and Rumania at the
end of World War n, the Japanese Peace Treaty places no limitations on Japan's war

potential.
34 Mutual Defense Treaty between the United States and the Philippines, August 30,

1951. See Dept. of State Press Release No. 731, August 16, 1951 (mimeographed) ; New
York Times, August 31, 1951, p. 1, col. 6.

33 Tripartite Security Treaty between the United States and Australia and New
Zealand, September 1, 1951. See Dept. of State Press Release No. 621, July 12, 1951
(mimeographed) ; New York Times, September 2, 1951, p. 1, col. 1.

The Constitution of Japan, Chap. II, Art. 9. See note 21, supra, at 308.
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tional provision would appear to necessitate a repudiation of the latter�

assuming that Japan does rearm. As a practical solution, limited re

armament in the form of a "police force" and in conjunction with one

or several of the Allied Powers, may be effected.37
Article 6 provides that all occupation forces shall be withdrawn from

Japan within ninety days after the Treaty becomes effective. How

ever, an exception is made in respect to the armed forces of an Allied
Power which enters into a bilateral or multilateral security agreement
with Japan. Practical considerations made the inclusion of this pro
vision obviously necessary. The remaining sections of Article 6 provide
for the return of Japanese military forces to their homes in accord with
Article 9 of the Potsdam Proclamation of July 26, 1945,38 and the return

to Japan of property not paid for and used by the occupation forces.

Political and Economic Clauses
The main political provisions of Chapter IV are as follows: (1) After

the present treaty has been in force for one year, each of the Allied
Powers may notify Japan as to which of its prewar bilateral treaties or

conventions with Japan it wishes to continue in force or revive;39 (2)
Japan will recognize the full force of all treaties now or hereafter con

cluded by the Allied Powers for terminating the state of war that began
on September 1, 1939;40 (3) Japan renounces all rights and is discharged
from all obligations resulting from the Agreement between Germany
and the Creditor Powers of January 20, 1930 and its Annexes, includ
ing the Trust Agreement of May 17, 1930; 41 (4) Japan accepts the

judgments of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East and
of other Allied War Crimes Courts both within and outside Japan, and
will carry out the sentences imposed thereby upon Japanese nationals
imprisoned in Japan.42 The remaining clauses in Chapter IV concern

problems of trade and commerce.

The Peace Treaty does not attempt to define all the details of the trad

ing, maritime, and other commercial relations between the parties. The

37 For an objective discussion of Japanese views in regard to rearmament and its
constitutional problems, and American military assistance see, Seidensticker, Japanese
Views on Peace, 20 Far Eastern Survey 119 (1951) .

38 See note 6, supra.
39 Treaty of Peace with Japan, September 8, 1951, U. S. Dept. of State, Pub. No. 4330,

Far Eastern Series No. 49, 1951. Article 7.
49 Id., Article 8 (a).
41 Id., Article 8 (c).
42 Id., Article 11.
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permanent relations between Japan and the Allied Powers, as regards
trading, maritime, and other commercial relations;43 as regards high
seas fishing;44 and as regards international air transport,45 are to be

negotiated between the parties. Pending the conclusion of such treaties

or arrangements, and for a four year interim period, each Allied Power

will be entitled to most-favored-nation treatment as regards custom

duties, but only on a basis of reciprocity.46 In addition, and for the

same four year period, Japan will extend to any Allied Power treatment

no less favorable in respect to air-traffic rights and privileges than

those exercised by any such Power.47
The economic clauses of the Treaty are liberal. Japan is subjected to

no permanent discriminations. Her internal and external economies are

not subject to any limitations. Nevertheless, these clauses are complete
ly dependent, for successful fulfillment, upon Japan's conformance "to

internationally accepted fair practices", and upon whether the Allied

Powers, by their domestic legislation, extend reasonable trading possi
bilities to Japan.
After six years of occupation, the Japanese economy, although beset

Table 1. Index of Industrial Activity and Production�Composite Index Weighted by Value Added {1932
Ifeights�1930 to 1936; 1936 Weights�1936 on)48

[1932-1936= 100.0]

Weights 1930-34

Index Item 1932 1936 avg. 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 19511

Industrial Activity 100.0 100.0 83.4 208.8 87.1 48.6 57.1 74.1 93.5 112.2 132.0

Utilities 21.49 17.37 82.9 161.5 91.2 123.5 137.7 150.8 171.7 186.0 198.8

Industrial Production.. 78.51 82.63 83.7 219.1 86.4 33.1 40.2 58.1 77.2 96.8 118.4

Mining 5.94 8.62 88.9 150.9 64.0 56.4 74.2 90.1 104.1 109.8 117.8

Manufacture 72.57 74.01 83.3 226.6 88.8 30.6 36.4 54.5 74.2 95.3 118.4

Metals 10.25 13.02 74.1 169.6 58.5 16.1 26.5 48.7 87.8 131.0 157.1

Machinery 11.40 18.62 70.8 718.0 283.7 60.8 64.8 98.2 114.5 120.7 161.8

Stone, Clay,
and Glass 3.37 3.54 81.8 56.3 17.1 23.1 34.6 50.2 84.3 113.5 128.8

Forest Products. .. 1.56 1.30 75.9 96.9 55.5 65.8 87.8 100.6 107.3 109.7 142.9

Textiles 22.58 15.17 92.2 13.7 6.6 10.2 15.5 18.1 23.4 39.0 48.2

Chemicals 11.46 13.38 75.0 85.9 29.2 27.0 34.5 56.0 80.6 122.4 152.3

Food, Beverages,
and Tobacco. . . . 9.09 6.73 98.3 66.2 39.3 44.0 40.6 52.5 74.1 73.4 76.5

Printing 2.87 2.25 86.2 54.8 26.8 28.3 34.9 44.0 64.0 82.8 94.7

1 Through July 1951.

43 Id., Article 12.
44 Id., Article 9.
45 Id., Article 13.
46 Id., Article 12.
47 Id., Article 13 (b).
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Table 2. Export Trade and Destination, 1930-34 and Postwar Period*"
[Value in millions of U. S. dollars]

1930-34
Area and Country avg. 19462 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951s

717.0 103.2 173.5 258.6 509.7 820.2 661.7
176.6 77.4 20.3 68.5 93.1 214.1 103.9
167.7 77.4 20.0 65.7 83.5 183.3 91.1
4.3 .3 1.9 5.6 14.6 8.6
1.0 .1 .3 3.9 2.0

Others 3.5 .8 3.5 12.2 2.0
8.5 .1 1.7 2.9 31.0 43.2
3.1 .1 .1 .1 20.9 27.6

Others 5.4 1.6 2.9 10.0 15.6
58.9 1.0 40.3 31.5 79.5 96.3 36.5
9.7 .1 2.4 5.0 9.9 7.1
4.2 2.8 .9* 10.21 5.7*
2.1 .9 1.3 6.8 3.9
.8 4.2 .4 7.2 7.0 5.6

1.3 15.3 .1 .8 .1
25.7 .9 20.3 16.6 42.0 26.0 19.4
6.7 .1 .1 4.3 7.3 .7

Others 8.2 .1 3.8 14.7 33.2 14.0
424.0 24.3 99.0 133.6 258.2 375.6 313.1
2.4 2.0 3.6 11.8 7.4
n.a. .1 1.3 3.0 .5
n.a. 1.2 .1 1.3 1.3
n.a. 5.6 1.4 4.7 16.2 8.9
n.a. 2.2 1.2 4.2 7.1 8.6

123.4 4.7 10.1 4.0 3.0 19.6 5.0
49.0 8.4 36.6 27.0
13.2 3.9 14.0 17.4 .7 2.0 27.5
60.2 8.4 9.1 81.3 75.9 87.6
35.8 23.4 56.7 27.7 46.2 74.6
106.8 14.8 18.9 17.9 15.8 17.1 5.9
12.1 4.1 6.2 14.9 18.3
9.4 1.1 4.1 21.0 18.2 22.8
4.4 6.1 5.3 22.4 42.6 27.8

Others 6.6 1.2 4.7 5.0 7.6 16.8
34.0 8.6 19.9 58.4 73.3 67.3
n.a. .2 1.4 5.0 4.0
n.a. 1.4 4.0 11.9 10.1
14.6 .2 3.2 7.7 2.6 1.8
n.a. .9 4.4 16.8 11.4
7.3 1.0 2.2 29.6 21.4

Others 12.1 5.0 5.5 14.6 15.4 43.9
14.6 .4 5.0 3.1 17.4 25.2 28.3
12.8 .4 4.8 2.0 15.9 23.1 26.8
1.8 .2 .9 1.4 2.1 1.5

39.9

1 Japan's postwar trade has been conducted on the basis of f.o.b. for exports and c.i.f. for imports. whereas
in pre-war years Japan's trade was normally conducte< on a c.i.f. export and f.o.b. import basis.

3 For the period September 1945-December 1946.
B For the period January-June 1951.
* For West Germany only. No exports to East anc Polish Germany.
5 Includes Kwantung and Manchuria in all years.
6 Includes unspecified British colonies and countries in the Belgian Monetary Area.
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Table 3. Import Trade and Origin, 1930-34 and Postwar Period50

[Value in millions of U. S. dollars]

Area and Country 1930-34

avg.

19461 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951>

774.S 305.3 526.1 682.6 887.4 958.5 1,161.4

199.5 297.6 483.5 519.9 582.9 465.8 508.2

183.5 297.6 483.5 441.3 569.6 422.8 380.1

15.8 4.0 5.4 15.8 40.6

1 69.6 6.9 10.2 23.2

6.8 .8 17.4 64.2

14.0 6.4 38.7 65.2

Argentina 1.7 10.9 .4 30.1 25.3

2.0 3.1 6.0 8.6 39.8

103.8 .3 11.4 22.2 67.3 40.2 58.0

6.2 3.5 4.7 14.2

33.1 1.2 18.5s 9.7s 7.0'

Italy 1.5 7.1 8.7 1.2 3.2

4.3 1.7 9.4 5.7 4.7

.2 .3 .7 .1 4.9

28.1 .3 9.2 5.2 5.1 6.2 11.6

U.S.S.R 13.4 2.0 2.6 1.9 .5

16.8 ... 3.7 19.7 11.2 12.1

392.8 7.3 30.3 98.3 160.3 306.3 S15.0

1 .5 .5 1.1

6.9 16.0
1.4 4.7 17.7 13.6

.2 .9 .2 .4

85.4 4.8 5.0 24.8 21.5 39.5 15.1

82.2 23.0 37.4 36.4

.3 2.0 4.4 3.6 .6 .5 3.0

65.2 9.7 27.7 28.4 55.5 113.2

19.3 1.3 11.9 15.3 12.8 38.1
140.4 .4 2.4 5.1 3.5 16.0 3.7

13.8 5.0 10.7 21.2 43.1
4.3 2.3 9.8 13.2 22.2 25.8

3.8 .1 .1 18.6 43.4 33.6
3.6 .1 2.2 8.5 9.5 19.1

12.9 19.2 41.9 26.3 64.8

.7 1.2 3.4

9.3 4.7 4.0
8.1 14.3 19.9 12.3 43.4

1.1 2.2 5.6 3.2 2.2

2.0 5.6 4.5 9.8

.7 8.8 28.3 81.0 91.9
50.1 .7 8.0 22.9 74.5 87.4
2.4 .8 5.4 6.5 4.5

38.5

1 For the period September 1945-December 1946.

B For the period January-June 1951.
8 Includes East, West, and Polish Germany.
* Includes Kwantung and Manchuria in all years.

6 Includes unspecified British colonies and countries in the Belgian Monetary Area.

n.a.=Not available.
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with many serious problems, is at a high level of production. Economic
stabilization is notable particularly in fiscal, price, wage, and monetary
aspects. This resurgence of Japanese economy is due, in the main, to
funds supplied by the United States since 1945. Now, however, with
the restoration of sovereignty and a discontinuance, in great part, of
American aid, Japan will have to resume the burden of achieving and
maintaining a prosperous economy. Japan's chief hope of reaching a

self-supporting status lies in a large export trade. Fundamental to this
need is the small size of the country and the relatively poor natural
resources for the. support of a large population. Although Japanese
exports have risen sharply in the past two years, adjustments must be
made for price changes which have occurred since the prewar period.
In view of these adjustments, the volume of goods exported is much less
than indicated by comparing prewar and postwar value figures.
A major characteristic of Japan's postwar trade is the imbalance be

tween imports and exports. Unlike the relatively small prewar trade

deficit, which was offset by revenue from the merchant marine, the

postwar unfavorable balance would be ruinous in the absence of Ameri
can aid. Furthermore, and as in the case of exports, the volume of im

ports has been much less than the value figures might indicate. To Japan,
stripped of its raw material producing territories, and shut off at this
time from the Chinese mainland, the availability of raw materials is
essential to a prosperous economy. It is incumbent upon the Allied
Powers to supply these needed materials. Failure to do so would compel
Japan to seek assistance from China and the U.S.S.R.

Japan's economic rebirth may enable her to assume the lead in Far
Eastern trade. Her supply of industrial equipment to Southeast Asia
has risen sharply in the last two years�and may continue to rise if
the United States pours ECA, Point Four, or Mutual Defense funds
into that area. In addition, Japan can very readily assume the role of

48 Figures compiled from Japanese Economic Statistics Bulletin No. 60, August 1951,
Economic and Scientific Section, SCAP. The author is deeply indebted to the members of

the Department of Commerce, Far Eastern Division on International Trade, and particu
larly to Mr. Saul Baran, for their willingness to supply the needed materials for this and

succeeding Tables.
49 The prewar figures and postwar figures through 1948 are based upon: Annual Returns

of the Foreign Trade of Japan; Annual Returns of the Foreign Trade of Taiwan and
Trade and Shipping of Chosen; statistics prepared by Economic and Scientific Section,
SCAP. The subsequent figures have been compiled from SCAP reports based on trade
statistics collected by the Japanese Ministry of Finance (Customs Service).

50 Ibid.
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Table 4. Imports of Selected Rata Materials, 1930-34 and Postwar Period?1

[Monthly averages, in metric tons]

Commodity 1930-34 1946 1947 1948 1949 19501

Raw Cotton 60.151 13,235 10,504 7,854 19,964 27,600
Raw Wool 7,059 0 105 842 2,010 3,100

Jute 3,619 0 0 494 1,020 900

Crude Rubber 4,609 0 1,355 2,531 3,927 4,200
Hides and Skins 1,748 1 1 345 946 1,500
Ammonium nitrate 241,855 0 20,244 23,373 18,021 7,000

Prosphate rock 48.800 16,420 94,526 34,921 33,180 90,000
Iron ore 161,889 0 0 44,266 140,090 135,000

Pig iron 53,939 167 701 915 12,627 200

Lead 5,511 0 0 236 1,880 .01

Manganese ore 8,204 0 0 3,128 4,785 4,000
Salt .588.444 25,088 69,811 97,781 151,183 75,000

1 Figures are approximate.

supplier in whatever United Nations rehabilitation plan is formulated
for Korea. Much of this success depends, however, upon the presence
of needed capital in Japan. As of this date, private investors have
been very reluctant to place their capital in Japanese ventures. Never

theless, there is a good possibility that the recently signed Security
Treaty52 may encourage the desired investments.

Claims and Property
One of the most controversial aspects of the treaty-making was the

issue of reparations. The Philippines, Indonesia, and other countries
seriously injured by Japanese occupation were adamant in their quest
for compensation. The United States, Japan's benefactor during the
past six years in the sum of two billion dollars, was not disposed, directly
or indirectly, to pay Japan's reparations. The final decision, as embodied
in Article 14 of the Treaty, recognizes that Japan should pay reparations
to the Allied Powers but that Japan's resources make payment impossible
or at least impractical at this time.53 Nevertheless, to insure some

measure of present reparation, the Treaty provides that Japan shall
make available to any Allied nation so desiring the services of the
Japanese people in production, salvaging and other work. Where, under

51 The prewar figures and postwar figures through 1948 are based upon Japanese
Economic Statistics Bulletin No. 35, July 1949, Economic and Scientific Section, SCAP. The

subsequent figures have been compiled from SCAP reports based on trade statistics collected
by the Japanese Ministry of Finance (Customs Service).

52 See note 58, infra.
53 Compare the specific monetary reparations in the peace treaties concluded at the

end of World War n with Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary, Italy, and Rumania.
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such an arrangement, the manufacturing and processing of raw materials
is called for, the raw materials shall be provided by the creditor country.
Article 14 further provides for the taking, by Allied Powers, of Japanese
property in their jurisdictions, subject to specified exceptions.
Under Article 15, Japan agrees to return all Allied property within

its confines. Where this cannot be done, because of war damage, there
will be compensation pursuant to Japanese domestic legislation.54 By
Article 16, Japanese assets in neutral and ex-enemy countries are to

be transferred to the International Committee of the Red Cross for
the benefit of former prisoners of war and their families. Under the
terms of Article 19, Japan waives all claims against the Allied Powers

arising out of the war.

The remaining Articles in Chapter V contain additional and more

specific provisions in regard to claims and property.55 Article 21 pro
vides for Japan's recognition of Chinese and Korean claims and rights.
Settlement of Disputes
Article 22 provides that upon the occasion of a dispute concerning

the interpretation or execution of the Treaty, final appeal shall be
referred to the International Court of Justice. To insure the jurisdiction
of the Court, Japan and all other parties to the Treaty which are not

already parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice will

deposit, at the time of their respective ratifications of the Treaty, a

general declaration accepting the jurisdiction, without special agree

ment, of the Court in respect to all' disputes referred to in this Article.56

Final Clauses

The present Treaty will come into force for all States which have

then ratified it when instruments of ratification have been deposited
with the United States by Japan and a majority of the following Nations:
Australia, Burma, Canada, Ceylon, France, India, Indonesia, the Nether

lands, New Zealand, Pakistan, the Philippines, the United Kingdom, the
U.S.S.R., and the United States.57
Article 26 provides that Japan's obligation to conclude a bilateral

54 This provision provides that "compensation will be made on terms not less favorable

than the terms provided in the draft Allied Powers Property Compensation Law approved
by the Japanese Cabinet on July 13, 1951."

55 Articles 17, 18, and 20, note 39, supra.
56 In this regard see Engel, The Compulsory Jurisdiction of the International Court of

Justice, 40 Georgetown Law Journal 41 (1951).
57 Article 23, note 39, supra.
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treaty of peace on substantially the same terms as the present Treaty,
with any State which signed or adhered to the United Nations Declara
tion of January 1, 1942, will expire three years after the present Treaty
comes into force.

The Security Treaty

Like the Treaties with Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines,
the Security Treaty58 signed by the United States and Japan is a prelude
to a Pacific-wide pact that may eventually include Great Britain, France,
the Netherlands and several other nations. Its essential terms are

that: (1) The United States accepts the right to dispose its armed
forces in and about Japan so as to contribute to the maintenance of
international peace and to assist Japan in internal ad external disturb

ances;59 (2) Japan will not grant, without the consent of the United

States, similar rights to a third power;60 (3) The Security Treaty shall
be enabled by future administrative agreements61 and shall expire when
ever the two Powers feel that United Nations arrangements or alternative

security dispositions will satisfactorily provide for the maintenance of
international peace in the Japan area.62
The Security Treaty does not specify where United States troops will

be stationed, what bases they will retain, or what property will be oc

cupied. These factors will be the subject of administrative agreements
which will not, like the Peace Treaty and the Security Treaty, require
ratification by the Senate.

Because of the broad terms of the Security pact, the United States
is assured freedom of action in the event of an increase in tension in
the Far East. The area secured by this freedom of action must neces

sarily include the territories withdrawn from Japanese sovereignty and
presently "hanging in the air." In this regard, a problem exists even

at the present time. Russia still has troops in the Islands of Habomai
and Shikotan, and insists that these Islands belong to the South Kuriles.
Japan asserts that they belong to the main Island of Hokkaido.

58 Security Treaty between the United States of America and Japan, signed September
8, 1951. 25 Dept. of State Bull. No. 638, p. 464 (1951).

59 Ibid., Article 1.
60 Id. at 465, Article 2.
61 Ibid., Article 3.
62 Ibid., Article 4.
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Declarations and Protocol

Declaration on Multilateral International Instruments

By the terms of this Declaration,63 signed by Japan, and except as

otherwise provided in the Peace Treaty, that Nation recognizes the
full force of all presently effective multilateral international instruments
to which it was a party on September 1, 1939, and agrees to resume all
its rights and obligations under those instruments.64 Japan also ex

presses its intention to accede to specified Protocols on narcotic drugs,
Conventions on Economic Statistics, simplification of Customs, inter
national transportation by air, war victims, and others.65 Japan likewise
agrees to apply for admission in the Convention on International Civil
Aviation and the Convention of the World Meteorological Organization.66
Declaration Regarding War Graves

Japan's signature on this Declaration67 expresses its recognition of

any Allied Powers organization to identify and maintain war graves
and memorials in Japanese territory, and its intention to facilitate the
work of such organizations. In addition, Japan expresses the desire
to discuss the maintenance of Japanese war graves which exist in the
territories of the Allied Nations.

Protocol: Contracts, Prescription and Negotiable Instruments
The Protocol,68 opened to all signatories of the Peace Treaty, provides

that any executory contract between parties (natural or juridical) who
became enemies is deemed dissolved as of the time when the enmity
arose. However, amounts received as advances or as payments on

account, severable contracts, and contracts authorized by an Allied
Government are regarded as valid reasons for exception.69

63 Declaration, signed by Japan on September 8, 1951. TJ. S. Dept. of State, Pub. No.
4330, Far Eastern Series No. 49, 1951, p. 29.

64 Ibid., Section 1.
65 Ibid., Section 2.
66 Id. at 31, Section 3.
67 Declaration, signed by Japan on September 8, 1951. See Note 63, supra at 31.
68 Protocol, signed by Japan and several other Allied Powers, September 8, 1951.

Japanese Peace Conference, Doc. 6, Protocol, August 13, 1951. The United States could
not sign the Protocol because of the constitutional limitation on federal power as opposed
to state sovereignty. In this regard see, Clancy, An Organic Conception of the Treaty-
Making Power v. State Rights as Applicable to the United States, 7 Mich. L. Rev. 19

(1908) and, Kuhn, The Treaty-Making Power and the Reserved Sovereignty of the

States, 7 Col. L. Rev. 172 (1907).
69 Japanese Peace Conference, Doc. 6, August 13, 1951, Section A, pars. 1, 2, 3.
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The Protocol further provides that all periods of prescription or limita
tion of right of action, involving nationals of the signatories who, because
of the state of war, could not take judicial action or comply with the
formalities necessary to safeguard their rights, are suspended and shall
not begin to run again until the Peace Treaty becomes effective.70
Where measures of execution have been taken by Japan, and where
restoration is impossible or inequitable, relief shall be afforded.71 In

regard to negotiable instruments, the agreement provides for a minimum

period of three months after the Peace Treaty comes into force within
which presentation, notice of non-acceptance or non-payment, or protest
may be made.72
The final section of the Protocol relates to insurance and reinsurance

contracts which had not terminated before the date at which the parties
became enemies.73 The main provision in this section deems that a

valid contract of insurance exists where the risk attached before the
date at which the parties became enemies and where the insured had

paid all moneys owed before that date.74 All other contracts of insurance
are deemed dissolved and any moneys paid thereon shall be returned;
however, certain exceptions are listed in respect to voyage policies which
had attached under a treaty of marine reinsurance and contracts of
facultative reinsurance.75

Implementation

The Japanese Peace Treaty offers Japan and the Allied Powers an

excellent opportunity to begin, together, the development of amicable
and advantageous relations. The beneficial effects of this desirable
co-operation can conceivably spread throughout the entire Far East
and Pacific areas. Intelligent and unselfish leadership can bring long
overdue reform to the East and reap support and peace in return.
But the Peace Treaty, once ratified by the Parties, cannot, of itself,

accomplish the aforementioned ends. Without legislative enactments,
here and abroad, the Treaty is simply an expression of aims and desires,
a vessel without sails. Upon the United States devolves the task of
replacing the abrogated commercial treaty of 191 176 with a new and

� Id., Section B, par. 1.
71 Id., Section B, par. 2.
72 Id., Section C.
73 Id., Section D.
74 Id., Section D, par. 1.
75 Id., Section D, pars. 3-9.
76 Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between the United States and Japan, February
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modernized agreement. Upon all the Allied Signatories devolves the
obligation to implement the generous terms of the Treaty with concrete
evidences of intention. In the tense atmosphere of the world at present,
the Signatories have the immediate advantage. But they must not

forget that much of Asia did not sign the Peace Treaty.
Finally, we must consider Japan herself. The results of the Allied

Occupation seem encouraging, but it is too early for an accurate ap
praisal. The Japanese may find it difficult to resume their sovereign
status in virtual isolation from their neighbors, China and the U.S.S.R.
And yet, the Peace Treaty gives them an opportunity to attain, in co

operation with the Allied Powers, a foremost position in the international
hierarchy. Whatever their choice,77 it is certain that no nation has ever

returned so victoriously from vanquishment.
RICHARD J. ZANARD

INTER VIVOS TRUSTS VS. THE RIGHT OF ELECTION GIVEN
SURVIVING SPOUSES

I disagree with the decision of the majority by which it is held that by the

simple expedient of a deed of trust a husband may accomplish that which he
cannot do by his will, and may deprive his wife of any right or claim to his per
sonal property after his death. During the early years of married life, she may
have helped him to acquire this very property. Indeed, it is the joint efforts of
husband and wife which are usually responsible for the prosperous condition of
the husband. The ultimate goal of the two is to accumulate sufficient property,
real and personal, not only that their children may, in a measure, be properly
cared for; but more especially that in old age each may be provided for, not
withstanding the death of the other.

I frankly concede that there must be a certain liberality with respect to the
alienation of personal property; it cannot be burdened with postmortem or

contingent claims that would cause titles to be in turmoil whenever property
is thus transferred. In transferring such interests they should be freed from
such claims. But that is far different from upholding the deliberate attempt that

21, 1911. 37 Stat. 1504. For the diplomatic correspondence leading to the abrogation, see,
2 Jones and Myers, Documents on American Foreign Relations 241 (1940).

77 Japan's House of Representatives has already ratified the Peace Treaty and the
Security Treaty with the United States by a vote of 307 to 47 and 289 to 71, respectively.
Among the opponents were all 22 Communists in the House. The Treaties will now go
to the upper House of Councilors, where ratification is a certainty. Time, November 5,
1951, p. 38.
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is here made by the husband to deprive his wife of her postmortem rights and
still retain for himself all the benefits of the property until his death.1

Introduction

As this quotation indicates, the right of election given to surviving
spouses under modern-day Decedent Estate Laws has not been found

entirely adequate to accomplish its intended purpose. Not too long
ago, it was quite common for a husband to leave his wife entirely
out of his will, a situation colloquially characterized as "cutting
her off without a cent."2 As this situation became more common,
legislatures in most of the states passed statutes designed to ameliorate
the difficulties attendant upon a spouse's failure to include his
mate in the benefits conferred by will. These statutes set up a per
centage share in the decedent's estate which might be taken by the sur

viving spouse in lieu of the disposition made by decedent. Thus, a right
of election in the surviving spouse rendered it impossible to cut off the
survivor by will.3
As a preface, it would be wise to point out that these statutes differ

from state to state. In a goodly number of states, dower and curtesy
are abolished and these statutes are a substitute.4 In others, dower and
curtesy may be retained and the rights given thereunder are intended to
increase the surviving spouse's distributive share.5 This discussion
is general and includes both types of statutes. A majority of
the statutes make no distinction between the husband and wife in the
conferment of the right of election and the intestate share6 and neither
shall we. Decedent Estate Laws have been chosen as an apt description
of these statutes and they shall be so designated in this note.

1 Kephart J. dissenting in Beime v. Continental-Equitable Title & Trust Co., 307 Pa.
570, 579, 581, 161 Atl. 721, 723 (1932).

2 E.g., in New York where, until Sept. 1, 1930, when the present � 18 of the N. Y.
Decedent Estate Law took effect, a decedent could by testamentary disposition effectively
bar a wife or husband from the share of the estate which would pass to her or him in
case of intestacy.

3 22 & 23 Car. H, c. 10 (1670) which is the basis of the statutes of distribution in this
country and which has been closely followed in many of the states, provides for a

distributive share as regards intestacy. The right of election to take against the will, al
though of comparatively recent origin, is found in virtually all the states.

4 E.g., Connecticut (Conn. Gen. Stat. 1949, c. 366, �� 7307, 7309), Mississippi (Miss.
Code 1942, � 453) and Oklahoma (32 Okla. Stat. 1941, � 9 (4), as amended by Session
Laws 1945 p. 122 � 3).

5 N. Y. Decedent Estate Law � 18, subd. 1 (b).
6 Madden, Persons and Domestic Relations 123 (1931).
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Notwithstanding these statutes and the obvious public policy behind
them,7 courts for years have been countenancing the evasion of their

application by the simple expedient of setting up an inter vivos trust,
reserving a life income in the proceeds of the trust and naming a bene

ficiary other than the surviving spouse to take the corpus after the set

tlor's death. In this manner, the surviving spouse is effectively barred
from participating in any way in the estate of the deceased spouse, yet
most of the benefits of full possession are preserved.8
The discussion here is concerned with the creation of a trust because it

is found more often than any other type of transfer. But, as a practical
matter, since the theory upon which the cases are decided remains the

same, the conclusion reached will apply equally to a gift, or any other
mode of transfer.
The use of the trust devise is predicated on the well settled rule that one

spouse has the right during coverture to dispose freely of all his per
sonal property, without the consent of the other spouse since the interest
in such personalty accrues only at death and only in that of which one's

spouse dies seized.9 It must be understood at this point that the word

personalty as used here includes realty in those states where dower has
been abolished. Few limitations on the general free alienability of prop
erty are recognized by the courts. Because of the husband's duty of
reasonable support during coverture a transfer designed to avoid this
obligation will be set aside.10 It has also been held that if a husband

7 See note 5, supra.
8 An indication of its frequency, as well as that of similar methods may be gotten

from a dictum statement in Matter of Kalina, 184 Misc. 367, 372, S3 N. Y. S. 2d 77S, 779
(194S), wherein the court, dealing with another problem said: "The court is naturally
aware that the result here reached gives judicial approval to another medium by which
the expectant rights of a spouse may be curtailed or even destroyed. It is only the latest
to receive judicial consideration. ... a spouse with intent to so deplete his estate upon
his death as to mock the provisions of . . . the Decedent Estate Law insofar as the

rights of the surviving spouse are concerned may nevertheless invest or transfer his assets,
so as to retain some, most, or all of the beneficial incidents of ownership and possession,
and yet place them at death beyond the reach of the surviving spouse."

9 26 Am. Jur., Husband and Wife � 198; Maloney v. Walsh, 315 Mass. 484, S3 N. E. 2d
126 (1944). Note that this is only true as regards the wife since the Married Women's

Emancipation Statutes. Prior to that time, at common law, the wife's personalty in

possession vested in the husband. 2 Kent Comm. * 153; Co.Litt. * 351 (b) ; 2 Bl. Comm.
* 434.

10 Sederlund v. Sederlund, 176 Wis. 627, 187 N. W. 750 (1922). The majority rule is
contra. See Oles Envelope Corp. v. Oles, 65 A. 2d 899, 903 (Md. 1949) wherein the court
states: "A husband has the right to make a transfer of his property . . . even though
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makes a gift of his property to a third person with the intention of avoid

ing alimony or maintenance, such a gift is void as a fraud on the wife.11

It is to be noted also, that a gift causa mortis, since it does not take

effect until death, is a fraud on the surviving spouse's rights,12 as is a

gift testamentary in character.13 Aside from these Umitations, as far as

one's spouse's rights are concerned there are no limits on the right to
dispose of personalty during life.14 The fly in the ointment, however, is
the fact that death is seldom scheduled and the transferor might place
himself in an unhappy financial situation if he disposed of his prop

erty and then lived for say twenty years. The trust, therefore, disposes
of the property while protecting the well being of the settlor.

Notwithstanding the fact that the use of this trust device has been

repeatedly sustained by the courts, suits are constantly being brought
by the surviving spouses who find that they have been left without means
of support and that they cannot elect to take an intestate share under

the Decedent Estate Laws.15 The recurrence of such suits is surpris
ing in view of the fact that the law in each jurisdiction seems well
settled. Continued pressure such as this usually results in a legislative
change in the law. For that reason, this analysis is presented.

The Present Status oe the Law

The general rule to be extracted from the cases is that an inter vivos
transfer of property by a spouse, if absolute and bona fide, and not made
with fraudulent intent, is not a fraud on the right of the other spouse

he strips himself of all means of supporting his wife and leaves her without the means

of subsistence. . . ."
11 Levin v. Levin, 166 Md. 4S1, 171 Atl. 77 (1930) ; Armstrong v. Connelly, 229 Pa.

51, 149 Atl. 87 (1930). Note that a distinction is drawn between the rights of a widow
and those of a wife suing for alimony or separate maintenance since in the latter case

the wife's relation to the husband is that of quasi creditor. See in this connection Levin
v. Levin, supra. See also Breshears v. Breshears, 360 Mo. 1057, 232 S. W. 2d 460 (1950).
And in Rubin v. Myrub Realty Co., 244 App. Div. 541, 279 N. Y. S. 867 (1935) it was

held that a suit to have an antenuptial trust set aside was a good cause of action.
12 Crawfordsville Trust Co. v. Ramsey, 55 Ind. App. 40, 100 N. E. 1049 (1913), petition

for rehearing denied, 102 N. E. 282 (1913).
13 Martin v. Martin, 282 Ky. 411, 138 S. W. 2d 509 (1940) ; Wahl v. Wahl, 357 Mo.

89, 206 S. W. 2d 334 (1947) ; Merz v. Tower Grove Bank & Trust Co., 344 Mo. 1150,
130 S. W. 2d 611 (1939) ; Dyer v. Smith, 62 Mo. App. 606 (1895) ; Reiss v. Reiss, 166

Misc. 274, 2 N. Y. S. 2d 358 (1937) ; Stewart's Estate, 334 Pa. 356, 5 A. 2d 910 (1939).
i* Rynier's Estate, 347 Pa. 471, 32 A. 2d 736 (1943) ; Windolph v. Girard Trust Co.,

245 Pa. 349, 91 Atl. 634 (1914).
15 See American Digest, Descent and Distribution, key no. 69.
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to share in such property at death. Where, however, it is found that
a transfer is colorable, it is a fraud on the survivor and consequently
void.16 In this connection, colorable means that an apparent transfer is,
in reality, a mere device by which the transferor retains control, use and

enjoyment of his property for life, and yet, deprives the surviving
spouse of property rights at death.
As can readily be understood, the crucial questions in every case

are first, what is the meaning of fraudulent intent and second, what is
a colorable transfer.
In answer to the first question, it is well settled in a majority of the

jurisdictions that in determining the question of fraud, the mere intent
of one spouse to deprive the other of an intestate share in the estate
is not such a fraudulent intent as will render the trust void.17 In other

words, the good faith required of the settlor in setting up the trust

doesn't refer to the intention to affect his spouse, but to the intent to
divest himself of the ownership of the property.18 It is apparent that
any collusion between the settlor and the trustee whereby a transfer
becomes mere form rather than a reality will be set aside; but, this

collusion, if it is to void the trust, can only be as to the actuality of
the transfer since the avowed intention to defeat the surviving spouse's
statutory rights will not be deemed fraudulent.19
Thus, in Benkart v. Commonwealth Trust Co.20 the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court said:

The "good faith" required of the donor or settlor in making a valid disposition
of his property during life does not refer to the purpose to affect his wife but
to the intent to divest himself of the ownership of the property. It is, therefore,
apparent that the fraudulent intent which will defeat a gift inter vivos cannot be

predicated of the husband's intent to deprive the wife of her distributive share
... as widow.

In like manner, in the dissenting opinion in Bodner v. Feit,21 a case in
which the decedent's action was held to be a fraud on his wife, the

following appears:

16 26 Am. Jur., Husband and Wife � 198. See also Kerwin v. Donaghy, 317 Mass. 559,
59 N. E. 2d 299 (1945).

17 Norris v. Bradshaw, 96 Colo. 594, 45 P. 2d 638 (1935).
18 Krause v. Krause, 285 N. Y. 27, 32 N. E. 2d 779 (1941); Benkart v. Commonwealth

Trust Co., 269 Pa. 257, 112 Atl. 62 (1920).
19 Bullen v. Safe Deposit & Trust Co. of Baltimore, 177 Md. 271, 9 A. 2d 581 (1939) ;

Rabbitt v. Gaither, 67 Md. 94, 8 Atl. 748 (1887).
20 269 Pa. 257, 259, 112 Atl. 62, 63 (1920).
21 247 App. Div. 119, 127, 286 N. Y. S. 814, 821 (1936) (dissenting opinion).
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. . . Nathan Bodner in his lifetime could not have been prevented, by injunc
tion or otherwise, from making a transfer of this property by way of absolute

gift to whomsoever he chose. If he could do this, he could qualify the gift
by the creation of a trust whereby he would receive the income during life. And

this he could do, whether his motive was to enrich the transferee or to impoverish
his estate.

In a few states, however, where the wife has a contingent expectant
interest in the personalty of her husband, such interest may not be

defeated by any transfer of property, which under the law would

otherwise pass to her.22 The better reasoned of these cases limit the

rule to a situation in which the bulk of the husband's estate has been

placed in trust.23 Intention being the ruling criterion, it is clear that

any transfer with an intent other than to deprive the wife of her share

is valid.24 Thus, it was held in Nichols v. Nichols25 that a conveyance

by the husband, even though for a consideration, was void when made

with the intent to defeat the wife's rights under the Decedent Estate
Law.
The answer to the second question presents more difficulties; con

sequently, the jurisdictions, and even the cases within a particular
jurisdiction, conflict.26 This conflict is quite natural in view of the fact,
as will be shown, that the extent of the control over the trust retained

by the settlor determines whether the trust is colorable. In general the
22 Martin v. Martin, 282 Ky. 411, 138 S. W. 2d 509 (1940) ; Wanstrath v. Kappel, 356

Mo. 210, 201 S. W. 2d 327 (1947) ; Ibey v. Ibey, 93 N. H. 434, 43 A. 2d 157 (1945) ;
Evans v. Evans, 78 N. H. 352, 100 Atl. 671 (1917) ; In re O'Rourke's Estate, 106 Vt. 327,
175 Atl. 24 (1934); Patch v. Squires, 105 Vt. 405, 165 Atl. 919 (1933). This doctrine
seems erroneous since every transfer of property by a married person could be attacked
as subjectively fraudulent. The subjectivity of such fraud has led to the majority doctrine

discussed, infra.
23 Cochran's Admx. v. Cochran, 273 Ky. 1, 115 S. W. 2d 376 (1938) ; Payne v. Tatem,

236 Ky. 306, 33 S. W. 2d 2 (1930).
24 In re O'Rourke's Estate, 106 Vt. 327, 175 AtL 24 (1934) contains a good discussion

of the policy behind the Decedent Estate Laws.
25 61 Vt. 426, 18 Atl. 153 (1889).
26 E.g., in Pennsylvania it is held that a gift causa mortis is a fraud on the wife. Hubert

Estate, 25 Pa. Co. Ct. 370 (1901) affirmed, 21 Pa. Super. Ct. 34 (1902). But in Pennsyl
vania, the reservation of a power of revocation doesn't render the trust illusory. See

quotation at note 44, infra, and the somewhat confusing language in Stewart's Estate, 334

Pa. 356, 5 A. 2d 910 (1939). In the majority of states, the reservation of a power of
revocation renders the transfer illusory as to the wife. Scott, Trusts � 57.5 (1939). See
also Smith v. Northern Trust Co., 332 HI. App. 168, 54 N. E. 2d 75 (1944) ; Mushaw v.

Mushaw, 183 Md. 511, 39 A. 2d 465 (1944) ; Krause v. Krause, 285 N. Y. 27, 32 N. E.

2d 779 (1941) ; Bolles v. Toledo Trust Co., 144 Ohio St. 195, 58 N. E. 2d 381 (1944).
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courts speak of the necessity of an absolute transfer, disposition, or di
vestment27 in order to defeat the survivor's statutory rights. An attempt
to answer this second question must be couched in terms of absolute
transfer and so an explanation of this phrase or term becomes necessary.
As was explained above, the trusts attacked by the surviving spouse

characteristically contain a provision by which the settlor reserves

an income from, or the use of, the property entrusted for the remainder
of his life, the remainderman taking his interest when the settlor dies.
The writers are convinced that the courts have not been sufficiently
accurate in defining what is meant by an absolute transfer.
To begin with, there is no quarrel with the proposition that one spouse

has a right, during life, to make an absolute transfer of his or her prop
erty and thereby defeat the other spouse's right under the Decedent
Estate Laws 28 However, in order to be completely accurate in such
a generality, absolute transfer must be defined in the context of the
above proposition, to mean a complete divesting of any interest what
soever in the settlor. In other words, when we speak of an absolute
transfer here, it must be taken to mean that an interest with present
enjoyment in the property immediately vests in the cestui que trust,
without the necessity of waiting for the death of the settlor. This
definition fits that of the dictionary and as a practical matter the
term taken at face value, would ordinarily have this meaning.29 Even
this definition must be qualified in those states adhering to the view
that the intention of the settlor controls the question;30 for in those

states, an absolute transfer as we have defined it will be held void as

to the surviving spouse where the bulk of an estate is transferred with
the intention of defeating the surviving spouse's statutory rights.

Cases involving such an absolute transfer are not often found, the

27 Smith v. Northern Trust Co., 322 111. App. 168, 54 N. E. 2d 75 (1944) ; Haskell v.
Art Institute of Chicago, 304 111. App. 393, 26 N. E. 2d 736 (1940) ; Kerwin v. Donaghy,
317 Mass. 559, 59 N. E. 2d 299 (1945); Bullen v. Safe Deposit & Trust Co., 177 Md.

271, 9 A. 2d 581 (1939) ; Smith v. Hines, 10 Fla. 258 (1863) ; Manhattan Co. v. Jano-
witz, 172 Misc. 290, 14 N. Y. S. 2d 375 (1939), modified, 260 App. Div. 174, 954 (1940);
Bodner v. Feit, 247 App. Div. 119, 286 N. Y. S. 814 (1936) (dissenting opinion) ; Rynier's
Estate, 347 Pa. 471, 32 A. 2d 736 (1943). See also Newman v. Dore, 275 N. Y. 371,
9 N. E. 2d 966 (1937) ; Bolles v. Toledo Trust Co. 144 Ohio 195, 58 N. E. 2d 581 (1944)
and the cases dealing with Totten Trusts, notes 47-50, infra, for additional examples of
the rationale of absolute transfer.

28 See note 9, supra.
29 Webster's New International Dictionary 8 (2d ed. Unabridged 1948).
30 See note 22, supra.
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more usual situation being one in which the settlor reserves to himself
the use of the property, or the income from it until he dies. The interest
of the remainderman vests at the time of the transfer but enjoyment is
postponed until the settlor's death.31 The vesting event, as far as the

enjoyment of the benefits is concerned, is the death of the settlor, and
until that event, the remainderman receives nothing. As one judge puts
it, a gift intended to take effect at death is qualified by a trust.32 Mani

festly, as far as the remainderman is concerned, there is no immediate

practical effect to such a transfer. Clearly then, the transfer which is

spoken of as absolute by the courts, is not immediate or absolute from
the standpoint of time as it affects the interests of the ultimate bene

ficiary. On the part of the settlor, while there has been a transfer of
some of his interest in the property, the reservation of all the benefits
lacks the finality ordinarily identified with the term absolute. From
either point of view then, absolute transfer does not have the meaning
one would ordinarily ascribe to it.33
Absolute transfer can only be defined according to, and in the light of,

a reservation of an interest in the property by the settlor.34 It has been
shown that the concept of fraud in these cases has to do, not with the in
tention of the settlor, but with the transfer of the property. In other

words, if fraud is involved, it lies in the act of transfer and not in the
intention behind the transfer. Fraud, running as it does to the act of

transfer, is said to exist when the transfer is colorable only, i.e., the
result of the act is merely to create the appearance of a transfer but in

actuality, the transferor retains as much interest in the property as he
had before. It follows that what the courts mean by an absolute trans
fer is that it is not fraudulent.35
The decision in each case as to whether the transfer is absolute or not

is ultimately determined by an analysis of the extent of the settlor's
reservation of an interest in the property. As one of the earliest cases

puts it:38

31 Scott v. Powell, 182 F. 2d 75 (D. C. Cir. 1950).
32 See language in the quotation from the dissent in Bodner v. Feit, supra, note 21.
33 See note 29, supra. It would seem that the settlor is at once both settlor and

cestui que trust, the ultimate beneficiary being a secondary cestui que trust who follows
the first one.

34 Newman v. Dore, 275 N. Y. 371, 9 N. E. 2d 966 (1937).
35 It is clear that this is a result of attempting to render the concept of fraud ob

jective rather than subjective in order to safeguard the free alienability of property.
Fraud, used in its usual connotation could only result in the minority doctrine discussed at
note 22, supra.

36 Hays v. Henry, 1 Md. Ch. 337, 339 (1848). See also, American Law Institute, Re-
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One of the badges of fraud in such cases, is the retention of the possession of
the property by the husband, after the transfer of the title, ... It is, therefore,
very material in this case to ascertain whether Hays, the husband of the com

plainant, did part with the possession of the property in question.
And in Smith v. Hines37 the court said :

No doubt any bona fide sale or gift of personal property, made by the husband
during his life-time, would affect the wife's claim for dower, as it would be bind

ing upon the heir. We do not wish to be understood as intimating or asserting
that the husband is restricted by any claim which the law casts upon the wife as

dower, from making sale or gift of his personal property during his life-time,
providing it is not done by will; but we do hold that such sale or gift must be
a bona fide one�not a sham or pretense of sale or gift�and one which the
husband cannot take back, and is not to take effect, in case some specified event

does not happen.
These old cases illustrate the basic theory of what an absolute trans

fer is. The theory is the same today as it was then,38 but when the settlor
reserves a life interest in the proceeds of the trust, it becomes apparent
that "absolute" is not an absolute but really a very fluid concept. The

fluidity of this concept is best illustrated in Newman v. Dore39 where
the court in seeking some basis for testing the validity of a transfer was
forced to conclude that:

Since the law gives the wife only an expectant interest in the property of her
husband which becomes part of his estate, and since the law does not restrict
transfers of property by the husband during his life, it would seem that the only
sound test of the validity of a challenged transfer is whether it is real or

illusory.
Newman v. Dore is a leading case on the question and the test formu

lated above has long been applied. This test in fact has been applied by
the courts in substance at least, from the beginning of the history of
the question.40
statement of Trusts � 57, subd. 2: "Where the settlor transfers property in trust and
reserves not only ... a power to revoke and modify the trust but also such power to

control the trustee as to the details of the administration of the trust that the trustee

is the agent of the settlor, the disposition so far as it is intended to take effect after
his death is testamentary. . . ."

37 10 Fla. 258, 285 (1863).
38 Haskill v. Art Institute of Chicago, 304 111. App. 393, 26 N. E. 2d 736 (1940) ; Oles

Envelope Corp. v. Oles, 65 A. 2d 899 (Md. 1949) ; Manhattan Co. v. Janowitz, 172 Misc.

290, 14 N. Y. S. 2di 375 (1939), modified, 260 App. Div. 174, 954 (1940); Kerwin v.

Donaghy, 317 Mass. 559, 59 N. E. 2d 299 (1945).
39 275 N. Y. 371, 379, 9 N. E. 2d 966, 968, 969 (1937).
40 Leonard v. Leonard, 181 Mass. 458, 63 N. E. 1068 (1902) ; Cameron v. Camerop

10 Smedes & M. 394 (Miss. 1848).
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In applying this test, there has been some diversity of result. In the
Newman case, the settlor husband reserved to himself the power to

revoke the trust, which power was never exercised. In addition, the hus
band reserved a life estate in the proceeds and considerable control over
the administration of the trust. In reaching its decision, after thoroughly
reviewing the law, the court concluded that each case must be settled

according to the extent of the control retained by the settlor. This was

the measure of whether a transfer was real or illusory. In that case, the

court, speaking through Judge Lehman, held that by the trust agree
ment, which transferred the settlor's entire property, substantially the
same rights to enjoy and control the disposition of the property as were

previously possessed remained. The crucial fact, however, was the re

served power of revocation which the court felt was completely incon
sistent with a real transfer. New York courts, in applying the decision
to subsequent cases have come to the point where the trust is upheld if
there is no power of revocation and voided if there is such a power.41
Whatever other control is present is ignored as a general rule.
In Pennsylvania, beginning with Dickerson's Appeal42 which was fol

lowed by Lines v. Lines,43 the courts have taken the opposite view.
Dolan's Estate44 followed the prior two cases and there, it was said to be
settled that:

The annexation of the power of revocation does not affect the grantee's power
of enjoyment, or prevent the sale of the property, privately or judicially, though
the grantee takes the estate with the possibility of its being divested. . . . Through
the exercise of that right reserved, the property may be recalled. But the right
to revoke, unexercised, is a dead thing ... to all intents and purposes, title and
possession pass just as effectively as any deed or grant could make it, continuing
in that state so long as the power of revocation lies dormant.

Of course, as a matter of pure trust law, a power of revocation does
not render a trust invalid;45 the only requirement is that the power be

41 Goewey v. Hogan, 102 N. Y. S. 2d 339 (1951) ; Getz v. Getz, 101 N. Y. S. 2d 757
(1950) ; Matter of Halpem, 277 App. Div. 525, 100 N. Y. S. 2d 894 (1950) ; Hirschfield
v. Ralston, 66 N. Y. S. 2d 59 (1946) ; Marano v. LoCarro, 270 App. Div. 999, 63 N. Y. S.
2d 829 (1946); Burns v. TumbuU, 266 App. Div. 779, 41 N. Y. S. 2d 448 (1943), mem.

reversing, 37 N. Y. S. 2d 380 (1942), affirmed on reargument, 268 App. Div. 822, 49 N. Y. S.
2d 538 (1944), affirmed without opinion, 294 N. Y. 889, 62 N. E. 2d 785 (1945) ; Schnaken-
berg v. Schnakenberg, 262 App. Div. 234, 28 N. Y. S. 2d 841 (1941).

42 115 Pa. 198, 8 Atl. 64 (1887).
*3 142 Pa. 149, 21 Atl. 809 (1891).
44 279 Pa. 582^589, 124 Atl. 176, 178 (1924).
45 Scott, Trusts � 37 (1939).
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express and even this is not always required.46 But obviously, the New
York rule, when the rights of surviving spouses are considered, seems

more reasonable than the Pennsylvania rule.
One of the most frequent situations which arise is that of the so-called

Totten trust which involves the retention of an implied power of revo
cation. The Totten case,47 from which this type of trust derives its

name, held that:

A deposit by one person of his own money, in his own name as trustee for an

other, standing alone, does not establish an irrevocable trust during the life-time
of the depositor. It is a tentative trust merely, revocable at will, until the de
positor dies or completes the gift in his life-time by some unequivocal act or

declaration, such as delivery of the pass book or notice to the beneficiary. In
case the depositor dies before the beneficiary without revocation, or some de
cisive act or declaration of disaffirmance, the presumption arises that an absolute
trust was created as to the balance on hand at the death of the depositor.

In Krause v. Krause*8 the court was faced with a wife seeking to set
aside a Totten trust as a fraud on her rights, and it ruled that such a

transfer was illusory within the rule of the Newman case. In the Krause

case, the court failed to decide whether or not the whole trust was a nul
lity or whether it should be considered illusory only to the extent of
the spouse's interest under the Decedent Estate Law.
This question was answered in Application of Halpern*9 wherein the

court adopted the view that the Totten trust should be abated to such
an extent as was necessary to make up the surviving spouse's intestate

share, the remainder going to the cestui que trust. Other cases have

adopted this approach.50
Recently, a vexing problem has faced the New York courts. It in

volves still another loophole in the Decedent Estate Laws. A man had
converted most of his personal estate into United States Savings Bonds
and had named his daughter beneficiary. After his death, the wife sought

46 Id., � 330.
47 Matter of Totten, 179 N. Y. 112, 125, 71 N. E. 748, 752 (1904).
48 28S N. Y. 27, 32 N. E. 2d 779 (1941).
49 2 7 7 App. Div. 525, 100 N. Y. S. 2d 894 (1950).
5<> Kardon v. Willing, 20 F. Supp. 471 (E. D. Pa. 1937) ; Brucks v. Home Federal

Savings and Loan Assn., 228 P. 2d 545 (Cal. 1951) ; Reynolds v. Dorsey, 188 Ga. 218, 3
S. E. 2d 564 (1939); Hale v. Hale, 313 Ky. 344, 231 S. W. 2d 2 (1950); Mushaw v.

Mushaw, 183 Md. 511, 39 A. 2d 465 (1944); Rickel v. Peck, 211 Minn. 576, 2 N. W.
2d 140 (1942); Conry v. Maloney, 5 N. J. 590, 76 A. 2d 899 (1950); Getz v. Getz, 101
N. Y. S. 2d 757 (1950) ; Pickering v. Higgins, 70 R. I. 265, 38 A. 2d 640 (1944) ; Krewson's
Estate, 154 Pa. Super. 509, 36 A. 2d 250 (1944).
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to reach these bonds and make up her statutory share from a portion
of them. Her allegation was that the transfer is illusory in the same

fashion as is the Totten trust in view of the fact that the registered owner

of such bonds retained complete control over them until his death when

they passed to the named beneficiary.51 Clearly, this is not a trust situa

tion, but under the decisions previously mentioned, the court would ordi

narily have applied the reasoning of the Halpern case. However, the court
was forced to deny the petition because of a state statute52 rendering the

provisions in United States Savings Bonds controlling wherever they
conflicted with state laws.

Summary

We have seen that the courts have used a rather confusing termi

nology in deciding the cases, a confusion which when analyzed, boils
down to an attempt to strike a balance between the admitted free alien

ability of property on the one hand, and the interests of surviving
spouses created by the Decedent Estate Laws on the other hand. Our

analysis of the two crucial questions has led to the conclusion that the
two questions are actually one, merging as they do in the attempted bal
ance of interests. In other words, the answer to one is the solution of
the other regardless of the approach taken. An absolute transfer is one

which is not fraudulent; a transfer which is a fraud on the surviving
spouse's rights is one which is not absolute. In brief, the courts have

sought an objective standard whereby they could strike the balance
indicated above and have arrived at the test enunciated in Newman v.

Dore.
53

51 Matter of Kalina, 184 Misc. 367, S3 N. Y. S. 2d 775 (1945) ; Matter of Deyo, 180

Misc. 32, 42 N. Y. S. 2d 379 (1943). See also Hart v. Hart, 194 Misc. 162, 81 N. Y. S.
2d 764 (1948).

52 N. Y. Personal Property Law � 24, effective April 19, 1943. Under the New Hamp
shire rule, note 22, supra, it has been held that a gift of United States Savings Bonds
will be set aside to the extent of the wife's distributive share if fraudulent intent is
found. It is interesting to note that life insurance policies cannot be reached by the
wife, even though purchased with the intention of defeating the wife's claims. Holzbeierlein
v. Holzbeierlein, 67 App. D. C. 219, 91 F. 2d 250 (1937); Poole v. Poole, 96 Kan.
84 (1915) ; Bullen v. Safe Deposit & Trust Co. of Baltimore, 177 Md. 271, 9 A. 2d 581
(1939).

53 275 N. Y. 371, 9 N. E. 2d 966 (1937).
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Conclusion

It seems quite clear that a choice of rules, or a statement of an ideal
rule of law would be of little avail since the principle of stare decisis
binds the courts for all intents and purposes.54 Clear also is the fact that
the present Decedent Estate Laws have fallen behind the attempts to

circumvent their operation and may be said to be completely ineffective
in the situation discussed in this note. As a practical matter, their only
field of effective operation is in the case of pure intestacy and the result
is obviously that we are back to the older type of statute which made
no provision for the right of election in the survivor. The answer of the
courts begs the question in the sense that, notwithstanding the statutes,
one seeking to avoid their operation may simply qualify a gift by a

trust and reserve a majority, at least, of all the benefits the ownership
of property entails. Of what value is the right of election when by this
trust device, it can be mocked?
It might also be pointed out that the fundamental concept behind the

trust situation is that of an absolute gift. Could it be said that the

imposition of a trust, as discussed above, is a violation of the true con

cept of an inter vivos gift?55 No attempt shall be made to answer this

question since, in the authors' view, any possible change must come

from the legislature. The purpose of this note has been to point out
the view of the courts on the assumption that further legislation is very
desirable. Actions to set aside these trusts are still being brought and
it is thought that eventually, such pressure will bring about a legisla
tive change in the present situation.

GEORGE B. MICKUM

THOMAS A. SWEENY

54 The crux of the matter is whether a moral right in the surviving spouse to the
deceased spouse's property is found. It is felt by the authors that there is such a right,
stemming from the marriage relationship and evidenced by the enactment of the Decedent
Estate Laws, especially in the light of the provisions for an election to take against a will.

55 The essential elements of an inter vivos gift are: (a) the donor must be competent
to make the gift; (b) it must be voluntary; (c) the gift must be completed with nothing
left undone; (d) the property must be delivered by the donor and accepted by the donee;
(e) the gift must go into immediate and absolute effect. Zorich v. Zorich, 88 N. E. 2d
694 (Ind. 19S0). See, however, Innes v. Potter, 130 Minn. 320, 153 N. W. 604 (1915)
a leading case on delivery to a third person constituting such third person the agent of
the donee. For a reprint of the case and a useful note see 2 Frazer, Cases on Property
238, 240 (2d ed. 1944).



RECENT DECISIONS
CHARITIES�The Young Women's Christian Association May Not

Prescribe Religious Qualifications for Membership When the

Articles of Incorporation Make No Such Requirement.

The statute under which the defendant YWCA was incorporated provided,
inter alia, that the certificate of incorporation may prescribe as qualification
for membership that all applicants be members in good standing of a religious
order or society. No such qualifications were specified in the defendant's
certificate of incorporation. That certificate was brief and provided, in part,
that the purpose for which the association was formed was for the improvement
of the spiritual, intellectual, social and physical condition of young women.

A constitution and by-laws were adopted, the latter defining active members
as those who subscribe to and support the purposes of the YWCA and who
are members of Protestant Evangelical Churches. The board of directors defined
Protestant Evangelical as including eight denominations. Plaintiffs applied
for active membership but were rejected. No reasons were given for the
refusal. There was no evidence that plaintiff's beliefs were not in harmony with
the objects of the YWCA as expressed in the certificate of incorporation. The
court found as a fact that the plaintiffs were rejected because they held
Christian Protestant beliefs different than defendants. Held, a by-law prescrib
ing a religious qualification for membership in the YWCA, the articles of
incorporation which are silent on the subject, is void and cannot bar from
membership those having qualifications legally specified by statute and
certificate of incorporation. Leeds v. Harrison, 83 A. 2d 45 (N. J. Super. 1951).
The issue in the instant case is whether a charitable corporation may

arbitrarily bar from the benefits of the charity cestuis having those requirements
specified in the articles of incorporation.
An institution is recognized as charitable if it is not incorporated for the

private gain, profit, or advantage of its owners or members, but is organized
and conducted to perform some service of public good or welfare, where all
receipts and incomes are essentially appropriated to the maintenance of the
institution for the carrying out of the purpose for which it was founded.
Southern Methodist Hospital and Sanitarium of Tucson v. Wilson, 51 Ariz. 424,
77 P. 2d 458 (1938) ; Young Women's Christian Ass'n v. Portsmouth, 89 N. H.
40, 192 Atl. 617 (1937). Charitable corporations are not fimited to almsgiving
but may include a broader and more diversified field of endeavor for the
improvement of mankind. Little v. City of Newburyport, 210 Mass. 414, 96
N. E. 1032 (1912). They may be a trust for the prime benefit of a definite
segment of the public. Young Women's Christian Ass'n v. Portsmouth, supra.
The Young Men's Christian Association has been generally accepted as a

charitable corporation. Little v. City of Newburyport, supra. The same is true

122
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of the Young Women's Christian Association. Eads v. Young Women's Chris
tian Ass'n, 325 Mo. 577, 29 S. W. 2d 701 (1930) ; Carter v. Whitcomb, 74 N. H.
482, 69 Atl. 779 (1908); Bachman v. Young Women's Christian Ass'n, 179
Wis. 178, 191 N.W. 751 (1922).
Like other corporations, substantial compliance with the incorporating statute

is a necessary incident to the de jure existence of a charitable corporation.
Watts v. Commercial Printing Co., 177 Ark. 525, 7 S. W. 2d 24 (1928). Since
a corporation exists wholly by virtue of state recognition, all powers are deriv
ative of and subordinate to the particular statute under which it was incorporated.
No powers exist that are not expressly or impliedly found in the certificate of

incorporation. Although a corporation has the power to make by-laws for the
management of its internal affairs, such by-laws must not be inconsistent with
the statute and certificate of incorporation. Christal v. Petry, 275 App. Div.
550, 90 N. Y. S. 2d 620 (1949). The courts have not been hesitant to nullify
by-laws which narrow and restrict the plain meaning of the certificate of incor

poration, or which otherwise deviate from the purpose for which the association
was incorporated.
Recognizing that a charitable corporation has all the incorporating require

ments of a business corporation, the court, in the instant case, had to distinguish
between the two before plaintiffs' right to membership could be enforced.

Generally, membership in a corporation is acquired by the ownership of shares
of stock, and the relationship between the corporation and the shareholder
inter esse is one of contract. Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4
Wheat. 518 (U.S. 1819); Langenfelder v. Universal Laboratories, 293 N. Y.

200, 56 N. E. 2d 550 (1944). As the relationship is consensual, mutuality of

consent between the business corporation and the shareholder is necessary
before any rights and privileges arise. Where consent is lacking equity has no

power to compel a corporation to admit the public to membership, where the

corporation, though a non-profit one, is not a charitable corporation. W. C.
Press & Co. v. Fahy, 313 111. 262, 145 N. E. 103 (1924). The corporation has
wide discretion concerning membership, and the courts will not interfere, except
where the corporation exceeds its legal authority.
However, a charitable corporation is a trust for the benefit of a large or small

segment of the public. Eads v. Young Women's Christian Ass'n, supra; Roberts
v. Corson, 79 N. H. 215, 107 Atl. 625 (1919). In a recent discussion of the
nature of charitable corporations, Society of Cincinnati v. Exeter, 92 N. H. 348,
352, 31 A. 2d 52, 55 (1943), the court said:

It is of the essence of a privately organized public charity, termed in the law as

a charitable trust, that it hold property in trust for the public benefit.

The beneficiaries of a charitable trust may consist wholly or in part of indefinite
and uncertain human beings, since nearly every charitable trust exists for the
benefit of a group or class of human beings who are wholly or partly indefinite.
The element of indefiniteness in the recipients of a bounty is the essential
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character of a public charity. Charitable property is dedicated to purposes
beneficial to the community at large. A. L. I. Restatement, Trusts, � 1091

(1934). A public charity is not invalid because it may be restricted to an

indefinite class within the community, so long as the class is large enough to

make the enforcement of the charity beneficial to the community. In re

Henderson's Estate, 17 Cal. 2d 853, 112 P. 2d 605 (1941). As a general rule
no individual, in his own right, may sue to enforce a charitable trust on the

ground that he believes he is within the class to be benefited by the trust; he
must also sue in behalf of all the other members of the class. The general
public, which is an indispensable party because of its interest and right in the

proper administration of the trust, must also be represented. Accordingly,
suits for the enforcement of a public trust or charity must necessarily include
the Attorney-General. His presence is indispensable. Healy v. Loomis Institute,
102 Conn. 410, 128 Atl. 774 (1925); Larkin v. Wikoff, 75 N.J. Eq. 462, 72
Atl. 98 (1909). The instant case had been previously decided on this point.
Leeds v. Harrison, 7 N.J. Super. 558, 72 A. 2d 371 (1950).
As regards the interest of the plaintiffs in the trust, the court, at page 55 in

the instant case, said:
As . . . cestuis que trust they have a right to the aid of the court in the super
vision of the trust and the enforcement of their rights to participate in that
capacity.

Accepting the principle that the public has an interest in the enforcement
of a public trust, the court easily concluded that a cestui que trust who qualifies
has a similar interest. By treating the charitable corporation as a public trust,
subject to the visitorial power of the state, the court was able to declare the
membership requirements a nullity and compel the defendants, unwilling as they
were, to accept the plaintiffs into active membership. It seems that under
principles of corporate law the court would have been powerless to enforce
membership upon the defendant. This case may serve as the impetus to many
similar suits, where the YWCA has incorporated under a broad purpose, and
the result could be that hereafter charitable corporations will have more care

fully drawn articles of incorporation, expressly excluding certain groups or

classes of individuals from the enjoyment of the "public trust."

ARTHUR A. SCHMIDT

CONFLICT OF LAWS�Public Policy of a State to Exclude Causes of
Action on Wrongful Deaths Occurring Outside of State Must Give
Way to the National Policy of the Full Faith and Credit Clause.

The deceased, Harold Hughes, a resident of Wisconsin, was killed in an
automobile accident in Illinois. This action was brought on the Illinois wrongful-
death statute by Corbin Hughes, Administrator of Hughes' estate, to recover
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for the wrongful death. The Wisconsin Circuit Court found the action was not

one brought for a death caused in that state, as required by the Wisconsin

wrongful-death statute, and the complaint was dismissed. The Wisconsin Su

preme Court held that the policy of Wisconsin against the maintenance of such
an action had been created positively by the statute, and that policy must

prevail. The judgment was affirmed, and the plaintiff appealed to the Supreme
Court of the United States. Held, the statutory policy of Wisconsin which
excludes the Illinois cause of action is forbidden by the national policy of the
Full Faith and Credit Clause. Hughes v. Fetter, 71 S. Ct. 980 (1951).
The instant case, whether through inadvertence or design, represents an

abrupt departure from the belief that strong public policy against the main
tenance of a particular statutory cause of action will allow a state to close the
doors of its courts to that cause. Public Acts, under the Full Faith and Credit
Clause of the Federal Constitution have, in the past, occupied a different
stratum in the judicial scope than have judgments. The policy of the Supreme
Court is to give full effect to a judgment in all states.

The Full Faith and Credit Clause does not require the enforcement of every
right conferred by the statutes of other states. Bradford Electric Light Co. v.
Clapper, 286 U.S. 145, 160 (1932). It happens that the public policies and
acts of sister states come occasionally into conflict. It has long been clear that
a state cannot escape its constitutional obligations simply by denying juris
diction on grounds of a contrary local statute to otherwise competent courts.

Kenney v. Supreme Lodge, 252 U.S. 411, 415 (1920); but neither does the
Full Faith and Credit Clause require absolutely that a state substitute for its
own statute the conflicting statute of another state. Pacific Employers In
surance Co. v. Industrial Accident Commission, 306 U.S. 493 (1939). It is
for the Supreme Court of the United States to resolve the conflict by determining
how far the Full Faith and Credit Clause will allow the laws of the sister state
to usurp the laws of the forum. Pink v. A. A. A. Highway Express Co., 314 U. S.

201, 210 (1941).
Three classes of cases have developed generally. First, those dealing with

workmen's compensation, in which the forum attempts to apply its own laws to

determine the issue; second, those contractual or commercial in nature, in
which the forum attempts to avoid application of the foreign statute on grounds
of public policy; and third, those dealing with causes of action in tort, where
the forum attempts to avoid applying the foreign statute on grounds of public
policy. It is only to the third class that the instant case is directed, though it
extends of necessity to include the second.
The cases involving workmen's compensation have represented a slipping

away from the application of full faith and credit. In these cases the forum
state is invariably attempting to apply its own laws of workmen's compensation
toward the substantive termination of the claim, although the contract of em
ployment arose in another state, and the workmen's compensation laws are
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different in that other state. The Full Faith and Credit Clause, if there is a

substantial relationship between the forum state and the person, does not

enable the sister state to project its own laws across state lines, and legislate
for the forum. Pacific Employers Insurance Co. v. Industrial Accident Com

mission, supra, at 502. The interests of the sister state must be shown to be

superior before the forum state will be denied the right to enforce its own laws

in its own courts. Alaska Packers Association v. Industrial Accident Commission

of California, 294 U. S. 532, 547 (1935). But here it is substantive law of the

forum applied, and not public policy that prevents application of the laws of

the contract state.

The commercial cases have long toed the line of the Full Faith and Credit

Clause. Thus, in Broderick v. Rosner, 294 U.S. 629, 643 (1935), Mr. Justice
Brandeis found that the contractual nature of the statutory cause of action

brought it within the scope of the Full Faith and Credit Clause;
. . . "so much so," as was said in Converse v. Hamilton, 224 U. S. 243, 260,
"that no other state properly can be said to have any public policy thereon "

But the language used leaves no other conclusion than that had a public policy
existed, that policy would have been a sufficient bar to the suit. The Broderick

case, supra, is relied on heavily in support of the instant case. In Order of Trav
elers v. Wolfe, 331 U. S. 586 (1947), the Court refused South Dakota the right
to hear an action on an insurance policy although the South Dakota statute of
limitations on such actions had not yet run, and another statute of South
Dakota made void any such limiting provision in a contract. The Court felt
that the laws of Ohio, embracing the by-laws of the Insurance Company, were
paramount; they found that since South Dakota gave some faith and credit
to the laws of Ohio pertinent to the insurance contract, then they must give
full faith and credit, even to that part of the contract, as found in the consti
tution and by-laws of the Insurance Company, which determined when actions
could be brought. In Order of Travelers v. Wolfe, supra, at 630, 632, 642,
Mr. Justice Black, dissenting, found:

It should come as quite a surprise to Ohio that its state policy can supplant
South Dakota's statute of limitations. . . .

*****

I cannot believe that the full faith and credit clause stays the hands of the state
courts as instruments of state power in private litigation any more than it could
forestall state authorities from revoking the association's license for persisting in
making unlawful contracts.

*****

... the Court today, in part, nullifies a great purpose of the original Constitution,
as later expressed in the tenth Amendment, to leave the several states free to

govern themselves in their domestic affairs.

Mr. Justice Black wrote the majority opinion in the instant case.

Goodrich states: "Legislatures may and sometimes do forbid suits within
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the state upon certain foreign causes of action." Goodrich, Conflict of Laws,
� 96 (3d ed. 1949). Mr. Goodrich based this statement on Chambers v. Balti
more & Ohio R.R., 207 U. S. 142 (1907). This case was held inapplicable to

the present situation both in Broderick v. Rosner, supra, and in the instant

case, because no claim was made under the Full Faith and Credit Clause.

Nevertheless, public policy of the forum has been, in the past, a sufficient bar
to tort actions when the cause of action was created by the statutes of another
state. "That is the generally accepted rule in the United States." Loucks v.

Standard Oil Co., 224 N. Y. 99, 106, 120 N. E. 198, 200 (1918). The Wisconsin
statute which is the subject of the instant controversy is duplicated in many
other states, including Illinois. The Court, in the past, whenever it has over

ruled a claim of public policy, has been careful to show that in fact no policy
of any kind existed thereon.
The instant case recognizes that where the forum seeks to impose its own

law, balance of interest may be a proper question, but the Court here has denied

completely the right of a state to maintain its own public policy to the exclusion
of a cause of action in tort, created by the statute of another state. The Court
has done more. It has, subject to the workmen's compensation cases, placed
Public Acts in the same stratum as judgments. Such a course, the Court main

tained, is warranted by 28 U. S. C. � 1738 (Supp. Ill, 1950), though the Code
was not relied upon in support of the instant case. Such a decision destroys
public policy of the forum as a bar to any cause of action based upon a Public
Act of another state.

The effect of this decision on future actions is difficult to foresee. If given
effect at all, the plain language of the case demands that it be given effect
broader than the particular facts involved. Perhaps the answer, in the light
of the split five to four decision, lies in Mr. Justice Black's strong views on the

right of the states "to govern themselves in their domestic affairs." Order of
Travelers v. Wolfe, supra, at p. 642.

WILLIAM H. SMITH, JR.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�A Municipal Ordinance Requiring Municipal
Employees to Take Oath That They Had Not Advocated, Nor
Belonged to an Organization Advocating Overthrow of Govern
ment by Force and Violence Is Valid as Establishing a Reasonable
Employment Qualification .

In 1941 The California Legislature amended the Charter of the City of
Los Angeles to provide that no person shall hold, or be eligible to hold, any
city public office who has within five years preceding advocated or taught
the overthrow of the government of the United States or of the State of

California, or who was affiliated with any organization so advocating or

teaching. The amendment further gave the City Council the authority to
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adopt appropriate legislation to effectuate said amendment. Pursuant to this

authority, Los Angeles in 1948 passed an ordinance requiring every municipal
employee to swear that he was not now, and had not, within five years
preceding, advocated, taught, or been affiliated with any organization advocating
or teaching the overthrow of government by force or violence. The ordinance
also required every employee to execute an affidavit stating whether he was,
or had ever been, a member of the Communist Party. Petitioners Pacifico and
Schwartz took the oath, but refused to execute the affidavit. Fifteen other

petitioners refused to do either. All were discharged therefor, after administra
tive hearing, and brought suit for reinstatement and unpaid salaries. The
California District Court of Appeals denied relief, and the Supreme Court of
the United States granted certiorari. Held, the ordinance is neither a bill
of attainder nor an ex post facto law, and both the oath and affidavit required
of petitioners are valid as establishing a reasonable employment qualification
for municipal service. Garner v. Board of Public Works of Los Angeles, 341
U. S. 716 (1951).
Petitioners attacked the ordinance, oath, and affidavit, as violative of the

provision of Article 1, Section 10 of the Federal Constitution that, "No state
shall . . . pass any Bill of Attainder, [or] ex post facto Law . . .", and further
averred that the ordinance in question infringed their liberties as guaranteed
by the Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
An ordinance is ex post facto if it imposes punishment for past conduct,

lawful at the time the conduct occurred. One of the essentials of an ex post facto
law is punishment. Colder v. Bull, 3 Dall. 385 (U. S. 1798). It has been
further held that the prohibition of ex post facto law applies to penal or

criminal matters only. Johannessen v. United States, 225 U. S. 227 (1912);
Kentucky Union Co. v. Commonwealth of Kentucky, 219 U. S. 140 (1911).
The Court in the instant case, however, rather than deciding the ex post facto
question on this ground, examined the pertinent dates in the fact situation
before it.

The ordinance in question was passed in 1948 and, inasmuch as it covered
a period of five years preceding passage, extended back to the year 1943. Since
the Los Angeles Charter had been amended in 1941, the Court held that
teaching of overthrow of the government by force or violence, or affiliation with
an organization so advocating or teaching presented grounds for dismissal
from the municipal service in 1943. Since the ordinance, in the Court's opinion,
did not therefore punish for a prior act which had been lawful, the Court
declared that the ordinance was not ex post facto.
Article 1, Section 10 of the Federal Constitution further prohibits a state

passing a bill of attainder. A bill of attainder is an act of the legislature which
inflicts punishment without a judicial trial. Cummings v. the State of Missouri,
4 Wall. 277 (U.S. 1867). A statute inflicting punishment beyond the reach of
executive clemency is condemned as a bill of attainder. Ex parte Garland,
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4 Wall. 333 (U. S. 1867). Once more, punishment is a prerequisite, and it
has been held that deprivation of the right to follow one's profession is punish
ment. Cummings v. Missouri, supra. A requirement that an oath be executed
wherein the deponent denies having opposed the United States or having
supported her enemies, as a prerequisite to engaging in a given activity, may,
in the proper circumstances, and depending upon the terms of the oath required,
be a bill of attainder. Ex parte Garland, supra; Cummings v. Missouri, supra.
However, the various cases concerned with bills of attainder recognize that

the prohibition of Article 1, Section 10 of the Federal Constitution has never

been intended to preclude legislative definitions of standards of qualification
for public or professional employment, and the provision of such standards
is not considered to be "punishment". Thus, the Supreme Court has held that
a statute raising the qualifying standards in the practice of medicine is not a

bill of attainder. Dent v. West Virginia, 129 U. S. 114 (1889). Similarly, a

statute forbidding the practice of medicine by any person convicted of a

felony has been upheld as a valid exercise of the state's police power. Hawker
v. New York, 170 U. S. 189 (1898).
In Gerende v. Board of Supervisors of Elections, 341 U. S. 56 (1951), the

Supreme Court passed upon the validity of a Maryland statute requiring one

seeking public office in the state to file an affidavit that he is not knowingly
a member of a subversive organization. The Court held the statute valid as

it tended to protect the municipal service by establishing a reasonable employ
ment qualification. The Court pointed out that a municipal employee may be

reasonably restricted in his political activity, and that loyalty to State and
Nation could be demanded of a public servant. Applying the Gerende decision,
supra, to the instant case the Court concluded that, loyalty being a reasonable

requirement for public employment, the Communist affiliation affidavit and
the non-subversive oath, each of which is indicative of loyalty, were qualifying
standards which the municipality could require of its employees without

inflicting "punishment".
Petitioners' strongest contention was that the ordinance and oath denied

them substantive due process inasmuch as the ordinance in question did not

require "knowing" affiliation and did not so define the condemned organiza
tions that the employee could know when he was engaged in a prohibited
activity. The California District Court of Appeals, in denying relief to

petitioners, Garner v. Board of Public Works, 98 Cal. App. 2d 493, 220 P. 2d
958 (1950), did not construe the statute as requiring scienter, but held the
statute valid without any qualification of its express terms.
The Supreme Court overruled petitioners' contention by assuming that

"scienter is implicit in each clause of the oath". Garner v. Board of Public
Works of Los Angeles, supra, at p. 724. The Court justified its interpretation
stating that since:

... the city has done nothing to negative this interpretation, we take for granted
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that the ordinance will be so read to avoid raising difficult constitutional questions
which any other application would present.

The Court thereby affirmed the decision of the state court.

The Supreme Court's rulings on the ex post facto and bill of attainder

questions, in the instant case, are well supported by precedent. Further, in
arriving at the conclusion that loyalty to our form of government is an

employment qualification which may reasonably be required of municipal
employees, the Court has laid down a sound rule.
The Court has said, however, that in passing upon the validity of a state

statute, the Supreme Court "must take the statute as though it read precisely
as the highest court of the state has interpreted it". Minnesota ex rel. Pearson

v. Probate Court of Ramsey County, 309 U. S. 270, 273 (1940). The same

principle has been applied in the interpretation of municipal ordinances.

Chicago v. Fieldcrest Dairies, 316 U. S. 168, 171 (1942). Moreover, when a

statute or ordinance has not been construed by the state courts, the Supreme
Court has normally delayed its action thereon pending a construction of the

statute or ordinance by such state courts. Federation of Labor v. M^Adory,
325 U. S. 450 (1945); Spector Motor Service v. McLaughlin, 323 U. S. 101

(1944); Chicago v. Fieldcrest Dairies, supra. The purpose ^rf such procedure,
as stated in the McAdory case, supra, at p. 471 is that, for the Court:

... to decide the constitutional question by anticipating such an authoritative
construction of the state statute would be either to decide the question unneces

sarily or rest . . . [its] decision on the unstable foundation of . . . [its] own

construction of the state statute which the state court would not be bound to

follow.

The Supreme Court, in not following its own rules for construing state

statutes, appears to have denied a valid contention of petitioners on the due

process issue. In so doing the Court may have opened the door to possible
judicial nullification of its ruling through a subsequent inconsistent interpreta
tion of the instant ordinance by the California courts.

Elliott I. Pollock

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Ordinance Making Door to Door Solicitation
without Invitation a Criminal Nuisance Held Constitutional.

Breard, regional representative of a Pennsylvania corporation, was convicted
for violation of a city ordinance while making door to door solicitations for
subscriptions to nationally known magazines. The ordinance made direct
solicitation, without invitation or request of the householder, a nuisance
punishable as a misdemeanor. The Supreme Court of Louisiana affirmed the
conviction, expressly rejecting all constitutional objections. Breard appealed
to the United States Supreme Court. Held, the ordinance does not violate the
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Due Process Clause, as an unreasonable restraint on the right to engage in one

of the common occupations of life; the Commerce Clause, as an unreasonable
burden upon, or an interference with interstate commerce; nor the First

Amendment, made applicable to the state and municipal governments through
the Fourteenth Amendment, as an abridgement of freedom of speech and the

press. Breard v. City of Alexandria, La., 341 U. S. 622 (1951).
Congress is given the power "To regulate commerce . . . among the several

states." Under the doctrine of Cooley v. Board of Wardens, 12 How. 299

(U. S. 1851), a state is permitted to exercise its police powers in a way impinging
upon interstate commerce only where the subject of regulation is essentially
local and then only when there is no discrimination against, or undue burden

upon interstate commerce. Robbins v. Shelby County Taxing District, 120
U. S. 498 (1887), held that interstate commerce shall be free from the
burden of local license taxes. By this case foreign manufacturers and their

agents who solicited interstate orders at local retail houses were assured of

protection from local tax burdens. This protection was extended specifically
to interstate door to door solicitation by Real Silk Hosiery Mills v. City of
Portland, 268 U. S. 325 (1925), which found an ordinance prohibiting door
to door selling unless the solicitor secured a local license, paid a fee and posted
bond to secure delivery of orders taken, an unconstitutional burden upon inter
state commerce. The net effect of these cases and others closely related was

to declare invalid every local burden upon and restriction against interstate
direct solicitation.

The propriety of restrictions on this phase of interstate commerce is divided
into two antagonistic schools of thought; one seeks to guard the local interests
at the expense of interstate business, while the other seeks to keep interstate
commerce virtually free from local burdens.
The first school represents the interests of local merchants in their competi

tion with the interstate direct solicitor for business and, therefore, views the
ordinance as a valid exercise of the police powers of the municipality to legislate
in a matter of purely local concern. City of Shreveport v. Cunningham, 190
La. 481, 182 So. 649 (1938). Specifically, this school holds that, where direct
solicitation without invitation is personally distasteful to a large segment of
the residents of a city, threatening the quietude of their homes, such solicitation
should be outlawed under the police power as a criminal nuisance. Green v.

Town of Gallup, 46 N. M. 71, 120 P. 2d 619 (1941).
Before the United States Supreme Court reviewed the restrictive ordinance

involved in this case and adopted the view of this school, the Green River
Ordinance, so-called because the prototype was enacted in Green River, Wyo
ming, had been upheld by several state and lower federal courts. The first
case construing the ordinance decided it was a valid exercise of police power.
Town of Green River v. Fuller Brush Co., 65 F. 2d 112 (10th Cir. 1933).
This decision was criticized in 18 Minn. L. Rev. 475, citing the Robbins and
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City of Portland cases, supra. A later case, Town of Green River v. Bunger,
50 Wyo. 52, 58 P. 2d 456 (1936), held the ordinance valid and on appeal to
the United States Supreme Court, 300 U. S. 638 (1937), it was dismissed for

want of a substantial federal question, the order being entered without argu

ment, without opinion and only with a citation of cases. In all, the Green River
ordinance has been held valid as an exercise of police power in five states:

Colorado, Louisiana, New Mexico, New York and Wyoming.
The United States Supreme Court in its treatment of the instant case reaches

about the same conclusion as the state courts adhering to the first school. The
Court points out that the knocker on the door of the private residence is an

invitation or license allowing the solicitor to come there to sell but, when
barred by notice or order, subsequent trespasses may be punished. However,
constant solicitation has become such a nuisance that some municipalities have

passed such ordinances as here, saving the householders from posting individual
notices.

The Court meets the constitutional objections of the appellant in the follow

ing manner. In regard to due process, the Court holds that the Constitution's

protection of property rights does not render the municipality or state helpless
in guarding citizens against such annoyances as are found here, moreover,
"... even a legitimate occupation may be restricted or prohibited in the

public interest." 341 U.S. 622, 632 (1951). The Court also points out that

actually the ordinance can only be considered prohibitory of the legitimate
business of procuring magazine subscriptions in the limited sense of house to

house solicitation, the usual methods of solicitation, such as radio, mail, adver
tising literature and local agencies, being still open. Since there is a reasonable

basis, the problem is only one of legislation.
On the commerce question, the Court holds that since there is no added

financial burden upon sales in interstate commerce, an exaction for the privi
lege of doing interstate business or discrimination between local direct sellers
and those from without the state is merely a question of regulation and since
a reasonable basis exists, there is no constitutional infirmity.
Finally the Court disposes of objections that the ordinance as applied to

appellant violates the freedoms of press and speech guaranteed by the First
and Fourteenth Amendments. It is pointed out that the fact that the periodi
cals were sold does not affect the constitutional protection, but nevertheless there
is a commercial feature present. The Court distinguished Tucker v. Texas,
326 U.S. 517 (1946), Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946) and Martin
v. City of Struthers, 319 U. S. 141 (1943) from the present case principally on

the ground that these cases contained a religious element and the former two
cases on the further ground that they applied to a trespass to municipal or

corporate property after notice. In a similar situation where the violation of
the trespass ordinance occurred in a private apartment house, Hall v. Virginia,
188 Va. 72, 48 S.E. 2d 369 (1948), the ordinance was held valid, therefore,
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when the act complained of occurs at private residences, a similar ordinance
should be held valid. With these cases disposed of, the constitutionality of
the ordinance depends upon a balancing of the conveniences between the desire
of some householders for privacy and the publisher's right to distribute publi
cations in the way those soliciting for him think will bring the best results.
The second school of thought views the burdens on interstate commerce, of

the type represented by the ordinance, as almost totally the result of local
merchant pressure, a fact which is acknowledged in many cases. Nippert v.

City of Richmond, 327 U.S. 416 (1946); Robbins v. Shelby County Taxing
District, supra. The effectiveness of interstate direct selling as a means of

competition seems clear when we consider that the solicitor comes to the door
of his customers, while the local merchant must wait for the customer to come

to his door. The old approaches: taxation, bond requirements, local permits
after investigation and other regulations under the police powers to protect
the public health and prevent frauds had all proven unconstitutional. Thus the
Green River ordinance only represents a new approach, which also should be
held unconstitutional. Jensen, Burdening Interstate Direct Selling Under Claims
of State Police Power, 12 Rocky Mt. L. Rev. 257 (1940).
Before the decision in the Breard case the ordinance was found invalid by

eleven states: Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Nebraska, New

Jersey, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia. Practically all the
cases were decided on the grounds that the ordinance was an invalid exercise
of police power and the acts made illegal under it did not constitute a nuisance
at all or at most only a private nuisance. E.g., Prior v. White, 132 Fla. 1, 180
So. 347 (1938).
In the instant case, Mr. Chief Justice Vinson, with whom Mr. Justice Doug

las joined in dissenting, found the ordinance invalid primarily on the ground
of burdening interstate commerce. In his view, "The ordinance is a flat prohi
bition of solicitation." 341 U.S. 622, 645 (1951). As such it " . . . discrimi
nates against and unduly burdens interstate commerce in favoring local retail
merchants." 341 U.S. 622, 648 (1951). He felt that this position was fully
supported by Dean Milk Co. v. Madison, 340 U. S. 349 (1951); see also 39
Georgetown L. J. 484 (1951).
Mr. Justice Black, with whom Mr. Justice Douglas joined, dissenting, states

that though in his opinion "... the ordinance could constitutionally be applied
to a 'merchant' who goes from door to door 'selling pots' ", 341 U. S. 622, 650
(1951), it certainly could not be constitutional as it restricts the freedom of
the press. In view of these considerations, Mr. Justice Black points out that
the Court, by its decision has in effect returned to the philosophy which it
followed before the First Amendment was seen as giving "... a preferred
status to the liberties it protects." 341 U.S. 622, 650 (1951).
Thus, the United States Supreme Court has now resolved a legal question

which has long troubled the state courts. The Green River ordinance is con-
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stitutional. Whether its underlying problems have been put to rest does not

seem to be completely settled and may reasonably be expected to come before
the courts again. The wisdom of the instant decision will no doubt remain a

greatiy disputed issue.
HERBERT F. TRAVERS, JR.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW�Public Utility Commission's Dismissal of
Investigation Thereby Permitting a Monopoly Transit Company
to Subject Passengers to Loud Speaker Commercials and Announce
ments Is an Infringement upon the Rider's Liberty as Guaranteed
by the Fifth Amendment.

Appellee, Capital Transit, who operates streetcars and buses in the District
of Columbia, entered into a contract with appellee, Washington Transit Radio,
Inc., whereby loud speakers were initially installed in two hundred and twelve
of a contemplated one thousand five hundred vehicles. The contract permitted
six minutes of commercials per hour, varying from fifteen to thirty-five seconds
in length. Appellee, Public Utility Commission, received complaints from riders
of Capital Transit and ordered an investigation and hearing to determine
whether or not use of radio receivers on the streetcars and buses of Capital
Transit was consistent with public convenience, comfort, and safety. The

appellants took part in the hearing and asserted that the broadcasts interfered
with their right to read, think, and converse. The Commission dismissed the
investigation, finding that transit radio in its operation was not inconsistent
with public convenience, comfort, and safety. Appellants appealed to the Dis
trict Court where their petition was dismissed on the grounds that no legal
right of the petitioners had been invaded. This appeal followed. Held, Transit
radio deprives the appellants, a captive audience, of "Liberty" without due
process of law in violation of the Fifth Amendment. Pollak v. Public Utility
Commission, no. 10777 U. S. App. D. C, June 1, 1951, certiorari granted, 20
U.S.L. Week 3093 (U.S. Oct. 15, 1951).
This is the first time that a court has been squarely faced with the problem

of protecting a person from forced listening. The exploitation of a captive audi
ence's sense of hearing by transit radio is a new phenomenon and is the first
occasion to give rise to the grievance of forced listening. Note, Transit Radio:
The Problem Of The Captive Audience, 51 Col. L. Rev. 108 (1951). Because
of the uniqueness of the contentions, the court, in finding for the appellant,
was without precedent and resorted to dictum and analogies drawn primarily
from the case of Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U. S. 77 (1949).
In the Kovacs case, supra, it was held that a municipal ordinance prohibiting

"loud and raucous" amplified noises was not a previous restraint of free speech.
Cf. Winters v. New York, 333 U.S. 507 (1948). Although the present case,
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in dealing with commercials, is not concerned with the free speech opinions of
the Kovacs case as such, it is concerned with the implicit recognition in the
Kovacs case of the right of a person to be a willing listener, and the resulting
juxtaposition of that right with the right of free speech. The Kovacs case,
however, affords no sure precedent for evaluating the present case, the Supreme
Court being split five to three, with the majority writing three separate opinions.
Mr. Justice Reed, writing for three Justices in the Kovacs case, endeavored

to achieve a satisfactory adjustment of the conflicting interests between ampli
fication of the voice and recognition of the rights of the passerby. He pointed
out that the unwilling listener, unlike the passerby who when offered a pam
phlet may reject it, is practically helpless to escape the interference of loud

speakers. He concluded that with city streets recognized as a normal place
for the exchange of ideas by speech or paper, to enforce free speech in disregard
of these rights would be harsh and arbitrary. This opinion means that although
the communication itself may be protected by the First Amendment, the public
interest in freedom from forced listening overcomes such protection, when the
communication is amplified.
Mr. Justice, Jackson concurred with the opinion of Mr. Justice Reed, but

reasserted his dissent in Saia v. New York, 334 U. S. 558 (1948), wherein he
stated that free speech does not include the right to thrust a message into the

privacy of another or to drown out the voices of others, and asked at page 568:

. . . can it be that society has no control of apparatus which, when put to

unregulated proselyting, propaganda and commercial uses, can render life
unbearable?

To oppose the appellant's alleged right of freedom from forced listening,
parenthetically recognized in the Kovacs case, the appellee asserts an equally
unprecedented right, the right of free access to listeners, and relies on the Saia

case, and the case of Martin v. Struthers, 319 U.S. 141 (1943).
The Saia case held unconstitutional an ordinance forbidding the use of sound

amplifiers in public places except with police permission. The ordinance pre
scribed no standard for the exercise of granting or denying the permit and was,
therefore, on its face, a previous restraint of free speech. The Saia case can

be distinguished from the Kovacs case in that the former deals with form,
whereas the latter deals with substantive free speech and the restraints thereon.

Important as a prelude to the majority opinion of the Kovacs case to which
Mr. Justice Frankfurter specially concurs, is his dissent in the Saia case wherein
he does deal with the substantive problem of free speech and in so doing stated
that surely there is no constitutional right to force unwilling people to listen.
He disagreed, therefore, with the conclusion that the state did not have the
power in the manner prescribed in the Saia case to control broadcasting devices
in order to safeguard the rights of others to freedom of mind and attention
from intrusive, amplified noises.
The Martin case, supra, also relied upon by the appellee, held an ordinance

r
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unconstitutional as an invalid denial of free speech and press. The ordinance
forbade any person to knock on doors to summon any resident for the purpose
of distributing handbills. The majority opinion qualified the right of free speech
and press, however, by observing that protection of free speech and press neces

sarily protects the right to receive. Furthermore, the Martin case was recog
nized by the court in the Kovacs case as not compelling protection of the

speaker from reasonable restraint. Although the Martin case allowed a person
to canvass it did not permit him to stick his foot in the door, a conclusion
which is analogous to what is done to the mind of a streetcar rider by transit
radio.
It is to be noted that the result in the cases cited both by the appellant and

the appellee turned on the character of the interest with which the speech
clashed, the legislative method used to impose the restriction, and the nature
of the utterance prohibited. The realistic character of the interest clashing
with speech in the present case, i.e. freedom from forced listening, should fall
within those values which the Supreme Court has said will not be subordinated
by arbitrary vindication of the public interest in freedom of expression. See
Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 529 (1951). In the cases cited the
court was split on the validity of the legislative method of restraint, thus the
judicial restraint in the present case may remove the ordinance cases from
consideration and result in a united opinion on the freedom here protected.
The instant court's reliance on the Kovacs case, though understandable, is

unfortunate. It is understandable in that the purpose of the Kovacs case was

to protect the passerby in his right to listen willingly, whereas the aim of the
present case is to protect the "captive" person from amplified commercials to
which he objects. The Kovacs case is an unfortunate basis for this holding not

only because the Supreme Court in that case was hopelessly split, but also
because it was only by way of dictum in rejecting Kovacs' contention of free
speech that three Justices suggested the rights of the listener. From the opinion
of these three Justices the conclusion can be drawn that freedom from forced
listening is a right correlative to the right of free speech. The present decision
supports this conclusion.
The cases cited by the appellee, though they protected the right of the

speaker, were not devoid of an awareness of the listener's right. No direct
recognition of the listener's right was necessary to solve the free speech problem
in these cases but the court realized that free speech, when aided by amplifi
cation, entered an area requiring a balance of the interest between the amplified
voice and the naked ear. The present case offers the Supreme Court the oppor
tunity to recognize directly that freedom from forced listening is the consti
tutional right balancing the interest of the unwilling listener with the amplified
speaker's constitutional right of free speech.

JOHN f. king
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CRIMINAL LAW�A Witness Is Not Guilty of Contempt When He
Persists in Ascertaining the Investigating Committee's Attitude
on His Refusal to Answer a Question Because He Regards It as

Not Pertinent to the Inquiry and He Is Not Advised Accordingly
During the Course of the Hearing.

Defendant appeared as a witness before a subcommittee of The Committee
on Foreign Relations of the United States Senate known as the "Tydings Sub
committee". For refusal to answer certain questions put to him by one member
of the subcommittee, defendant was indicted for violation of R. S. � 102 (1875).
This statute provides in part that any witness who, appearing before a Congres
sional Committee, "refuses to answer any question pertinent to the question
under inquiry", shall be deemed guilty of contempt and punished accordingly.
The indictment included sixteen counts, each count being based on a particular
question which defendant has allegedly refused to answer. The facts appear
to be that defendant had answered without any evasion a large number of

questions asked by the committee counsel ; it appears that the nature of these

questions was largely or wholly determined by the Democratic majority of
the subcommittee. At the conclusion of this interrogation, Senator Hicken-

looper of the Republican minority, having been recognized by the subcommittee

chairman, proceeded to question the witness. In the course of this interro

gation, the defendant refused to answer some twenty-six questions, including
the sixteen questions specified in the indictment. Defendant informed the sub
committee that he was refusing to answer these questions on the grounds that

they were not pertinent to the subject of the inquiry, and that he regarded
them as the beginning of a "fishing expedition". Defendant contended at the trial
that his responses to these questions were in the nature of objections as to his

supposed rights; that he persisted in knowing the attitude of the subcommittee

concerning his position in refusing to answer the questions in the indictment;
and that the subcommittee at no time during the hearing announced its attitude

concerning his grounds for refusing to answer. Moreover, asserted the

defendant, the course of the hearings at this point indicated that the other
members of the subcommittee did not understand or see the pertinency of
these particular questions. At the close of testimony, defendant moved for a

directed verdict of acquittal, basing such motion primarily on his contentions
set out above. In a short, unreported opinion, which discussed the facts very
sketchily and cited no cases, the court granted defendant's motion for acquittal.
The court made no direct statement, as such, of the law of the case.

Held, when a witness before a congressional committee refuses to answer

a question, claiming that it is not pertinent to the inquiry, and such refusal is
not obdurate but rather in the nature of objections indicating a claim of sup
posed rights, and when the witness persists in knowing the committee's attitude
concerning his refusal, the committee must rule on the witness' objections and
advise him of his obligations, or otherwise enlighten him as to the pertinency
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of the question, and in the absence of such a ruling during the course of the

hearing, the witness has a right to believe that his views were acceptable to

the committee, and such a course of action is not contempt in violation of R. S.

� 102 (1875). United States v. Browder, United States District Court for the

District of Columbia, Criminal no. 1784-50, March 14, 1951.

The statement of the facts of the case and the contentions of the defendant

were gleaned primarily from the record of the case and the transcript of the
trial proceedings, and, to some extent, from the opinion of the court; emphasis
was placed on those facts which the court in its opinion appeared to regard as

particularly significant.
It is well settled that each house of Congress has power, through its own

process, to compel a private individual to appear before it or one of its com

mittees and give testimony needed to enable Congress to efficiently exercise
a legislative function given it under the Constitution. McGrain v. Daugherty,
273 U.S. 135 (1927). But neither house is invested with "general" power to

inquire into private affairs and compel such disclosures, and a witness may
rightfully refuse to answer a question where the bounds of the power of the

legislative body are exceeded or the questions are not pertinent to the matter
under inquiry. McGrain case, supra, at p. 176. In a later case (discussed in
some detail below), the Court cited with approval these latter holdings of the
McGrain case, supra, adding the admonition that this power of inquiry "must
be exerted with due regard for the rights of the witnesses". Sinclair v. United
States, 279 U.S. 263, 291 (1928).
The essential issue in the instant case is that regarding pertinency. The case

of Sinclair v. United States, supra, is the landmark case on this particular issue.
In that case defendant was prosecuted under R. S. � 102 (1875), for refusal to
answer a question before a congressional committee. After first stating that
in such a prosecution the burden is on the United States to show that the

question was pertinent to the inquiry, the Supreme Court held that it was for
the court to decide, as a matter of law, the pertinency of a question to the
subjects covered by the resolution authorizing the investigation. Sinclair v.

United States, supra, at pp. 296, 298. In that case, at p. 299, the Court held
further that it is immaterial:

. . . that in refusing to answer he [the witness] acted in good faith on the
advice of competent counsel. The gist of the offense is refusal to answer

pertinent questions. . . . Intentional violating is sufficient to constitute guilt.
Citing the Sinclair case, supra, the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia
succinctly restated the rule as follows: "Authoritative determination of perti
nency is a function of the court; and the witness acts at his peril in refusing
to answer." Morjord v. United States, 85 U. S. App. D. C. 172, 175, 176 F. 2d
54, 57 (1949). In Townsend v. United States, 68 App. D. C. 223, 232, 95 F. 2d
352, 361 (1938), certiorari denied, 303 U.S. 664 (1938), the court stated, in
effect, that the committee itself, and not the witness, is the party who shall
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determine at the inquiry whether questions are pertinent and therefore may
be asked. At the trial, in the case now under discussion, the government
contended that the essential issue here is whether the questions were pertinent
to the inquiry of the resolution; and that the question of pertinency is to be
decided by the court as a question of law under the rule of Sinclair v. United

States, supra.
The opinion must be viewed in the light of the government's contention

that the law of the Sinclair case, supra, ruled the instant case. Had this court

regarded that case as controlling, as soon as refusal of the witness to answer

was established as a fact, the court would then have had to determine as a

matter of law whether or not the questions were pertinent to the inquiry.
Were they to be found pertinent, defendant must then have been found guilty
in violation of the statute. Hence, although this court never directly stated so,
it must necessarily be concluded that the court regarded the facts of this case

as distinguishable from those of the Sinclair case, supra, and that the Sinclair
rule was, therefore, not directly apposite. In the Sinclair case, supra, the wit
ness' refusal to answer because the questions were not pertinent to the inquiry
was positive and final in nature. However, in the instant case, the witness,
while refusing to answer on the grounds of lack of pertinency, persisted in

asking the subcommittee for an expression or ruling on its attitude towards
such refusal; however, the subcommittee, as such, never made any expres
sion or ruling to the witness or otherwise advised him of his rights or obligations.
It appears reasonable to conclude that these factual differences were the essential
factors which the court regarded as distinguishing this case from the Sinclair

case, supra. Of additional interest was the court's discussion of testimony which
it regarded as indicating that the other members of the subcommittee did not

understand or see the pertinency of the questions put by Senator Hickenlooper.
In view of this, the court declared that, "It would be an unwarranted assump
tion to say that the witness understood what the members of the Committee
could not grasp. ..." (P. 3 of the unreported Browder opinion).
Apparently the court felt that refusal to answer a question put by a sub

committee member cannot constitute contempt unless the majority of the sub
committee rules that the question is pertinent. This introduces a novel concept in
the law concerning contempt of Congress. If this principle becomes established
law it is apparent that the effectiveness of the committee hearing as a method
of congressional investigation may be seriously tampered. Past history of con

gressional committee investigations reveals that lack of unanimity within com

mittees is the rule rather than the exception. This is particularly true where
the subject matter of the investigation has caused a split, along political party
lines, in the Congress. The court, however, did not rely on the alleged confusion
within the subcommittee as a controlling factor in its decision, but apparently
set it out only as a make-weight. Final disposition of the issue thus raised by
the Court must await case by case development.
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Two more curious statements, in the nature of dicta, appear in the opinion
and should be noted. At the end of the opinion the court pointed out, without
explanation, that the subcommittee chairman had relieved the witness from any
obligation to answer some of the questions forming the basis of the indictment.

(P. 4 of the unreported Browder opinion). The propriety, or the power, of a

committee chairman to relieve a witness from the obligation of answering
questions propounded by another member seems dubious, particularly if the

question is in fact pertinent. Perhaps the court only means that the chairman,
by a ruling that the question is not pertinent, can, in that sense relieve the
witness from answering.
The court then indicates that a failure to rule on the witness' objections to

a question, while the inquiry is in progress, is tantamount to an acceptance of
those objections. Such failure operates as a waiver of the committee's right
to an answer to that question. (P. 4 of the unreported Browder opinion). This
seems to be a rather unusual interpretation of normal committee procedure.
In deciding the case as it did, the court never reached the point of applying

the rules of the Sinclair case, supra, to determine whether the questions not
answered were, as a matter of law, pertinent to the inquiry. By so doing, the
court adopted a limited interpretation of the scope of the holding in that case.

HENRY SHUR

CRIMINAL LAW�Federal Bureau of Investigation Agents' Arresting
Powers Are Expanded by Federal Statute Rather than Curtailed.

Appellant was convicted of taking documents, records, and information from
the files of the Department of Justice concerning the national defense, with
reason to believe that it would be used to the injury of the United States in
violation of the espionage and censorship statutes. Over a three month period,
the appellant had worked in an internal security section of the Department.
During this span she made three trips to New York City to see Valentin
Gubitchev, a Russian national employed by the United Nations. Throughout
these trips she was kept under the surveillance of Federal Bureau of Investi
gation agents, who found her activities very suspicious. On her third trip,
she was arrested without a warrant by a bureau agent, after being watched
for a period of four hours. During this period her actions were such as to lead
a reasonable person to believe that she was committing a crime. Appellant
contends that a warrant was necessary for her arrest and all information and
papers gained by the arrest should be returned. The prosecution contends that
the agents had at least the power of a private citizen to arrest when a felony is
committed in their presence and that this power was not removed by the
Federal Statute of 1934 giving them their arresting power. Held, that the Act
of 1934 does not limit the agents' common law power of a private citizen to
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arrest without warrant for felonies actually committed in their presence.
Coplon v. United States, No. 10,339, D.C. Cir., June 1, 1951.
When there is no federal statute applicable to the arresting power exercised

by a federal officer, the law of the state where the arrest was made determines
its validity. This doctrine is enunciated by the Supreme Court in United States
v. Di Re, 332 U. S. 581 (1948) and later applied in Pon v. United States, 168
F. 2d 373 (1st Cir. 1948), United States v. Horton, 86 F. Supp. 92 (W. D.
Mich. 1949). Applying this concept to this the court did, the laws of
the State of New York determine the validity of the arrest. Under the New
York Code of Criminal Procedure, � 183, a private person may, without a

warrant, arrest a person for a crime committed or attempted in his presence.
The defendant was committing a crime in the presence of her arresting officer
and, therefore, under New York law it was a legal arrest. The New York

feeling on this arresting power is further illustrated in People v. Reisner, 162
Misc. 470, 473, 295 N. Y. S. 813, 817 (1936), which strongly stated that,

It is the public duty of a citizen to make an arrest where a crime has been com

mitted, or is attempted to be committed, in his presence.

In conjunction with these views, federal courts elsewhere have held that other

type federal officers may arrest without a warrant for a felony already com

mitted or being committed in their presence. Day v. United States, 37 F. 2d
80 (8th Cir. 1929), Gerk v. United States, 33 F. 2d 485 (8th Cir. 1929),
Fisher v. United States, 8 F. 2d 978 (1st Cir. 1925).
The powers of a federal agent to arrest without a warrant for felonies com

mitted in his presence was thought to be as the individual States designated
or as those of a private citizen until Coplon appealed her New York conviction
to the Second Circuit Court in New York on the same grounds as the instant

appeal. United States v. Coplon, 185 F. 2d 629 (2nd Cir. 1950). The con

viction was reversed, with Judge Learned Hand writing the opinion. In the
case, Judge Hand found that the federal statute, 48 Stat. 1008 (1934), as

amended 18 U. S. C. � 3052 (Supp. Ill, 1950), constituted the Federal Bureau
of Investigation agents' complete powers of arrest. The statute authorized Bu
reau agents to:

. . . make arrests without warrant for felonies cognizable under the laws of the
United States, where the person making the arrest has reasonable grounds to
believe that the person arrested is guilty of such felony and there is a likelihood
of his escaping before a warrant can be obtained for his arrest.

The statute in its original form of 1934 read, "... make arrests without warrant
for felonies which have been committed. ..." In this form, the statute only
dealt with felonies that had been committed and did not include felonies which
were being committed in the presence of a federal agent. In 1934, the power
of agents to arrest without warrants for felonies already committed was an un

settled question with many States holding different views. To settle this prob-
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lem Congress enacted the statute of 1934. Then the revision of 1948 removed
the past tense, but did not add any words which would indicate that this statute
was to include felonies committed in the presence of an agent. It would seem

that if the statute did convey this power, it would be totally inadequate, as an

agent would be unable to arrest for a felony being committed in his presence
unless the chance of escape was such that a warrant could not be obtained in
time.

Judge Hand based his opinion on the fact that the past tense had been re

moved and on the fact that the last phrase of the statute, "... where there
is a likelihood of the person escaping before a warrant can be obtained for his

arrest", manifested a congressional intent to constitute the agents' complete
arresting powers. If the statute is construed this way it would mean that a

private citizen would have more arresting power than a Bureau agent, as by
common law a private citizen can arrest for a felony already committed or being
committed in his presence. It seems illogical that Congress intended to give the
Bureau agents less arresting power than private citizens. Furthermore, from
the establishment of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 1909 until 1934,
Congress was content not to legislate on any of the agents' arresting powers.
It would hardly seem that they had no arresting powers, but rather that they
had the arresting powers of a private citizen which Congress evidently thought
sufficient.

Congress, in January 1951, noted the construction given this statute, and its
1948 amendment, by Judge Hand, and enacted legislation which removed the
possibility of the law being interpreted as the Second Circuit had done. The
statute was amended to include the agents' power of arrest without warrant for
felonies being committed in their presence or if they have reasonable grounds
to believe that the person has committed or is committing a felony. 18 U. S. C.
� 3052 (Supp. IV, 1951). The United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit stated that this unmistakably shows that Congress never

intended to remove the agents' common law powers of arrest by the statute of
1934.

The ordinary rule of statutory interpretation is that all statutes will be
construed as declaratory of the common law unless a contrary intention is clear
ly expressed. Thompson v. Thompson, 218 U. S. 611 (1910). Congress nowhere
expressly or unambiguously states such a contrary intention, yet, Judge Hand
says the statute is constitutive. This conclusion can be drawn but it is sub
mitted that because of the fact that it does not state that it is to change the
common law, the more logical construction would certainly seem to be to con
strue the statute as cumulative, i.e., expanding the. agents' power. The Circuit
Court, in the instant case, found the more reasonable construction to be that
the statute was cumulative because, that interpretation, did not place Federal
Bureau of Investigation agents in the difficult position of having less arresting
powers than a private citizen. Such an intention, the Court felt, could not have
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been Congress' intent in enacting the statute, since there were many indications
from which the opposite view could be obtained.
The final answer in this case will probably come from the Supreme Court,

but the actual problem presented by it has been solved by the subsequent
amendment to the statute. It is well that Congress took this step, as such an

interpretation as Judge Hand's could have had a crippling effect on our counter

espionage forces, in times like the present, when they most need liberal powers
to protect our country from her enemies.

JOHN M. MURRAY

EVIDENCE�Instruction Which Eliminates Evidence Contrary to

Presumed Fact of Agency Arising from Insignia on Taxicab, Held
Error.

Plaintiff was injured when his hand was caught on a broken tail-light while
helping a taxicab driver start a stalled cab. The owner of the cab was a member
of the Association whose insignia was displayed thereon, and was fully au

thorized to operate said cab under name, color, and insignia of defendant As
sociation. The President of defendant Association testified it had no interest
in the cab, owned no cabs, received no revenue from the operation of cabs, and
had no control over the activities of any cab owner. This testimony was elimi
nated by an instruction that the presumption of agency that the cab was being
operated on behalf of the Association was conclusive, provided, the owner of
the cab was a member of the Association and, provided, he entrusted the cab
to the driver of it at time of accident. Held, the instruction was erroneous in

restricting evidence contrary to presumed fact to the two items of member
ship and entrustment. Harlem Taxicab Association v. Nemesh, no. 10674, U. S.
App. D. C, June 7, 1951.
It has been held that a cab association is estopped to deny liability for dam

ages negligently inflicted by the driver of a cab carrying its colors. Rhone v.

Try Me Cab Co., 62 App. D. C. 201, 65 F. 2d 834 (1933). However, the con

curring opinion in the instant case properly points out that no estoppel can be
raised unless there was a "reliance" on the misrepresentation created by the
permissive use of the defendant's insignia. Hence an agency in fact had to be
shown.
Two presumptions may be involved in establishing actual agency in such

cases as this. First, from the basic facts of the permissive use of defendant's
insignia arises the presumed fact of ownership. Second, from the basic fact of
ownership arises the presumed fact of agency. The second of these presumptions
is statutory in the District of Columbia. D. C. Code 1940, � 40-403. Prior de
cisions have in effect merged the two presumptions so that proof of permissive
use of defendant's insignia creates the presumed fact of agency. Simon v. City
Cab Co., 64 App. D. C. 364, 78 F. 2d 506 (1935). Callas v. Independent
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Taxi Owners' Association, 62 App. D. C. 212, 66 F. 2d 192 (1933). The plain
tiff relied upon this presumption, his evidence in respect to defendant's insignia
making out a prima facie case. To rebut this presumption, the defendant in

troduced evidence of non-ownership. The court by limiting evidence of non-

ownership to the matter of membership in the Association and the entrustment

of the cab to the driver in effect excluded much relevant evidence of non-

ownership and non-agency.
Prior decisions had held ( 1 ) evidence of non-ownership or non-agency might

rebut the presumed fact of agency, raising a question of fact for the jury,
Callas v. Independent Taxi Owners' Association, supra; and (2) such evidence

might be so conclusive as to warrant a directed verdict for the defendant.

MarcheM v. Olyowski, 86 U. S. App. D. C. 215, 181 F. 2d 285 (1950). In

Rosenberg v. Murray, 73 App. D. C. 67, 116 F. 2d 552 (1940), the statutory
presumption of agency was held to continue until there was "credible" evidence
to the contrary. In the instant case, the court indicated that the presumption
continues until "substantial" evidence to the contrary is introduced. There
is no doubt that evidence contrary to the presumed fact destroys the pre

sumption, 9 Wigmore, Evidence � 2491 (3d ed. 1940) but it is clear from the
above cases that the amount of contrary evidence required for that purpose may
vary: The courts' use of such terms as "substantial" and "credible" do not shed
much light on the problem.
Obviousy if any countervailing evidence could destroy the instant pre

sumption, the defendant's testimony that he is not the owner would serve that

purpose. Many theorists believe that if a presumption is soundly based on

experience or policy it should not be so easily overcome. Morgan, Some Ob
servations Concerning Presumptions, 44 Harv. L. Rev. 906 (1931). On the
other hand, if the contrary evidence must be "credited" before the presumption
is destroyed the procedural effect of the presumption is not only to shift the
burden of proceeding but also the burden of persuasion. Plaintiff then would

initially have to prove agency but by proof of the defendant's insignia, he could
cast upon the defendant the burden of proving non-agency.
Many courts take an intermediate position, leaving the burden of persuasion

untouched, but requiring the defendant to produce more than just any evidence
if he would destroy the presumption. Since the instant presumption is decisive
only in the absence of contrary evidence, the District Courts have had to consider
in the past what is sufficient contrary evidence. Marchetti v. Olyowski, Simon v.

City Cab Co., and Callas v. Independent Taxi Owners' Association, supra. The

problem usually concerns evidence which is impeached, contradicted, inherently
incredible, or which comes from an interested witness. In any of these in

stances the jury might justifiably disbelieve such evidence, leaving the pre
sumed fact unopposed. In the instant case the court's dictum, that the con

trary evidence must be "substantial," might apparently apply to any other
local presumption, and may or may not be a different standard than that set up
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by the term "credible". In any event, it is hardly a practical guide for local

practitioners in preparing and presenting evidence or to local trial judges in

ruling upon trial motions or proposed instructions for the jury. It may well
be that the determination of the amount of contrary evidence can only be
settled by applying precedents as to each presumption in the narrowest possi
ble sense; taking into consideration the exact content of the testimony and
whether or not it was impeached, contradicted, inherently improbable, or from
an interested witness.

THOMAS W. DODGE

EVIDENCE�Prior Conviction Can Be Shown as a Basis of Impeach
ment Notwithstanding a Presidential Pardon.

The appellant was being tried for the crime of grand larceny and he took
the stand on his own behalf. The prosecutor then questioned him concerning
a prior conviction in a Federal court, based on the unauthorized use of a motor

vehicle. Appellant objected to this line of questioning on the ground that he
had received a full pardon. The court took judicial notice of a Presidential

Proclamation, issued December 24, 1945, which granted a general amnesty for

persons convicted of violation of Federal statutes who had served honorably
in the Armed Forces during World War II for not less than one year. The
trial court found as a fact that he had served honorably for more than one year
in the Armed Services. Held, defendant's prior conviction of a felony can be
shown as a basis of impeachment notwithstanding a pardon of the defendant

by Presidential Proclamation. Richards v. United States, no. 10700, U. S. App.
D.C, September 27, 1951.

By statute, the general rule in the District of Columbia is that no person
will be incompetent to testify in a civil or criminal proceeding by reason of his

being convicted of a crime, but the conviction of the crime can be given in
evidence to affect his credit as a witness. D. C. Code 1940, � 14-305. If the
prosecutor in the instant case is to be precluded from questioning the defendant
about a prior conviction because of a pardon, then an exception must be made
to the statutory rule.

The majority of the court, in the case sub judice, feel the purpose of the
above statute is to allow the jury to determine the effect of a prior conviction
upon the trustworthiness of a witness. Thus, the majority will not create this
exception to the statute, notwithstanding the pardon, because it would not be
in harmony with their finding of the legislative intent.

Although the question in the instant case has never been decided by the
United States Supreme Court, the majority opinion seems to be in accord with
the cases in many other jurisdictions and the leading text writers on this subject.
The rule in the majority of jurisdictions is well stated in Commonwealth v.
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Quaranta, 295 Pa. 264, 274, 145 Atl. 89, 93 (1928), quoted with approval in
State v. Tansimore, 3 N.J. 516, 531-532, 71 A. 2d 169, 177 (1950), in which

the court said:

. . . whenever one who has been pardoned of a crime such as would ordinarily
affect credibility, testifies as a defendant in a criminal case, the judgment of

conviction may be inquired into, and the issuance of the pardon may also be

shown. . .

Professor Williston in discussing this same point felt it always has been and

still is the law that a prior conviction can be used to discredit a witness even

though the prior conviction has been pardoned. Williston, Does a Pardon Blot

Out Guilt? 28 Harv. L. Rev. 647, 654 (1915). See 3 Wigmore, Evidence

�980 (3) (3d ed. 1940); Weihofen, The Effect of A Pardon, 88 U. Pa. L.

Rev. 177, 183 (1939).
The dissenting opinion by Judge Fahy in the instant case has relied heavily

upon the dictum of Mr. Justice Field in Ex Parte Garland, 4 Wall. 333, 380

(U. S. 1866), that a pardon "... blots out . . . the guilt,' ... so that . . .

the offender is as innocent as if he had never committed the offense," and on

the fact that this broad concept of the legal effect of a pardon has been reiter
ated by the court in subsequent cases. E.g., Osborn v. United States, 91 U. S.
474 (1875); Carlisle v. United States, 16 Wall. 147 (U.S. 1872); United
States v. Klein, 13 Wall. 128 (U.S. 1871). However, these cases involved the
restoration of the ownership of land to the pardoned offenders, whereas the

question in the instant case is the effect of a pardon on the credibility of the

pardoned offender.

On the basis of this broad concept of the legal effect of a pardon and the
case of Boyd v. United States, 142 U. S. 450 (1892), which held that a pardon
removed the common law holding that a convicted witness is incompetent to
testify, Judge Fahy seems to feel that it would be inconsistent to say that a

pardoned felon is competent to testify, yet his pardoned crime can still be used
to impeach his credibility. Thus he would create an exception and not permit
a pardoned crime to be used for impeachment purposes in a criminal proceeding.
But there were other grounds for disqualifying a witness at common law besides
conviction of a crime, e.g., interest, insanity. Most of these grounds have now

also been removed as disqualifying the party as a witness. 2 Wigmore, Evidence
�� 492, 576 (3d ed. 1940). Yet, they still can be used for impeachment. 3

Wigmore, Evidence �� 932, 966 (3d ed. 1940). So why should an exception
be made only in favor of the convicted felon?
The dissenting opinion, in the case under discussion, although not supported

by any direct authority, seems to be based on policy:
... So the policy of the law should bar the use for impeachment purposes of
a fully pardoned Federal offense in a subsequent trial by the United States for
a different offense.
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But it would seem that what the "policy of the law" should be is not within
the prerogative of the court and would best be determined by the legislature.
Admittedly, where the accused takes the stand, evidence of a prior conviction

introduced for impeachment purposes, might be misused by the jury to prejudice
him on the merits. A. L. I. Model Code of Evidence, Rule 106 comment on

paragraph (3) (1942). It is quite possible that Judge Fahy was thinking of
this when he was writing his dissent, because such misuse can be particularly
vicious in the District of Columbia where the prior conviction may be admitted
to impeach although unrelated to veracity. E.g., Hall v. United States, 84 TJ. S.

App. D.C. 209, 171 F. 2d 347 (1948) prior conviction of rape admissible;
Bostic v. United States, 68 App. D.C. 167, 94 F. 2d 636 (1937), certiorari
denied, 303 U.S. 635 (1938) prior conviction of simple assault admissible;
Slaughter v. United States, 60 A. 2d 700 (Mun. App. D. C. 1948) prior convic
tion of attempted murder admissible. However, there are statements in Judge
Fahy's opinion from which an inference may be drawn that the exception he

advocates, in favor of the convicted witness, would be extended not only to the
accused in a criminal proceeding, but also to any witness in any judicial pro
ceeding. This result does not seem to be supportable even on the basis of the

foregoing rationale.
SAMUEL M. LYON, JR.

FEDERAL TRADE REGULATION�Action by Wholesaler Against
Non-Signer of Subsisting Resale Price Maintenance Agreement Is
Prohibited by Federal Antitrust Law.

Appellant is a liquor retailer in the city of New Orleans who has refused to

agree to appellees' resale price-maintenance arrangement for their branded
products. Appellees brought separate actions under the Louisiana Fair Trade
Law to restrain appellant from selling their products below the minimum prices
fixed in schedules utilized in agreements between appellees and other retailers
in the state of Louisiana. The District Court granted appellees injunctions
from which decisions appellant appealed. Held, the non-signer provision of a

fair trade act is illegal in transactions affecting interstate commerce under the
federal anti-trust laws. Schwegmann Bros. v. Calvert Distillers Corp., 71 S. Ct.
745 (1951).
In Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. John D. Park & Sons Co., 220 U. S. 373 (1910),

it was held that resale price maintenance contracts were illegal as restraints
of trade prohibited by Section 1 of the Sherman Anti-trust Act, 26 Stat. 209

(1890), 15 U. S. C. � 1 (1946). In 1937, the Miller-Tydings Act, 50 Stat. 693

(1937), 15 U. S. C. � 1 (1946), was passed to amend the Sherman Act, supra,
insofar as the latter applied to resale price maintenance contracts for branded
goods, which contracts were legal in the state where made. The language of
the amended statute applicable here is as follows:
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. . . nothing contained in sections 1-7 of this title shall render illegal, contracts
or agreements prescribing minimum prices of a commodity which bears, . . .

the trademark, brand or name of the product . . . when contracts or agreements
of that description are lawful as applied to intrastate transactions, under any
statute ... in effect in any State. . . .

26 Stat. 209 (1890), as amended SO Stat. 693 (1937), 15 U. S. C. � 1 (1946).
The Miller-Tydings Act, supra, clearly removed the application of the

Sherman Act against resale price maintenance agreements respecting branded

products which were legal under state fair trade acts, insofar as the contracting
parties are concerned. But the Louisiana Fair Trade Law, 5 La. Rev. Stat.

1950, � 51:394, in common with other fair trade acts, went farther. Section 2

of the Louisiana Act gives a right of action to any person damaged by any
non-signer's wilfully selling any branded commodity at less than the minimum

price stipulated in any resale price maintenance contract entered into under
the Act. The question of the constitutionality of such a provision under the
due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was decided in favor of a

similar section in the Illinois Fair Trade Act, Smith-Hurd's 111. Ann. Stat. 1935,
c. 121^2, � 188 et seq., in Old Dearborn Distributing Co. v. Seagram Distillers'
Corp., 299 U.S. 183 (1936).
When the Miller-Tydings Act, supra, was passed, the non-signer provision of

the Louisiana statute was in effect, as were similar provisions in many other
states. Did the Miller-Tydings Act, supra, validate actions against price-cutting
non-signers of resale price maintenance contracts by contracting parties if the
contracts affected interstate commerce? It seems to have been the general
assumption around the country among those who had occasion to deal with
fair trade legislation that "... the provisions of the Miller-Tydings Amend
ment applied to a non-signer who had knowledge of the stipulated minimum
resale prices, as well as to a signer." Lambert Pharmacol Co. v. Roberts Bros.,
233 P. 2d 258, 260 (Ore. 1951).
This general assumption was borne out in two cases in point since the passage

of the Miller-Tydings Act, supra: Calamia v. Goldsmith Bros., Inc., 299 N. Y.
636, 87 N. E. 2d 50 (1949), motion to amend remittitur granted, 299 N*.Y."
795, 87 N. E. 2d 687 (1949), and Pepsodent Co. v. Krouss Co., 56 F. Supp.
922 (E. D. La. 1944). The instant case negatives the assumption on the basis
that no clear intent of Congress in the passage of the Miller-Tydings Act,
supra, to allow the non-signer provisions of state fair trade acts to operate in
interstate commerce can be found.
The decision in the instant case is believed to be eminently sound and proper,

especially if considered on the basis that an exemption from the effect of
remedial legislation should be strictly construed.

EDWARD F. MCKIE, JR.
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PATENT LAW�An Applicant for Extension of His Patent Under
Public Law 598 Is Required to Have Full Ownership of the Patent.

Appellant had filed an application pursuant to Public Law 598 for an

extension of time in the life of Letters Patent No. 2,005,733, issued July 25,
1935. Appellant is the inventor of the apparatus disclosed by the involved

patent which relates to an ice making machine. lie had filed the application
for the patent but while the application was still pending in the Patent Office
he assigned his entire interest to the Flakice Corporation of New Jersey. Before
the patent was issued, that corporation assigned its rights in the application to

the Flakice Corporation of Delaware, a corporation in which the appellant
owned 79 percent of the stock. The patent was issued to the latter corporation
on July 25, 1935.
The Commissioner of Patents refused to grant the extension on the ground

that the appellant did not qualify under Section 1 (a) of Public Law 598 as

the patent was not granted to the appellant and still owned by him, as required
in the Act. On appeal, the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals affirmed the
Commissioner of Patents. Held, the only reasonable interpretation of Public
Law 598 is that full ownership of the patent is required to qualify under the Act.
In re Field, 190 F. 2d 268 (C. C. P. A. 1951).
The pertinent portions of Public Law 598, 64 Stat. 316 (1950), 35 U.S. C.

� 115 (Supp. IV, 1951), provide for an extension of a patent which is owned

by a veteran of World War II. Such extension is to be granted where the
income from the patent was substantially reduced during his war service. The
court was of the opinion that Public Law 598 was similar to the World War I
Patent Extension Act of 1928, 45 Stat. 1012 (1928), 35 U. S. C. � 40a (1946),
in that it was intended to relieve veterans who suffered financial detriment by
reason of their service in the armed forces during World War II. But the court

did not feel that the later statute could be interpreted so as to coincide with
the Congressional intent in the 1928 Act.
Under the provisions of the Patent Extension Act of 1928, supra, any person

who served honorably in the armed forces during World War I, who held, by
ownership or contract, a right in an invention, or to the income therefrom,
might apply to the Commissioner of Patents for a period of extension.
Under Public Law 598, supra, the conditions precedent to the granting of

the extension of time in the life of a patent are substantially the same as under
the Patent Extension Act of 1928, supra, except for the degree of ownership
required in the patent. Under the Patent Extension Act of 1928, supa, it was
enough that the inventor held a right in the invention or under the patent or
to the income by way of royalty or otherwise therefrom, while under Public
Law 598, supra, the veteran has to be an inventor to whom a patent had origi
nally been issued prior to September 2, 1945, and who still owned the patent,
or a veteran who was the owner of a patent prior to September 2, 1945, and
had been continuously the sole owner of the patent.
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Patent rights are property, Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag
Co., 210 U. S. 405, 424 (1908) ; Brown v. Duchesne, 19 How. 183, 195 (U. S.
1856); and they are protected against appropriation both by individuals and

by the Government. Hartford Empire Co. v. United States, 323 U. S. 386

(1945); supplementary opinion 324 U.S. 570 (1945). The essence of the

rights conferred by a patent is the exclusion of others from its use. See 2

Walker, Patents � 234 (Dellers ed. 1947) and cases there cited. A patentee's
right under a patent is property, and, insofar as its incorporeal nature permits,
it is subject to general laws relating to such property. Grob v. Continental

Machinery Specialties, 204 Minn. 459, 238 N. W. 774 (1939).
A patentee can assign his patent to another and convey his exclusive right

either in whole or in part. Becton, Dickinson & Co. v. Eisele & Co., 86 F. 2d
267 (6th Cir. 1936), certiorari denied sub nom., Eisele & Co. v. Becton,
Dickinson & Co., 300 U.S. 667 (1937). The essentials of patent assignment
are that an assignee should receive substantially those powers, rights and privi
leges that the granting inventor himself possessed. Six Wheel Corp. v. Sterling
Motor Truck Co., 50 F. 2d 568, 571 (9th Cir. 1931).
Further, an applicant for letters patent may assign his inchoate title and

such an assignment thereof will convey legal tide to the Letters Patent as soon

as the Letters Patent are granted. Gayler v. Wilder, 10 How. 477 (U. S. 1850).
Thus, it appears that patent rights are transferable and under the facts the

appellant had transferred his rights in the involved patent.
By the wording of the Patent Extension Act of 1928, supra, it is plain that

the Congressional intent at that time was that any beneficial right in the patent
retained by the inventor during the stated period was a sufficient basis to

entitle the veteran to qualify under the provisions of said Act, and other con
ditions precedent being fulfilled. However, the plain wording of Public Law
598, supra, indicates that the veteran must either be the original patentee
retaining complete ownership of the patent for his invention or he must be an

assignee of the exclusive right, title and interest in said patent who has contin
uously retained ownership during the required period of time.

Congress will be presumed to have used a word in its usual and well settled
sense. United States v. Stewart, 311 U. S. 60 (1940). Further, the plain mean

ing of the words of a statute has great weight in statutory interpretation,
Browder v. United States, 312 U.S. 335 (1941), and a court must take a

statute to mean what its language plainly imports. McGowen v. United States,
70 App. D.C. 268, 105 F. 2d 791 (1939), certiorari denied, 308 U.S. 552
(1939). In the absence of some dominant reason to the contrary, a word used
in a statute should be given that meaning. Moran v. Cobb, 73 App. D. C. 200,
120 F. 2d 16 (1941), certiorari denied, 314 U. S. 703 (1941). Thus, it appears
that the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals was entitled to apply the plain
meaning of Public Law 598, supra, to the appellant's case.

It being conceded that appellant owns 79 percent of the stock of the Flakice
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Corporation of Delaware, it nevertheless appears obvious that appellant did not

hold such title in the involved patent as would qualify him for an extension
under Public Law 598, supra. While it is true that at times the corporate
fiction is disregarded, Anderson v. Abbott, 321 U.S. 349 (1944), rehearing
denied, 321 U.S. 804 (1944); Taylor v. Standard Gas & Electric Co., 306
U. S. 307 (1939), the general rule is that a corporation is deemed to be a distinct

entity from the individuals who compose it. Anderson v. Abbott, supra.
The appellant having assigned the application for the involved patent, and

the Flakice Corporation of Delaware being an eventual assignee, the said corpo
ration is the owner of the legal title in the patent. Gayler v. Wilder, 10 How.

477, 493 (1950). When a corporation acquires property, the title vests in
it as a legal person distinct from its shareholders. Klein v. Board of Tax Sup's,
282 U. S. 19 (1930). Thus, the appellant is not the "sole owner" of the patent
involved as the plain language of Public Law 598 requires.
It is believed that the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals in arriving at

its decision in the instant case has established a reasonable precedent for the

guidance of the Commissioner of Patents in the administration of Public Law

598, and that its decision is adequately supported by basic principles of law.
JOHN M. MANN



BOOK REVIEWS
INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS ASSOCIATION�Elvin R. Latty. Prentice-Hall,

Inc., New York, New York, 1951. Pp. xxiv, 645. $7.50.

The inside cover title of this book is as follows: "Introduction to

Business Associations. Cases and Materials. Agency, Partnership, and
Related Topics in Corporations." The Preface begins: "This book is

designed to be particularly adaptable to a two-hour, one-semester, or a

three-hour, one quarter course dealing with agency and partnership and
also dealing with some topics traditionally studied in the course on cor

porations." Thus does Prof. Latty apprise us of his tremendous under

taking. A tremendous undertaking, but one which is well-conceived and
well-executed. To one who has grown weary trying to teach two-hour,
one semester courses from 900 to 1400 page casebooks, this book is re

freshing, delightful and encouraging.
The book was received by me just as I started to teach partnership

this past summer. Mechem's Cases on Partnership1 was inherited from

my colleagues as the casebook. As the course progressed, each topic
covered by Mechem was examined in Latty's book. The first striking
difference noted was that Latty leads the student carefully to the water

before he allows him to drink. Mechem frequently throws him in with
out benefit of a life-preserver. I am not unaware of the slogan, "If you
want to prove that you can swim, don't be afraid to dive into the pool."
However, as a member of the faculty where Charles A. Keigwin taught
when his then-revolutionary and then-heretical "cases and materials"2
were written, I can not help but applaud when I find a casebook author
who dares to tell his student-reader where he is going. The second

striking difference in treatment is the masterful editing of cases by Latty.
Not only Mechem suffers from this comparison; the observation is

equally true of several other current casebooks in partnership, agency
and corporations. Berle & Warren's Cases on Business Organizations:
Corporations3 is a prime example.
When I saw the title to Chapter 2, I reflected that very probably it

would be here that Latty would have difficulty restraining himself. Any
one who has read Latty, Subsidiaries and Affiliated Corporations* will

1 5th ed., Mathews Revision, Callaghan (1935).
2 Keigwin, Cases in Common Law Pleading (1st ed., Lawyers Co-operative, 1924).
3 Foundation Press (1948).
4 Foundation Press (1936).
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realize the temptations that were his when he treated "The 'Separate En

tity' of Associations." However, with remarkable self-restraint, Latty re

mained true to his purpose, to wit, a succinct but adequate treatment
of this fascinating subject.
Any attempt to cover such a comprehensive segment of the law

will fail to cover every subject to everyone's satisfaction. Possibly the

problems of insolvency and bankruptcy in partnership law deserve better
treatment. Latty, in the preface, readily admits some inadequacies.
This book is not perfect but it comes very close to achieving the
aims of its author. For schools whose curricula are geared now or which

readily can be adapted to a two-hour course which will encompass the

subjects indicated, this book may be the answer.

From a mechanical point of view, the book is well done. The material
is divided into twenty-eight chapters with the expressed expectation
that it be covered at the rate of one chapter for each meeting of the
class. The binding is sturdy and attractive. The type is large and
readable.
It is predicted that the book will receive wide adoption, as indeed it

should, since it adequately treats the subjects indicated. The harassed
deans and curriculum committees now have a new and powerful weapon
when they urge a combination of agency, partnership and related topics
in corporation law. Now, with sincerity, they can assure their facul
ties that agency, partnership, etc., will not be slighted if Latty's book
is adopted.

PAUL R. DEAN*

CRIMES AGAINST INTERNATIONAL LAW�Joseph B. Keenan and Brendan
F. Brown. Public Affairs Press, Washington, D. C, 1950. Pp. x, 226. $3.25.

The "trial of the trials" goes on. One of the principal defendants
seems to be the Tokyo Trial, review of which was denied by the United
States Supreme Court in a highly controversial opinion.1 For instance,
an international law writer of acknowledged standing candidly states:2

The legal standards�or their absence�of the Tokyo Trial were such as to make
lawyers wish to forget all about it at the earliest possible moment.

* Member of the D. C. Bar; Professor of Law, Georgetown University, School of Law.

1 Hirota v. MacArthur, 338 U. S. 197 (1949).
2 Schwarzenberger, The Problem of an International Criminal Law, Current Legal Prob

lems 289 (London, 1950). Schwarzenberger cites Lord Hankey, Politics, Trials and Errors,
80 et seq. (Oxford, 1950).
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The present study looks at this monumental adjudication from a com

pletely opposite angle: it is, in substance, a well-documented, scholarly
brief in defense of the Tokyo Trial. Its authors do not report from
hearsay, but on the basis of their first-hand knowledge acquired in
their capacities as outstanding members of the Allied prosecution in

Tokyo. Mr. Joseph B. Keenan was the chief of Counsel for the United
States and as such, the chief prosecutor on behalf of the Allied Nations.
Dean Brendan F. Brown acted as his juridical consultant. In spite of
their commitment to the legal propositions successfully launched by them
in their trial, their monograph represents an honest attempt to justify
these propositions by a thorough discussion of the issues involved, and
the arguments pro and con. In supplying this rich source of material,
they have made a valuable contribution to war crimes literature, even

though their conclusions must necessarily be considered as "self-serving",
and therefore, subject to a "close scrutiny."
This applies particularly to the most interesting part of their discus

sion, the chapter entitled "The Crime of Conspiracy Under Interna
tional Law." In substance, their argument attempts to prove that con

spiracy is not a particular Anglo-American conception, but a generally
applicable principle of law which, under different names, appears ma

terialized in several provisions of European penal legislation, including
the French and the German criminal codes. Their evidence to this effect

would, however, seem to be utterly insufficient. Their references are

rather arbitrarily chosen and do not represent a fair cross-section of the
pertinent civil law systems. Moreover, and more important, they ignore
the exceptional character of certain provisions quoted by them, which
were enacted for particular legislative reasons rather than in implied
acknowledgment of the substance of the conspiracy conception. This
writer nevertheless believes that the material adduced by the authors,
even when it is stripped of their defective comparative law argument,
persuasively shows the propriety of the limited or qualified conception
of conspiracy under international law, as acknowleged by the majority
judgment in the Tokyo Trial.

The organization of the study appears from the chapter headings
which follow: The Significance Of The Tokyo Trial; The Potsdam
Declaration And The Law Of The Charter; The International Military
Tribunal For The Far East; The Basis Of The Charter For The Far
East; A War Of Aggression As An International Crime; The Crime
Of Conspiracy Under International Law; Crimes Against Humanity
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Under International Law; Individual Responsibility Under Interna
tional Law; The Fairness Of The Law In Practice; Conclusion.
While there have been several publications covering the Tokyo Trial,3

this is the first one to attempt a comprehensive presentation of all the
legal issues involved. It will be welcomed by those who believe that the
war crimes trials, regardless of any shortcomings inherent in them, are
a most impressive object lesson on the possibility of an orderly enforce
ment of international criminal law by judicial process rather than brutal
force. Or, as the authors have it in their conclusion:4

If the message of the Tokyo and Nuernberg cases goes unheeded, surely there
is but very little hope for the beginning of a new age among men in their inter
national relationships. Unless there is honest faith in a higher law, restraining
the unjust acts of those who are entrusted with the shaping and execution of
national policies, and unless the world community puts that faith into effect
by the continued implementation of this law, through international treaties and
undertakings, and thereafter enforce international criminal law by judicial
process, savagery and barbarism will assume grotesque and apocalyptic forms of
frightfulness. In the ensuing deluge of blood and fire, no nation can long
endure.

MAXIMILIAN KOESSLER*

CASES ON CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE�Derby and Orfield. 1950,
Bobbs-Merrill, Indianapolis, Ind. Pp. xiii, 832. $7.00.

For a strict case-method approach in the field of criminal law the
form and format of this fourth and latest edition of Derby and Orfield
readily commends itself. Simplicity of arrangement is the touchstone for
its facility of employment. Following the principal cases, selected to
include not only the landmark cases but also the most recent pronounce
ments of our highest state and federal courts, we find a few brief notes;
citations to distinguishable cases and references to law review articles
on the particular facet of criminal law then under inspection.
Although serving as a springboard for investigation and research these

case citations and law journal references are not so copious as to clutter
what is meant to be a pure case book to the extent that it becomes a

3 For instance, Comyns-Carr, The Tokyo War Crimes Trial, 18 Far Eastern Survey 109
(1949) ; Sutton, The Trial of Tojo, 36 A. B. A. J. 93 (1950) ; Horwitz, The Tojo Trial,
Int'l Conciliation No. 465 (November, 1950).

4 Keenan and Brown, Crimes Against International Law 161 (1950).
* Member of the Vienna, Austria and New York Bars. Formerly, Attorney, War Crimes

Group, U. S. Army; Member, Legal Division, Military Government for Bavaria.
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quasi-text. In fact, the only criticism that might be suggested here is
that more law review articles and from a wider variety of law schools

might have been included since these are usually meaty morsels for the
hurried and harried legal researcher.
As the authors indicate in their Preface this is not one but is actually

two books in one volume. Book I deals with Substantive Criminal Law.
After a brief introductory note on Common Law and Statutes, Inchoate
Crimes, Parties, Crimes Against the Person, Crimes Against Property
and Crimes Against Persons and Property are each given chapter-length
treatment.

The remaining three chapters of Book I deal with the topics: Criminal
Responsibility, Defenses, Other Defenses. This arrangement represents
a departure from the usual criminal law casebook treatment where de
fenses to the specific crime are discussed in or by cases dealing with
the substantive offense.
Book II bears the generic label Criminal Procedure. Following a

four-page introduction it deals chapter by chapter with the subjects of

Jurisdiction and Venue, Arrest, Preliminary Examination, Bail, Grand

Jury, Indictment and Information, Arraignment and Preparation for

Trial, Trial, Motions After Verdict, Sentence and Judgment, Appeal,
and, finally, Constitutional Rights of the Accused.

Although we have been advised in advance by the authors that they
are going to stress state rather than federal cases since the former

encompass the greater portion of the field of criminal law, we never

theless find numerous references to twenty-eight of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure.
All in all Cases on Criminal Law and Procedure is a concise

but wholly adequate coverage of its field, its simplicity of arrange
ment and orderly progression of cases within each chapter heading make
it readable, understandable and valuable not only to the student just en
tering law school but also to the practitioner whose habitual acquaintance
with the subject can still be aided by formal refreshment.

JOSEPH M. F. RYAN, JR.*
* Attorney, Member of the D. C. Bar; Associate Member of the Firm of Hogan and

Hartson, D. C; Former Associate Editor of this Journal.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF LAW�Bernard C. Gavit. University
Textbook Series. The Foundation Press, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., 1951. Pp. xvi,
388. $4.25.

Dean Gavit in his "Introduction to the Study of Law" presents a

kaleidoscopic picture of the law, our constitutional system with its
common law background, and the functions of our judicial process. The
author states that the book was written primarily to serve three groups:
(1) the beginning law students, (2) the pre-law students, and (3) the

layman who has an abnormal curiosity to know and understand at least
a little about our legal system.
The author confesses that his work is an elementary and superficial

treatment which is not designed to teach law or to add to the deposit of
legal knowledge which an attorney or an advanced law student has accu

mulated. In the mind of the reviewer the purpose of the "Study of
Law" is to present and clarify the problems which confuse a delver in
the law on first acquaintance. This purpose has been admirably accom

plished.
This book will fulfill two important functions. First it will serve as a

signpost�a signpost for one interested in the law to read and consider,
that upon consideration he may with enlightenment decide whether the

pathway of the law will, for him, be a brilliant and pleasant experience
or a way filled with frustration and disappointment. The problems one

faces in the study of law are all presented. However, the answers are

not presented satisfactorily and those which are found are much too

general to be of value, but the discussions of these problems will either
excite one's interest or they will bore. As they strike your interest so

will the law.

The second function is to serve as a guide. When one studies the law
in all its detail it is quite common to find that the focus has concen

trated so much on the trees that the viewer loses sight of forest. With
Dean Gavit as your guide these trees are brought into focus and a clear

picture of the whole is presented so that each component part is seen

in its proper relation to every other; i.e., the executive, the courts; the
common law, the codes; the substance and the procedure. In this aspect
the author is modest in his declaration that his work is of no benefit
to the advanced law student or the practicing attorney.
There are some sections in the book which the reviewer feels will

benefit many of those advanced beyond the beginner status. Particularly
enlightening is the section dealing with how to evaluate an opinion. Too
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abbreviated is the knowledge of many lawyers as to the precise value of
a case. When is a case authority for a given principle? What weight is
the case as authority? When is a case distinguishable? How binding is
a case as authority? In the study of law under the casebook method one

is inclined to treat the language in any case, without discrimination, as

"dogma", unless he has acquired the skill of proper discrimination.
Another section which is well worth reading is that which deals with

the common law background. Dean Gavit presents it, again in an ele

mentary and superficial way, but in a broad easily grasped fashion that
is highly elucidating.
"Introduction to the Study of Law" is recommended to anyone in

those classes for which the author states the book is intended, and also
for those more advanced, who feel the need for a re-orientation in the
fundamental principles upon which our legal system is based.

JOHN p. arness*

* Former Staff Member Georgetown Law Joxtrnal.
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